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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 FUNDAMENTAL NUCLEIC ACID CHEMISTRY 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a polymer that carries the genetic instructions 
used in the growth, development, functioning and reproduction of all known living 
organisms and many viruses.1 Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a polymer essential in various 
biological roles in coding, decoding, regulation, and expression of genes.2-5 Nucleotides 
are the fundamental building blocks of nucleic acids, and each nucleotide comprises a 
phosphate group, nucleobase residue, and sugar moiety. Nucleosides are building 
blocks of the nucleotides that only comprise the nucleobase residue and sugar moiety. 
One of the main structural/chemical differences between DNA and RNA is that the 
sugar moiety of DNA is 2'-deoxyribose, whereas the sugar moiety of RNA is ribose. The 
biochemical properties and function of each nucleoside and nucleotide depend on the 
identity of the nucleobase. Adenine (Ade), cytosine (Cyt), guanine (Gua), and thymine 
(Thy) are naturally occurring nucleobases found in DNA, whereas Ade, Cyt, Gua and 
uracil (Ura) are naturally occurring nucleobases of RNA. 
Although DNA and RNA exhibit chemical similarities, the secondary, tertiary and 
quaternary structures of DNA and RNA are generally quite different. To better 
understand the overall structures of DNA and RNA, determination of the nucleoside 
conformation is of fundamental importance. The nucleobase orientation and sugar 
puckering of the 2'-deoxyribose and ribose moieties are two of the major structural 
factors that influence the overall geometries of DNA and RNA. DNA is most often found 
as a B-form right-handed double helix with the nucleobases in an anti orientation and 
the 2′-deoxyribose sugar moieties exhibiting C2′-endo puckering, which is stabilized by 
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Watson-Crick base pairing and π-stacking interactions. However, DNA is highly 
polymorphic and can take on a variety of other double-stranded structures including the 
A and Z forms.6,7 Additionally, triple8 and quadruple9-stranded structures are achieved 
by altering the base pairing, π-stacking, sugar puckering, and the direction and 
periodicity of the helix. A change in sugar puckering to C3'-endo results in transition to 
the A-forms of DNA and RNA, which are generally observed in RNA-DNA and RNA-
RNA complexes.6 In the less common left-handed Z-form of double-stranded DNA, the 
Ade, Cyt and Thy nucleosides exhibit that same conformations as in B-form DNA, 
however, the nucleobase of the Gua nucleosides are in the syn orientation and their 
sugar moieties exhibit C3'-endo sugar puckering.7 Clearly the structures of the 
nucleobases, nucleosides and nucleotides have significant impacts on the secondary, 
tertiary and quaternary structures of DNA and RNA. 
1.2 NUCLEOSIDES AND NUCLEOTIDES 
A variety of naturally occurring and chemically synthesized nucleosides have 
been widely studied because of their antiviral or antitumoral functions.10-12 DNA and 
RNA nucleosides as ingredients play important roles in modified DNA and RNA 
nucleoside synthesis.13 The four canonical DNA nucleosides are 2'-deoxyadenosine 
(dAdo), 2'-deoxyguanosine (dGuo), 2'-deoxycytidine (dCyd) and thymidine (dThd); 
whereas the four canonical RNA nucleosides are adenosine (Ado), guanosine (Guo), 
cytidine (Cyd) and uridine (Urd). These canonical DNA and RNA nucleosides as well as 
two common modified nucleosides, 2'-deoxyuridine (dUrd) and 5-methyluridine (Thd) 
have also been studied as these are common modifications and comparative studies 
help elucidate differences in DNA and RNA structure and function. Figure 1.1 shows 
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the chemical structures of these 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides along with their names, 
three-letter abbreviations, and the numbering of each atom of the nucleobase and sugar 
ring. Phosphorylation of nucleosides by specific kinases in the cell produces 
nucleotides, the molecular building blocks of DNA and RNA.14-18 In the present work, 
the adenine mononucleotides are also studied. Figure 1.2 shows the chemical 
structures of 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate (pdAdo) and adenosine-5'-
monophosphate (pAdo) along with the numbering of each atom of the adenine 
nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group.  
1.2.1 ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES AND MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The adenine nucleosides and mononucleotides examined in this thesis work 
include: dAdo, Ado, pdAdo and pAdo. dAdo plays an important role in adenosine 
deaminase (ADA) deficiency, which causes severe combined immunodeficiency 
disease of infancy and childhood.19,20 A low concentration of dAdo can lead to the 
selective lymphopenia observed in ADA deficient patients.21,22 dAdo and pdAdo are also 
involved in protein synthesis, molecular recognition and cellular respiration.23,24 Ado and 
pAdo play important roles in biochemical processes as the nucleoside and nucleotide of 
adenosine-5′-triphosphate (ATP) and adenosine-5′-diphospate (ADP), which act as 
energy carriers in cells, and of 3′,5′-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), which 
serves as a secondary messenger of intracellular signal transduction.25,26 Extracellular 
Ado is generated from the conversion of extracellular ATP27,28 and extracellular 
cAMPs.29,30 Adenosine is also an anti-inflammatory that is elevated by extracellular 




1.2.2 GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES  
In addition to the important roles that  dGuo and Guo play as constituents of DNA 
and RNA, they also serve as important targets for anti-cancer drugs.32,33 The N7 atom 
of guanine has been found to be the major binding site of cisplatin and its derivatives,34-
38 whereas the O6 atom is a minor binding site for platinum.39,40 The interactions 
between multi-nuclear platinum complexes and guanine in DNA have been found to 
induce irreversible conformational changes from B-form to A- or Z-form DNA.41-43  
Among the canonical nucleobases, Gua has the lowest oxidation potentials,44,45 so that 
guanine nucleosides are susceptible to oxidative damage involving a variety of 
alkylating and oxidizing agents.46-49 A unique ability of Gua is the formation of G-
quartets, a square planar structure involving four guanine nucleobases hydrogen 
bonded via Hoogsteen base paring; two or more G-quartets can form a G-quadruplex 
structure by stacking on top of each other.50-52 Synthetic analogues of dGuo and Guo 
are used as therapeutic and antiviral agents.53,54 
1.2.3 CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES  
Cyt is the most alkaline canonical nucleobase in aqueous solution.55 Thus, 
protonated Cyt has been found to form various noncanonical nucleobase pairs, such as 
C+•C mismatches,56,57 and Hoogsteen C+•G base pairing.58-63 Additionally, protonated 
Cyt has also been found to stabilize DNA i-motif structures.57,64,65 The tetrameric 
structure of the i-motif consists of two parallel duplexes combined in an antiparallel 
fashion by forming intercalated hemiprotonated Cyt-Cyt (C+•C) base pairs.64 The 
cytosine nucleotide, cytidine-5'-monophosphate (pCyd), induces conformational change 
to the enzyme sialytransferase that catalyzes the synthesis of sialic acid containing 
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oligosaccharides.66 A variety of dCyd analogues play an important role in pharmacology. 
For example, apricitabine (4-amino-1-[(2R,4R)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-oxathiolan-4-
yl]prymidine-2(1H)-one, ATC) is active against HIV.67 4'-Azido-2'-deoxycytidine 
analoges show dual antiviral activity against both HIV and hepatitis C (HCV).68 
Gemcitabine (2',2'-difluoro-2'-deoxycytidine) exhibits activity in solid tumors.69,70 
1.2.4 URACIL NUCLEOSIDES  
Urd is one of the naturally occurring pyrimidine nucleosides of RNA, comprised of 
a uracil nucleobase (Ura) and a ribose sugar moiety. (dUrd) is a naturally occurring 
modified form of Urd that parallels the DNA nucleosides in that it is comprised of Ura 
and a 2'-deoxyribose sugar moiety. However, dUrd is not one of the canonical DNA 
nucleosides. Previous studies have reported two major processes that lead to uracil 
incorporation into DNA, deamination of cytosine and misincorporation of 2'-
deoxyuridine-5'-monophosphate (pdUrd) instead of thymidine-5'-monophosphate 
(pdThd) during replication.71 Due to the chemical instability of cytosine in DNA, slow 
hydrolytic deamination occurs and leads to uracil: guanine (U:G) mismatches.72 
Additionally, the theoretical rate of cytosine deamination is about 60-500 per genome 
per day, and this process in single stranded DNA occurs faster than in ds DNA.73,74 
Enzymatic deamination and activation-induced deaminase are suggested as two 
mechanisms of cytosine deamination.75-78 The incorporation of pdUrd into DNA usually 
produces uracil:adenine (U:A) mismatches, and has been reported both in bacteria and 
isolated mammalian nuclei.79,80 Such U:G and U:A mismatches are recognized by 
uracil-DNA glycosylases (UDG) and repaired by the base excision repair (BER) 
pathway, which involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage.81-83  
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1.2.5 THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES  
Thymine (Thy) is one of the naturally occurring pyrimidine nucleobases found in 
DNA. It is similar to uracil, but possesses a methyl substituent at the 5-position. 
Thymine has been well studied due to its slow dissipation of electronic energy upon 
optical excitation.84,85 UV-induced carcinogenesis and mutagenesis may be caused by 
ultraviolet light absorption by Thy.86,87 Thymine has been found to be involved in 
conventional i-motif structures containing protonated cytosine base pairs. The i-motif 
structures may incorporate T:T pairs to form various i-motif structures, such as 
[d(TCCCCC)]4, [d(TCC)]4, [d(5mCCT)]4, [d(T5mCC)]4, [d(CCTCC)]4, or 
[d(5mCCTCC)]4.
88 Thymine also participates in T:A:T triplets to form a DNA asymmetric 
triple helix via Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding interactions.89 Thymidine (dThd) comprised 
of a thymine nucleobase and 2'-deoxyribose sugar is a naturally occurring nucleoside of 
DNA. 5-Methyluridine (Thd) is the ribonucleoside counterpart of dThd, but is not a 
common RNA nucleoside. Thd is found as a natural modified nucleoside in transfer 
RNA (tRNA).90,91 In addition, Thd is an important reagent for the synthesis of the anti-
AIDS drugs AZT and D4T.92,93 
1.3 TAUTOMERIZATION OF NUCLEOBASES 
The aromatic ring structures along with the presence of several solvent-
exchangeable protons enables the DNA and RNA nucleobases to form/exist in multiple 
tautomeric forms via keto-enol and amino-imino tautomerization.94 Tautomeric forms of 
nucleobases play important roles in the formation of spontaneous mutations in DNA,95,96 
and facilitate many RNA enzymes and aptamers to execute their biological functions.97-
99 The hydrogen atoms of the 6-amino substituent of Ade can shift to the adjacent N1 
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and N7 imino groups to form amino-imino tautomers.100 In previous studies, both 
theoretical calculations and experiments have suggested that the keto-enol tautomers of 
guanine and its derivatives are important in the gas phase.101-103 For the isolated 
cytosine nucleobase, the N1 proton may engage in tautomerization. The keto-amino 
form is the canonical tautomeric form of cytosine found in DNA and RNA. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) studies have found that this is the only tautomeric form present in 
cytosine crystals.104,105 However, minor tautomers, such as enol-amino and keto-imino 
forms, have been observed experimentally.106-108 Zhibo Yang, a former Ph.D. student 
from our goup, studied the gas-phase association of cytosine with an alkali metal 
cation.109 He found that thermal vaporization of cytosine produces a mixture of cytosine 
tautomers, such that gas-phase association produces a mixture of tautomeric 
complexes. Later, Bo Yang, another former Ph.D. student from our group, re-examined 
alkali metal cation-cytosine binding and found that only the canonical keto-amino form 
of cytosine is generated when the ions are formed from solution using an electrospray 
ionization (ESI) source.110 Tautomerization of uracil has been the subject of many 
theoretical111-113 and experimental114-116 investigations. The canonical uracil nucleobase 
exhibits the most stable 2,4-diketo form. Yuan-wei Nei, yet another former Ph.D. student 
from our group, studied protonated and sodium cationized uracil complexes via infrared 
multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) action spectroscopy experiments.117,118 The 2,4-
dihydroxy tautomer of protonated uracil is dominantly populated in the experiments, 
whereas the 2,4-diketo tautomer of sodium cationized uracil is dominantly populated in 
the experiments. Further, Ranran Wu, also a former group member, reported that 2,4-
dihydroxy and O4 protonated conformers of protonated uracil nucleosides coexist as a 
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mixture in the gas phase.119 Similar to uracil, an interesting characteristic of thymine is 
tautomerization that may occur to the canonical 2,4-diketo structure, which may lead to 
point mutations and molecular based diseases resulting from nucleobase mismatches 
of tautomeric thymine.95 The tautomerization of thymine has also been examined both 
experimentally and theoretically.116,120-122 For the canonical form of thymine, sodium 
cations show a preference for binding to O4 over the O2 carbonyl.123,124 However, a 
theoretical study found that tautomeric Thy with the O4 hydrogen atom pointed toward 
the 5-methyl substituent and sodium cation binding to the O2 and N3 atoms exhibits the 
largest total stabilization energy.124 Ranran Wu also reported that 2,4-dihydroxy and O2 
protonated conformers of protonated thymine nucleosides coexist as a mixture in the 
gas phase.125 Therefore, investigations of sodium cation binding to DNA and RNA 
nucleosides performed in this thesis work must also explicitly examine the canonical 
and minor tautomeric forms of the nucleobase to definitively examine their importance in 
these nucleosides, nucleotides and nucleic acids. 
1.4 MODIFICATIONS OF NUCLEOSIDES 
DNA and RNA modifications alter their structures and can therefore influence 
their function. Modifications have been found to influence the stability of DNA and RNA 
strands, hydrogen bonding, and the rigidity of nucleotide bonds.126 There are currently 
over 144 naturally occurring modifications in RNA.127 Of the 144 naturally occurring 
modifications currently known, 80 involve methylation. Methylation is a common 
modification that can occur at the nucleobase, sugar, or at the base and sugar moieties. 
More specifically, C5-methylation of cytosine residues is also a known tRNA stabilizing 
modification.126,128 Certain modifications are only found at very specific locations of 
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tRNA.129 For example, modifications of purine nucleobases with a bulky moiety are 
found at position 37 of tRNA, but never found at other positions.130 Additionally, 
methylation can occur at the sugar. Methylation at the 2ʹ-hydroxyl substituent of the 
sugar is known to block sugar edge interactions and stabilize against hydrolysis.131 
Nucleoside analogues play a major role as anti-cancer and antiviral drugs. For example, 
2',3'-dideoxynucleoside analogues have been used for AIDS treatment.132 
Fluoropyrimidine, thymidine and purine derivatives have been used in cancer 
therapy.133 In addition, cytarabine (arabinosylcytosine, araCyd) is one of the most 
effective drugs used in hematopoietic malignancies.134 The effects of modifications to 
DNA and RNA have been elucidated in limited cases, but many questions related to the 
influence of modifications on the structures, stabilities and functions remain unanswered. 
1.5 NONCOVALENT INTERACTIONS 
Noncovalent interactions differ from covalent bonds in that the highly localized 
sharing of electrons between atoms is not involved. In contrast to covalent bonds, 
noncovalent interactions involve more dispersed variations of electromagnetic 
interactions, and are observed in almost all biological processes. For example, 
noncovalent interactions are important for maintaining the structures of large 
biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids via both intermolecular and 
intramolecular interactions.135 Generally, noncovalent interactions are weaker than 
covalent interactions, because the sharing of electrons is less localized. However, 
multiple noncovalent interactions can be achieved to provide greater overall stabilization 
to structures. There are four types of noncovalent interactions: electrostatic, π-
interactions, van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic effects.136 Noncovalent interactions 
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play important roles in drug design, self-assembly materials design and crystallinity, 
organic synthesis, and all biological systems.137-139 
1.5.1 METAL CATION-LIGAND INTERACTIONS 
Metal cations, as electrophiles carry positive charges and are able to form 
electrostatic interactions or covalent bonds with other atoms.140 Typically, alkali and 
alkaline earth metal cations prefer noncovalent interations with electronegative atoms, 
because these metal cations already have complete shell electron configurations. 
Numerous studies in the literature have found that sodium cations preferentially bind via 
multiple chelation interactions to hetero atoms,141-151 and in particular, oxygen atoms 
and π-systems of organic and biologically relevant ligands.145,146,152-158 The size of the 
alkali metal cation significantly affects the strength of binding. Generally, the bond 
dissociation energies (BDEs) of alkali metal cation-ligand complexes decrease as the 
size of alkali metal cation increases from Li+ to Cs+.110,123,143,159-161 
1.5.2 METAL CATION-NUCLEIC ACID INTERACTIONS 
Na+ and K+ are the most abundant metal cations and participate in biological 
processes via noncovalent interactions with DNA and RNA nucleic acids.162,163 At low 
concentrations of sodium, preferential binding to the deprotonated phosphate moieties 
along the polyanionic backbone is observed due to their strong Coulombic attraction to 
the negative charges.164 At higher concentrations, sodium cations may also interact with 
the nucleobases or sugar moieties and potentially disrupt hydrogen bond base pairing, 
and thus influence the structural integrity of the nucleic acid polymer. Free sodium 
cations and protein-bound forms of sodium affect synthesis, replication, and cleavage of 
DNA and RNA.165 The B-form of DNA and G-quadruplex structures are stabilized by 
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alkali metal cations, particularly Na+ and K+.166-170 Sodium cations have been found to 
affect the synthesis, replication, and cleavage of DNA and RNA.171 High Na+ 
concentrations stabilize the Z-form of DNA, because the Na+ cations reduce the 
electrostatic repulsion along the negatively charged phosphate backbone.172 Although 
high concentrations of alkali metal cations have been demonstrated to stabilize DNA 
and RNA, alkali metal cations also show negative effects on their overall stability. For 
example, a high concentration of Na+ could cause oxidative damage to the nucleobases 
of DNA and unzipping of DNA helical structures.173 Thus, the effects of metal cation-
nucleic acid interactions on the structure and function of DNA and RNA and its 
nucleoside and nucleotide building blocks are of great interest. 
1.6 N-GLYCOSIDIC BOND STABILITY 
The N-glycosidic bond, which is the covalent bond that links the nucleobase 
residue and sugar moiety, is important to the overall stability of DNA and RNA. 
Mutations in the DNA and RNA sequence via nucleobase excision or mismatch are 
influenced by the N-glycosidic bond stabilities of the relevant sequence.174 N-glycosidic 
bond stability/cleavage is investigated here because of its role in biochemical processes 
that occur in vivo, such as nucleobase salvage and DNA repair.174-176 Modifications on 
the nucleobase and sugar moiety have been found to affect the stabilities of N-
glycosidic bonds.177-179 Additionally, both theoretical and experimental studies 






1.7 NUCLEOBASE ORIENTATION AND SUGAR PUCKERING 
The nucleobase orientation relative to the N-glycosidic bond is defined by the 
∠C4N9C1'O4' dihedral angle for purine nucleosides, and the ∠C2N1C1'O4' dihedral 
angle for pyrimidine nucleosides. When the dihedral angle falls into the range of 90° to 
270°, it is designated as the anti orientation. When the dihedral angle falls into the range 
of -90° to 90°, it is designated as the syn orientation. In Figure 1.3, dAdo is used to 
illustrate anti and syn orientations of purine nucleosides, whereas as dCyd is used to 
illustrate anti and syn orientations of pyrimidine nucleosides. 
Two related designations for the sugar puckering are used. The first designation 
assumes that the ring is more envelope like such that endo (puckering toward the 5'-
substituent) and exo (puckering away the 5'-substituent) are used to designate which 
atom is puckered out of the sugar ring plane. The second designation of sugar 
puckering is defined on the basis of the pseudorotation angle, P, of the sugar moiety.183 
Envelope (E) and twist (T) designations are more general and detailed as many stable 
conformations take on partially twisted structures. E configurations have only one atom 
puckered out of the plane defined by the other four atoms of the sugar ring, whereas T 
configurations have two atoms puckered out of the plane defined by the other three 
atoms of the sugar ring. Figure 1.4 shows examples of E and T configurations as well 
as the pseudorotation angle diagram. P is calculated using Equation 1.1, 
4 1 3 0
2
( ) ( )
tan
2 (sin36 sin72 )







where the angles, v0, v1, v2, v3 and v4, represent the ∠C4'O4′C1′C2′, ∠O4′C1′C2′C3′, 
∠C1′C2′C3′C4′, ∠C2′C3′C4′O4′ and ∠C3′C4′O4′C1′ dihedral angles of the sugar moiety, 
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respectively. In the pseudorotation angle diagram (Figure 1.4), v2 is positive in the 
upper section of the diagram, and negative in the lower section of the diagram. The E 
and T designations of sugar puckering can be identified by comparing P and v2 of each 
nucleoside. In this nomenclature, superscripts designate endo, whereas subscripts 
designate exo puckered atoms. The numbers that precede or follow the letters E and T 
denote the major or minor puckering of the atoms, respectively. For example, 2E 
designates C2'-endo sugar puckering, and 2T3 indicates that the major sugar puckering 
as being C2'-endo, and the minor sugar puckering as being C3'-exo, as shown in 
Figure 1.4. 
1.8 MOTIVATION AND SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED 
A major focus of our research group involves the elucidation of the structures and 
thermochemical properties of nucleic acid building blocks via tandem mass 
spectrometry and computational approaches. A previous Ph.D. student in the group, 
Ranran Wu, investigated the gas-phase conformations and stabilities of the protonated 
forms of the same 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides examined in this thesis using infrared 
multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) action spectroscopy techniques combined with 
theoretical calculations.119,125,184-186 She has also elucidated the gas-phase 
conformations of the protonated forms of the eight canonical DNA and RNA 
mononucleotides.187-190 Another former Ph.D. student, Yuan-wei Nei, studied the gas-
phase conformations of the deprotonated forms of the canonical DNA and RNA 
mononucleotides and initiated investigations of their sodium cationized forms using 
similar techniques.191,192  
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The dissociation mechanisms and energetics associated with N-glycosidic bond 
cleavage of these same 10 protonated DNA and RNA nucleosides were examined by 
threshold collision-induced dissociation (TCID) techniques using guided ion beam mass 
spectrometry (GIBMS) approaches.193-197 Thermochemical analysis of the resultant 
TCID data requires detailed mapping of the mechanisms and potential energy surfaces 
(PESs) for the N-glycosidic bond cleavage reactions observed upon CID of the 
protonated nucleosides. In these computational works, the most stable low-energy 
conformers experimentally populated determined from the IRMPD action spectroscopy 
experiments and theoretical calculations were used as reactant structures. The 
unimolecular dissociation of the protonated nucleosides was found to involve a 
sequential two-step mechanism involving elongation of the N-glycosidic bond followed 
by proton transfer from the sugar moiety to the nucleobase. These latter studies 
definitively showed that the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of the RNA nucleosides for all five 
nucleobase, Ade, Cyt, Gua, Thy and Ura, stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond compared 
with the analogous DNA nucleosides. 
In the present work, IRMPD action spectroscopy and theoretical studies of the 
sodium cationized forms of the same 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides are performed to 
elucidate the conformations and stabilities of these complexes. Furthermore, sodium 
cationized adenine mononucleotides and disodium cationized deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides are also examined to elucidate the effect of the phosphate moiety on 
the conformations and stabilities of the adenine nucleosides. These results are 
compared with previous studies to provide a better understanding of the effects of 
sodium cationization vs. protonation vs. deprotonation on the gas-phase conformations 
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of these nucleic acid building blocks. Additionally, these results provide information 
regarding the reactant structures of these systems to facilitate further studies of the 
dissociation mechanisms and energetics associated with N-glycosidic bond cleavage of 
the sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides and N-glycosidic bond and phosphate 
ester cleavage of the sodium cationized DNA and RNA mononucleotides using a guided 
ion beam tandem mass spectrometer (GIBMS) techniques.  
Energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) experiments performed 
in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QITMS) under multiple-collision conditions 
complemented by survival yield analyses are also performed here for the 10 protonated 
and metal cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides to determine the relative stabilities of 
these complexes, which in favorable cases directly correlate with their relative N-
glycosidic bond stabilities. The effects of modifications and the local environment on the 
relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of the nucleosides are obtained from comparative 
analyses. Compared to GIBMS studies, survival yield analyses cannot provide accurate 
absolute thermochemical information because internal energy and lifetime effects are 
not incorporated into the fitting model. However, survival yield analyses do not require 
such extensive computational works to obtain relative thermochemical data and trends 
among the precursor ions. Thus, this high-throughput technique is used as a guide for 
future studies of the absolute energetics associated with N-glycosidic bond cleavage of 






1.8.1 STRUCTURES OF THE SODIUM CATIONIZED DNA AND RNA 
NUCLEOSIDES 
The effects of sodium cationization on the conformations and stabilities of 10 
DNA and RNA nucleosides including eight canonical and two modified nucleosides are 
elucidated using the combination of IRMPD action spectroscopy and theoretical 
calculations. Theoretical results for these sodium cationized nucleoside complexes are 
presented in Chapter 3. Geometry optimization and harmonic vibrational frequency 
calculations are performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, whereas single 
point energies are calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. In addition to 
examining the canonical forms of the nucleosides, tautomerization of the nucleobase 
residues of the nucleosides is also considered. Water adduction to the low-energy 
conformers of the sodium cation-pyrimidine nucleoside complexes is also examined to 
investigate the effects of solvation on the relative stabilities (and to explain 
unanticipated experimental findings). Results of our IRMPD action spectroscopy studies 
for these 10 sodium cation-nucleoside complexes are presented in Chapter 4. By 
comparing the measured IRMPD spectra to IR spectra predicted for the stable low-
energy conformations computed for each sodium cationized nucleoside complex, the 
conformations populated in the experiments are determined. 
1.8.2 STABILITIES OF PROTONATED AND METAL CATIONIZED DNA AND 
RNA NUCLEOSIDES 
Energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) experiments of 10 DNA 
and RNA nucleosides are performed to determine the relative stabilities of these 
complexes. The survival yield of the precursor ion is calculated at each rf excitation 
amplitude (rfEA), and then plotted as a function of rfEA to generate the survival yield 
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curve. By comparing the rfEA required to produce 50% dissociation of the precursor ion 
(CID50%), the relative stabilities of the DNA and RNA nucleosides are thus determined. 
In particular, in favorable cases where the fragmentation pathways involve only N-
glycosidic bond cleavage, the CID50% values directly correlate with the relative N-
glycosidic bond stabilities. In Chapter 5, the relative stabilities of the protonated and 
sodium cationized forms of 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides including eight canonical and 
two modified nucleosdies are determined using survival yield analyses. Additionally, the 
effects of several sugar modifications, including 2'-fluoro substitution, 2'-O-methylation, 
and inversion of the 2'-stereochemistry, on the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities are 
also examined and discussed. These studies are extended to include other metal 
cations, Li+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ and Ag+ for dGuo and Guo to further elucidate the relative 
propensities of these metal cations for activating the glycosidic bond. 
1.8.3 STRUCTURES OF SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE 
MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The effects of sodium cationization on the conformations and stabilities of the 
neutral and deprotonated forms of the adenine mononucleotides are elucidated using 
the combination of IRMPD action spectroscopy and theoretical calculations. Theoretical 
results for these sodium cationized adenine mononucleotides complexes are presented 
in Chapter 6. Geometry optimizations and harmonic vibrational frequency calculations 
are again performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, whereas single-point 
energy calculations were calculated with an extended basis set, 6-311+G(2d,2p). 
Results of our IRMPD action spectroscopy studies of these complexes are presented in 
Chapter 7. By comparing the measured IRMPD spectra to IR spectra predicted for the 
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stable low-energy conformations computed for each sodium cationized mononucleotide 
complex, the conformers populated in the experiments are determined. 
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Figure 1.1 Chemical structures of the adenine, guanine, cytosine, uracil and
thymine nucleosides along with their names and three-letter abbreviations. The








Figure 1.2 Chemical structures of 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate (pdAdo)
and adenosine-5'-monophosphate (pAdo). The numbering of each atom of the




Figure 1.3 Designations of nucleobase orientation (anti and syn) based on the
∠C4N9C1′O4′ and ∠C2N1C1′O4′ dihedral angles of the purine and pyrimidine
nucleosides, respectively.
anti orientation
∠C2N1C1′O4′ = 90 to 270 
syn orientation
∠C2N1C1′O4′ = 90 to 90 
anti orientation
∠C4N9C1′O4′ = 90 to 270 
syn orientation




Figure 1.4 Two examples of envelope (E) and twist (T) sugar configurations. E
configurations have only one atom puckered out of sugar plane, whereas T
configurations have two atoms puckered out of the sugar plane. The pseudorotation
phase angle (P) diagram is also shown. The sugar puckering is determined by
locating P in the diagram.
Envelope (E) Twist (T)
Base Base




CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
2.1 INFRARED MULTIPLE PHOTON DISSOCIATION ACTION 
SPECTROSCOPY 
Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) action spectroscopy is a powerful 
technique that combines mass spectrometry and high-powered wavelength-tunable 
lasers. In the present work, a free electron laser (FEL) and a table-top optical 
parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO) laser were used to examine the unique IR features 
of mass-isolated precursor ions via their IRMPD fragmentation behavior. The mass 
spectrometer used to perform the IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments is a custom-
built 4.7 T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FT-ICR MS). 
A schematic diagram of the IRMPD experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1 and is 
described in Section 2.1.1.The experimental workflow for the IRMPD action 
spectroscopy studies is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The experimental IRMPD tandem 
mass spectra (MS/MS) of each ion of interest are measured as a function of the laser 
wavelength (vibrational frequency), converted to IRMPD spectra and compared with the 
linear IR spectrum calculated for each conformer computed. Good agreement between 
the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra is interpreted as indicating that that 
the conformer is populated in the experiments. Significant misalignments between the 
experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra indicate that the corresponding 
conformer does not have measurable population in the experiments. 
2.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR IRMPD ACTION SPECTROSCOPY 
EXPERIMENTS 
IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments were performed using a custom-built 
4.7 T FT-ICR MS coupled to a FEL or an OPO/OPA laser system to examine both the 
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IR fingerprint (~550 to 1850 cm-1) and hydrogen-stretching (~3300 to 3800 cm-1) regions. 
The custom-built FT-ICR MS has been described in detail elsewhere.198-200 The DNA or 
RNA nucleoside, i.e. 2'-deoxyadenosine (dAdo), adenosine (Ado), 2'-deoxyguanosine 
(dGuo), guanosine (Guo), 2'-deoxycytidine (dCyd), cytidine (Cyd), 2'-deoxyuridine 
(dUrd), uridine (Urd), thymidine (dThd) and 5-methyluridine (Thd), along with NaCl was 
dissolved in a 1:1 (v/v) methanol:water mixture and diluted to a concentration of ~1 mM 
of the nucleoside and salt to facilitate formation of the sodium cationized nucleosides. 
The DNA or RNA forms of adenine mononucleotide, i.e. 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-
monophosphate (pdAdo) and adenosine-5'-monophosphate (pAdo), along with NaCl 
was dissolved in a 1:1 (v/v) methanol:water mixture and diluted to a concentration of ~2 
mM of the mononucleotide and 1-2 mM salt. A schematic diagram of the IRMPD action 
spectroscopy instrumental setup is shown in Figure 2.1. Ions were generated using a 
Micromass “Z-spray” electrospray ionization (ESI) source operated at a flow rate ~10 
μL/min. Ions enter the first vacuum region of the mass spectrometer through a limiting 
orifice cone inlet due to the pressure differential and direct current (dc) potential 
gradient between the ESI needle and the cone inlet. The cone inlet, which is mounted 
perpendicularly to the ion path from the ESI needle, and the quadrupole bender (Q 
bender) is used to prevent direct transfer of neutral solvent droplets from the ESI source. 
The ions emanating from the ESI source were accumulated in a radio frequency (rf) 
hexapole ion trap for several seconds to enhance the signal-to noise ratio and affect 
efficient thermalization of the ions via multiple collisions with the background gases. 
Ions were pulse extracted from the hexapole through a quadrupole bender, and 
transferred into the ICR cell via a 1 m long rf octopole ion guide. Ion capturing was 
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facilitated by electrostatic switching of the dc bias of the octopole, which also avoids 
collisional heating of the ions.199 The ICR cell is surrounded by a 4.7 Tesla 
superconducting magnet. The laser beam in the ICR cell is reflected by the polished 
gold surface of the ICR cell in a multi-pass fashion, as shown in Figure 2.1. This design 
enables the ion cloud trapped in the ICR cell to overlap multiple times with the FEL and 
OPO laser beams, such that the IRMPD efficiency is improved. The ions were trapped 
in the ICR cell for ~300 ms to achieve a room temperature distribution by radiative 
emission. The precursor ions were isolated using stored waveform inverse Fourier 
transform (SWIFT) techniques and subsequently irradiated by the FEL or OPO laser to 
induce IR photodissociation. The FEL typically produces high-energy macropulses, 
such that efficient IRMPD was achieved in 3-4 s, whereas the reduced output of the 
OPO laser required 8-9 s of irradiation to achieve similar dissociation efficiency for the 
experiments performed in this work.  
2.1.2 IRMPD YIELD CALCULATION 
The IRMPD yield at each frequency was calculated as the ratio of the intensity of 
the total fragment ion intensity to the total ion intensity, as summarized in Equation 2.1, 
IRMPD yield = ( )/( + ) i if P f
i i
I I I  (2.1) 
where PI  is the precursor ion intensity,  if
i
I  is the total fragment ion intensity, and 
( + ) iP f
i
I I  is the total ion intensity. The IRMPD yields were plotted as a function of 
vibrational frequency (cm-1) over the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. 
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Linear normalization with the FEL or OPO laser power was used to correct for variations 
in the laser power as a function of vibrational frequency. 
2.2 ENERGY-RESOLVED COLLISION-INDUCED DISSOCIATION 
EXPERIMENTS 
The energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) behavior of the 
protonated and sodium cationized forms of 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides, i.e. dAdo, 
Ado, dGuo, Guo, dCyd, Cyd, dUrd, Urd, dThd and Thd, were examined using a Bruker 
amaZon ETD quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QIT MS). The protonated and 
sodium cationized modified nucleosides were also elucidated using the same technique, 
including 2'-O-methyladenosine (Adom), 2'-O-methylguanosine (Guom), 2'-O-
methylcytidine (Cydm), 2'-O-methyluridine (Urdm), 5,2'-O-dimethyluridine (Thdm), 2'-
deoxy-2'-fluoroadenosine (Adofl), 2'-deoxy-2'-fluoroguanosine (Guofl), 2'-deoxy-2'-
fluorocytidine (Cydfl), 2'-deoxy-2'-fluorouridine (Urdfl), adenine 9-β-D-arabinofuranoside 
(araAdo), guanine 9-β-D-arabinofuranoside (areGuo), cytosine 1-β-D-arabinofuranoside 
(araCyd), uracil 1-β-D-arabinofuranoside (araUrd), 1-methylguanosine (m1Guo), 7-
methylguanosine (m7Guo), N2,N2-dimethylguanosine (m22Guo) and N2,N2,2'-
trimethylguanosine (m22Guom). The structures of 2'-O-methylnucleosides, 2'-fluoro-
nucleosides and ara-nucleosides are shown in Figure 2.3, and the methylated guanine 
nucleosides are shown in Figure 2.4. Additionally, several metal cationized dGuo and 
Guo are examined and compared to protonated and sodium cationized guanine 
nucleosides to elucidate the effects of local environment on the relative N-glycosidic 
bond stabilities of these nucleosides, including Li+, K+, Rb+, Cs+ and Ag+. A schematic 
diagram of the QIT MS is shown in Figure 2.5. The detailed experimental setup is 
introduced in Section 2.2.1. The experimental workflow for the ER-CID experiments is 
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illustrated in Figure 2.6. The survival yield of a precursor ion is calculated from the CID 
mass spectra measuredas a function of rf excitation amplitude (rfEA). Four parameter 
logistic dynamic fitting is applied to fit the survival yield curve and extract the CID50% 
value. By comparing the CID50% values of a family of related ions, the relative stabilities 
of these precursor ions are determined. 
2.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR ER-CID EXPERIMENTS 
All ER-CID experiments were performed using a Bruker amaZon ETD QIT MS. 
The nucleoside of interest was dissolved in a 1:1 (v/v) methanol:water mixture resulting 
in a final concentration of 10 to 50 μM. 1% (v/v) acetic acid was added to facilitate 
formation of the protonated nucleosides, [Nuo+H]+. 10 μM alkali metal chloride was 
added to promote formation of the alkali metal cationized nucleosides, [Nuo+M]+, 
whereas 10 μM copper acetate (CuAc) and silver nitrate (AgNO3) were used to produce 
[Nuo+Cu]+ and [Nuo+Ag]+, respectively. The analyte solution was introduced into the 
Apollo ESI source at a flow rate of 3 to 5 μL/min to generate the protonated or metal 
cationized nucleoside ions. These liquid samples were introduced through the nebulizer 
assembly into the spray chamber at a temperature of ~200℃ and a pressure of 0.69 
bar. N2 used as heated drying gas, and flowing countercurrent to the stream of droplets 
at a flow rate of 3.0 l/min, was used to aid volatilization, ionization and to carry away any 
uncharged material. The protonated or metal cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides 
were focused directly into the entrance of the glass capillary. The capillary voltage was 
held at 4000 V to transfer ions into a dual ion funnel. The dual ion funnel accepts ions 
from the ESI source and transfers these ions into a hexapole ion guide. After exiting the 
second ion funnel through a small aperture, ions enter the subsequent differential 
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pumping stage. Here, ions are guided using a high precision hexapole into an ion trap 
module where CID experiments are performed. The ion trap consists of a central ring 
electrode and a set of two end-cap electrodes. Helium is present into the ion trap to 
effect efficient trapping and thermalization of the ions. Helium is also used as the 
collision gas for the ER-CID experiments. A primary rf amplitude is applied to the ring 
electrode to trap ions. An auxiliary dipolar amplitude is applied to the second end-cap 
electrode to excite ions. The qz value for the ER-CID experiments was set to 0.25 to 
balance the trapping efficiency and low mass cut-off. The fragmentation time was set to 
40 ms for all CID experiments. The rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) was increased at a step 
size of 0.01 V from 0.00 V to the rfEA required to effect complete dissociation of the 
precursor ion. Each ER-CID experiment was performed three times to assess 
reproducibility. The CID mass spectra of the protonated and metal cationized 
nucleosides were acquired using Compass Data Analysis 4.0 software (Bruker 
Daltonics, Bremen, Germany).  
2.2.2 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSIS 
Survival yield analysis is a robust method to determine the relative stabilities of 
precursor ions.147-151,201-204 The survival yield was calculated as each rfEA
 using 
Equation 2.2,205 
Survival yield = /( + )
iP P f
i
I I I  (2.2) 
where PI  and ( + )iP f
i
I I  are defined as in Equation 2.1. A survival yield curve was 
generated for each system by plotting the survival yield as a function of the rfEA. The 
CID50% value, i.e., the rfEA required to effect 50% dissociation of the precursor ion, was 
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Survival yield = min + 
1+(rf /CID )
 (2.3) 
where max and min are the maximum (1) and minimum (0) values of the survival yield, 
rfEA is the rf excitation amplitude applied, and CIDslope is the slope of the declining region 
of the survival yield curve. The relative stabilities of the protonated and metal cationized 
nucleosides are elucidated by comparing the CID50% values determined for these 
complexes. In particular, in favorable cases where the fragmentation pathways of these 
complexes involve solely N-glycosidic bond cleavage, the CID50% values directly 
correlate with the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities. Data analyses were performed 
using SigmaPlot 10.0 software (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). The survival 
yields were calculated using custom software developed in our laboratory. 
2.3 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 
The theoretical workflow employed to characterize the structures and predict the 
IR spectra of the ions of interest is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Simulated annealing and 
complementary electronic structure calculations were performed for the same 10 
sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides as well as the sodium cationized 
complexes of the neutral and deprotonated forms of the adenine mononucleotides. 
Candidate structures of these complexes were generated from simulated annealing. 
10% of the candidate structures were chosen based on the relative stabilities from 
simulated annealing to perform high level calculations. Geometry optimizations provided 
the stable low-energy conformers. Vibrational frequencies and their intensities were 
obtained via frequency analyses. Single point energy calculations using an extended 
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basis set are performed to improve energetic prediction of the relative stabilities of the 
stable conformers computed. Thermal corrections and zero point energy based on the 
computed vibrational frequencies are included to determine the relative stabilities of 
these conformers at room temperature (298 K), corresponding to the condition under 
which the experiments are performed. The line spectrum of each conformer was 
convoluted with a Gaussian distribution and scaled to better reproduce experimental 
broadening. 
2.3.1 SIMULATED ANNEALING 
Candidate structures for the sodium cationized nucleosides and mononucleotides 
were generated using HyperChem software206 via simulated annealing processes. 
Conformers with Na+ binding to each heteroatom of the nucleosides and adenine 
mononucleotides in a monodentate fashion were used as initial structures for simulated 
annealing. The chemical structures of the canonical forms of adenine, guanine, 
cytosine, uracil and thymine nucleosides with the possible binding sites of Na+ shaded 
in red are shown in Figure 2.8. Additionally, the hydrogen atoms on N1 atom and NH2 
group of guanine can be transferred to N3, O6 or N7 atoms. The hydrogen atom on N3 
atom of uracil and thymine can be transferred to O2 or O4 atoms. Therefore, the 
tautomeric conformers of guanine, uracil and thymine nucleosides with Na+ binding to 
each heteroatom were also considered. The chemical structures of the tautomeric forms 
of guanine, uracil and thymine nucleosides with the possible binding sites of Na+ 
shaded in red are shown in Figure 2.9. The designation of the tautomeric forms of 
nucleosides is represented as a lowercase letter “t” followed by one or two numbers. 
For guanine nucleosides, “t” followed by a single number represents that 
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tautomerization involves transfer of the N1 proton to the atom indicated, and two 
numbers represents that tautomerization involves transfer of the N1 and one of the 
amino protons to the atoms indicated. For uracil and thymine nucleosides, “t” followed 
by a single number represents that tautomerization involves transfer of the N3 proton to 
the atom indicated. In the cases of sodium cationized adenine nucleosides, the binding 
sites of Na+ examined include the N1, N3, N7, O2', O3', O4', and O5' atoms. In the 
cases of sodium cationized canonical guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ 
examined include the N3, N7, O6, O2', O3', O4', and O5' atoms. In all cases of sodium 
cationized tautomeric guanine nucleosides, only nucleobase binding conformers are 
examined. In the cases of sodium cationized t3 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites 
of Na+ examined include the N1, N7, and O6 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
t6 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the N1, N3, N7, and 
O6 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized t7 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites 
of Na+ examined include the N1, N3, and O6 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
t13 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the NH, O6, and N7 
atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized t16 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of 
Na+ examined include the NH, N3, O6, and N7 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
t17 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the NH, N3, and O6 
atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized t36 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of 
Na+ examined include the NH, N1, O6, and N7 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
t37 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the NH, N1, and O6 
atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized t67 guanine nucleosides, the binding sites of 
Na+ examined include the NH, N1, N3, and O6 atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
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cytosine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the O2, N3, O2', O3', 
O4', and O5' atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized canonical uracil and thymine 
nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the O2, O4, O2', O3', O4', and 
O5' atoms. In all cases of sodium cationized tautomeric uracil and thymine nucleosides, 
only nucleobase binding conformers are examined. In the cases of sodium cationized t2 
and t4 uracil and thymine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the 
O2, N3, and O4 atoms. The chemical structures of the adenine mononucleotides with 
the possible binding sites of Na+ shaded in red are shown in Figure 2.10. In the cases 
of sodium cationized adenine mononucleotides, the binding sites of Na+ examined 
include the N1, N3, N7, O2', O3', O4', O5', OX (oxo atom of phosphate group) and OH 
(hydroxyl substituent of phosphate group) atoms. In the cases of sodium cationized 
deprotonated adenine nucleosides, the binding sites of Na+ examined include the N1, 
N3, N7, O2', O3', O4', O5', OX, and OH atoms. The theoretical results suggest that Na
+ 
preferentially binds to N3, O4', O5' OX, and OH atoms of deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides, thus, the ground conformers of sodium cationized deprotonated 
adenine mononucleotides are used as initial structures for the simulated annealing of 
disodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotides. In the cases of disodium 
cationized deprotonated adenine nucleosides, the first Na+ binds to the deprotonated 
adenine mononucleotides in the same fashion as the ground conformers of sodium 
cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotides. The binding sites of the second Na+ 
examined include the N1, N7, O2', O3', OX, and OH atoms. The neutral adenine 
mononucleotides are also calculated for comparison. Each initial structure of the sodium 
cationized nucleoside or nucleotide of interest was subjected to 300 cycles of simulated 
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annealing, where each cycle involved 0.3 ps of thermal heating from 0 to 1000 K, 
sampling of conformational space for 0.2 ps at 1000 K, the simulation temperature, and 
0.3 ps of thermal cooling from 1000 to 0 K. The resulting structure was optimized to a 
local minimum using the Amber 3 force field. A molecular mechanics (MM) calculation 
was performed every 1 fs in each cycle, and a snapshot of the lowest energy structure 
found at the end of each cycle was saved and used as the initial conformation for the 
subsequent cycle. 30 out of 300 most stable conformers found from each simulated 
annealing process were chosen and subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical 
methods. For [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+, 1800 and 2100 candidate conformers were 
generated from simulated annealing, and 180 and 210 most stable conformers are 
subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For 
[dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+, 11100 and 11400 candidate conformers were generated 
from simulated annealing, and 1110 and 1140 most stable conformers are subjected to 
further analysis via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For [dCyd+Na]+ and 
[Cyd+Na]+, 1500 and 1800 candidate conformers were generated from simulated 
annealing, and 150 and 180 most stable conformers are subjected to further analysis 
via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+, 3300 and 
3600 candidate conformers were generated from simulated annealing, and 330 and 360 
most stable conformers are subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical 
methods, respectively. For [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+, 3300 and 3600 candidate 
conformers were generated from simulated annealing, and 330 and 360 most stable 
conformers are subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical methods, 
respectively. For [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, 2400 and 2700 candidate conformers 
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were generated from simulated annealing, and 240 and 270 most stable conformers are 
subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For [pdAdo-
H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na], 2400 and 2700 candidate conformers were generated from 
simulated annealing, and 240 and 270 most stable conformers are subjected to further 
analysis via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-
H+2Na]+, 1500 and 1800 candidate conformers were generated from simulated 
annealing, and 150 and 180 most stable conformers are subjected to further analysis 
via quantum chemical methods, respectively. For pdAdo and pAdo, 300 candidate 
conformers were generated from simulated annealing, and 30 most stable conformers 
are subjected to further analysis via quantum chemical methods for both cases. 
2.3.2 GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATIONS, FREQUENCY ANALYSES AND 
SINGLE-POINT ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
Geometry optimizations, frequency analyses and single point energy calculations 
were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs for the candidate conformers 
of 10 sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosdies as well as the sodium cationized 
complexes of the neutral and deprotonated forms of the adenine mononucleotides and 
neutral adenine mononucleotides.207 The candidate conformers subjected to quantum 
chemical calculations are introduced in Section 2.3.1. Geometry optimizations and 
harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 
level of theory, whereas single point energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311+G(2d,2p) level of theory. This level of theory was chosen because it has been 
shown to effectively describe the conformations, IR spectra, and relative stabilities of 
protonated DNA and RNA nucleosides and mononucleotides.119,125,184-189 The presence 
of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of the RNA pyrimidine nucleosides offers the possibility of 
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unique low-energy binding modes of Na+ that are not possible for the DNA pyrimidine 
nucleosides. In particular conformers in which Na+ binds to the O2 and O2' atoms of the 
nucleobase and sugar moieties are within 7 kJ/mol of the compuated ground 
conformers. In order to further assess the importance of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent on 
the binding of Na+ to the RNA pyrimidine nucleosides in both the gas phase and 
solution, the mono and dihydrated forms of the ground and the most stable anti oriented 
bidentate conformers of the sodium cationized RNA pyrimidine nucleosides were also 
calculated using the same theoretical approaches to elucidate the effect of solvent on 
the relative stabilities of these complexes. For the sodium cationized uracil nucleosides, 
single point energies of the ground and most stable anti oriented bidentate conformers 
of [Urd+Na]+ as well as the mono and dihydrated complexes of these conformers were 
also calculated at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD, MP2(full)/6-311+G(2d,2p), and 
MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD levels of theory. To further assess the relative stabilities of the 
ground and three most stable excited tridentate conformers of [dUrd+Na]+, single point 
energies of these conformers were also calculated at these same levels of theory. 
Thermal corrections were taken directly from the Gaussian output without scaling of the 
computed frequencies.  
The vibrational frequencies computed for the 10 sodium cationized DNA and 
RNA nucleosides were scaled by a factor of 0.98-0.99 in the IR fingerprint region, and 
by a factor of 0.95-0.96 in the hydrogen-stretching region to better reproduce the 
experimental IRMPD spectra. In previous theoretical and IRMPD action spectroscopy 
studies of the deprotonated and protonated forms of the common DNA and RNA 
mononucleotides,187-192 it was found that the theoretical linear IR spectra calculated at 
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the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory exhibited the best agreement with the 
measured IRMPD action spectra when different scaling factors were applied to the 
bands above and below ~1300 cm-1. Additionally, the previous theoretical and IRMPD 
studies of phosphorylated species indicated that several spectral features attributed to 
the modes of the phosphate moiety are red-shifted as compared to the measured 
frequencies for these vibrational modes.145,146,208,209 Similar behavior is also observed 
for the theoretical and experimental spectra presented here, hence, a scaling factor of 
0.978 was applied to the calculated harmonic frequencies above 1300 cm-1 and 0.990 
for frequencies below 1300 cm-1 in the IR fingerprint region of the spectra computed for 
the sodium cationized forms of deprotonated and neutral adenine mononucleotides. In 
the hydrogen-stretching region, the scaling factor is ~0.955. The vibrational frequencies 
were convoluted with a 20 cm-1 fwhm Gaussian line shape over the IR fingerprint 
region, and a 15 cm-1 fwhm Gaussian line shape over the hydrogen-stretching region to 
better reproduce the broadening of the IR features observed in the experiments.  
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the FT-ICR MS coupled to an FEL or OPO/OPA
laser. Precursor ions were generated using an ESI source, and accumulated in an rf
hexapole ion trap for several seconds. Ions were pulse extracted through a
quadrupole bender, and transferred into the ICR cell. Precursor ions were mass










































































































Figure 2.2 Experimental workflow for IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments.
MS/MS experiments are performed as a function of laser output
(wavelength/vibrational frequency). Experimental IRMPD spectra were computed
from the wavelength-dependent IRMPD MS/MS spectra. The linear IR spectra were
obtained from theoretical calculation. Comparison between the experimental IRMPD
and calculated IR spectra enable determination of stable low-energy conformers












Adom, Cydm, Guom, Urdm, Thdm
Nuofl
Adofl, Cydfl, Guofl, Urdfl
araNuo
araAdo, araCyd, araGuo, araUrd
Figure 2.3 Chemical structures of 2'-O-methylated, 2'-fluoro-substituted and the
arabinose nucleoside analogs along with their three-letter and modification












Figure 2.4 Chemical structures of methylated guanosines along with three-letter




Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of the QIT MS. Ions are generated using an ESI
source, and transferred into a dual ion funnel through a heated capillary. An rf
hexapole ion guide is used to transfer the ions into the ion trap. Precursor ions were
mass isolated, subjected to rf excitation to increase their kinetic energy, and collided
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Figure 2.6 Experimental workflow for ER-CID experiments using QIT MS. Mass
spectra of the precursor ion were obtained as a function of the rfEA. Survival yield
was calculated and plotted as a function of rfEA to generate the survival yield curve.
The CID50% value of each precursor ion was determined using four parameter
logistic dynamic fitting of the survival yield curve. Comparisons among related
systems elucidate trends in the stability of the precursor ions.
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1 2 299 300
Simulated Annealing
Figure 2.7 Theoretical workflow for computational work. Candidate structures are
generated by simulated annealing procedures. 30 out of 300 most stable candidate
structures from each simulated annealing are chosen to perform electronic structure
calculations. Geometry optimizations, frequency analyses and single point energy
calculations provided the structures, linear IR spectra and energetics of low-energy
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Figure 2.8 Chemical structures of the canonical forms of adenine, guanine,
cytosine, uracil and thymine nucleosides along with their names and three-letter
abbreviations. Heteroatoms that are the possible binding sites of the sodium cation




Figure 2.9 Chemical structures of the tautomeric forms of guanine, uracil, and
thymine nucleosides along with their abbreviations. Heteroatoms that are the
possible binding sites of the sodium cation are shaded in red.
X = H, DNA nucleosides
X = OH, RNA nucleosides
Y = H, uracil nucleosides
Y = CH3, thymine nucleosides 
dGuot3 or Guot3 dGuot6 or Guot6 dGuot7 or Guot7 dGuot13 or Guot13
dGuot16 or Guot16 dGuot17 or Guot17 dGuot36 or Guot36 dGuot37 or Guo37











Figure 2.10 Chemical structures of 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate (pdAdo)





CHAPTER 3 THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The computational methods employed to characterize the stable conformations 
of the sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides are described in detail in Chapter 
2. In this chapter, the stable low-energy conformations calculated for 10 sodium 
cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 
level of theory are presented.147-151 The stable low-energy conformers of each sodium 
cationized nucleoside shown in this chapter include all populated conformers 
(determined in Chapter 4) and the most stable conformer of each type of Na+ binding. 
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As discussed in Chapter 2.3, the presence of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of RNA 
pyrimidine nucleosides offers the possibility of a unique low-energy binding mode of Na+ 
that is not possible for DNA pyrimidine nucleosides, thus, the mono and dihydrated 
ground and the most stable anti oriented bidentate conformers of the sodium cationized 
RNA formed pyrimidine nucleosides were also calculated to elucidate the effect of water 
molecules on the relative stabilities of these complexes. 
3.2 NOMENCLATURE OF SODIUM CATIONIZED NUCLEOSIDES 
The nomenclature employed to describe the stable low-energy conformers of the 
sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides and specifically, the binding geometry, 
relative stability, and tautomeric conformation of the nucleobase, employs an uppercase 
letter to indicate the number of chelation interactions between the sodium cation and 
nucleoside (T for tridentate, B for bidentate, and M for monodentate), followed by a 
number that indicates the order of relative Gibbs free energies at 298 K of the 
conformers found for that mode of Na+ binding (1, 2, 3, etc.), followed by the atoms to 
which Na+ is bound in parentheses, which is appended by t, when the nucleobase is in 
a minor tautomeric form. 
3.3 THEORETICAL RESULTS 
3.3.1 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES  
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show representative stable low-every conformers of the 
sodium cationized adenine nucleosides along with their relative Gibbs free energies, 
nucleobase orientations and sugar puckerings. For [dAdo+Na]+, 48 stable low-energy 
conformers were found within 100 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among these 
conformers, 10 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(N3O4'O5'), 
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B(N3O4'), B(O4'O5'), B(N7NH2), B(N3O3'), B(N7O5'), B(N1NH2), B(N3O5'), 
T(N7NH2O5'), and M1(N3). For [Ado+Na]
+, 58 stable low-energy conformers were found 
within 100 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among these conformers, 9 unique modes 
of Na+ binding were found, including T(N3O4'O5'), B(N3O2'), T(N3O2'O3'), B(N3O4'), 
B(O4'O5'), B(N7NH2), B(N1NH2), B(N7O5'), T(N7NH2O5'), and M1(N1). In the ground 
conformers of the [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+, the sodium cation binds in a tridentate 
fashion to the N3, O4′ and O5′ atoms forming 5- and 6-membered chelation rings, with 
adenine in a syn orientation and puckering of the sugar moieties that is C2'-endo (2T1) 
and C1'-exo (1T
O), respectively. Conformers that bind via bidentate interaction with the 
N3 and O4′ atoms are >33 kJ/mol less stable, indicating that the chelation interaction 
with the O5′ atom is an important contributor to the binding. Anti-oriented N3 binding 
conformers of [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+ are much less stable, by > 65 kJ/mol for dAdo 
and almost 20 kJ/mol for Ado. Conformers that bind via monodentate interaction with 
the N3 atom are only found for [dAdo+Na]+, however, the most stable of these 
conformers, M1(N3), is > 95 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. All stable 
conformers that bind to the N1 or N7 atoms also chelate with the amino substituent or 
the 5′-hydroxyl substituent. Both anti- and syn orientations are found with the anti-
conformers favored over syn. The interaction between the sodium cation and the NH2 
substituent disrupts the conjugated structure of adenine, and changes the hybridization 
of the amino nitrogen from sp2 to sp3. Sodium cation chelation with N7 and O5′ is 
observed in both [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+, but is much less favorable with the most 
stable conformers of this type > 70 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground 
conformers. A monodentate conformer binding to the N1 atom is only found for 
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[Ado+Na]+, M1(N1), and this conformer is 96.1 kJ/mol less stable. Bidentate binding of 
the sodium cation to the sugar via the O4′ and O5′ atoms is found in the B1(O4′O5′) 
conformer of [dAdo+Na]+, and the B1(O4′O5′) and B2(O4′O5′) conformers of [Ado+Na]+. 
These conformers are computed to be > 40 kJ/mol less stable than their corresponding 
tridentate ground conformers. The 2′-hydroxyl substituent of [Ado+Na]+ forms a 
hydrogen bond with the N3 atom of adenine in the B1(O4'O5') conformer and limits 
rotation about the N-glycosidic bond. Therefore, the missing interaction between the 
sodium cation and adenine leads to significant destabilization of the B1(O4'O5') 
conformer. A more detailed discussion of the theoretical results and descriptions of the 
sodium cationized adenine nucleosides can be found in Reference 146. 
3.3.2 COMPARISONS OF THE STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF 
THE PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Ranran Wu reported the IRMPD action spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of protonated adenine nucleosides.184 She 
found that N3 atom is the most favorable protonation site for both [dAdo+H]+ and 
[Ado+H]+. N3 protonation enables a strong intramolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between N3H+ and O5′ to be formed leading to rotation of adenine to a syn orientation 
and an approximately C2′-endo (2T1) configuration of the sugar. In contrast, protonation 
at N1 and N7 are found to be much less favorable such that N1 protonated conformers 
are observed in minor abundance and N7 conformers are not present in measurable 
abundance, consistent with the computed stabilities which follow the order: N3 > N1 > 
N7. For [dAdo+H]+, the N1 binding conformers are at least 25.3 kJ/mol less stable, and 
the N7 binding conformers are at least 33.6 kJ/mol less stable than the ground 
conformer. For [Ado+H]+, the relative Gibbs free energies of N1 binding conformers 
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reduce to at least 21.8 kJ/mol, whereas the relative Gibbs free energies of N7 binding 
conformers increase to at least 37.2 kJ/mol. Similarly, the sodium cation prefers to bind 
to the N3, O4′ and O5′ atoms and also requires that adenine rotate to a syn orientation. 
However, because the sodium cation is much larger and can form multiple chelating 
interactions, the O4′ atom is also involved in the binding of Na+, and thus forms 5- and 
6-membered rings in the ground conformers of [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+.  Interaction 
of the sodium cation with the O4′ atom influences the sugar puckering, which shifts from 
C2-endo (2E) in the protonated systems toward O4-endo (OE) in the sodium cationized 
systems, with multiple low-energy conformers exhibiting puckering of the sugar moiety 
that lie between these limiting configurations. Sodium cation binding to the N1 or N7 
atoms is much less favorable and not observed in the experiments. For [dAdo+Na]+, the 
N7 binding conformers are at least 65.0 kJ/mol less stable, whereas the N1 binding 
conformers are at least 73.1 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. For 
[Ado+Na]+, the relative Gibbs free energies of the N7 and N1 binding conformers are 
similar to those found for [dAdo+Na]+, but are slightly more favorable such that the most 
stable N7 binding conformer is 60.3 kJ/mol, whereas the most stable N1 binding 
conformer is 67.1 kJ/mol less favorable than the ground conformer. The binding 
affinities follow the order: N3 > N7 > N1. Thus, the sodium cation alters the relative 
affinities for N1 and N7 binding compared to a proton. Additionally, the N1 and N7 
binding conformers of [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+ are much less stable than the 
corresponding ground conformers. The glycosidic bonds of the sodium cationized 
adenine nucleosides are shorter than those of the protonated species (1.458 Å in 
[dAdo+Na]+ and 1.448 Å in [Ado+Na]+ vs. 1.465 Å in [dAdo+H]+ and 1.459 Å in 
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[Ado+H]+), indicating that sodium cationization is less effective at activating the 
glycosidic bond than protonation. 
3.3.3 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show representative stable low-every conformers of the 
sodium cationized guanine nucleosides along with their relative Gibbs free energies, 
nucleobase orientations and sugar puckerings. For [dGuo+Na]+, 43 stable low-energy 
confomrers were found within 140 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical 
form of conformers, 4 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O6N7), 
T(N3O4'O5'), B(O4'O5'), and B(N3O3'). Among all tautomeric forms of conformers, 9 
unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O6N7)t3, B(N1O6)t7, 
T(N3O4'O5')t6, B(O6N7)t13, T(N3O4'O5')t16, B(N1NH)t36, T(N3O4'O5')t17, 
B(N1NH)t67, and B(N1O6)t37. For [Guo+Na]+, 46 stable low-energy conformers were 
found within 145 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical form of 
conformers, 7 modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O6N7), T(N3O4'O5'), 
B(N3O2'), T(N3NH2O2'), B(N3O4'), B(O2'O3'), and B(O3'O4'). Among all tautomeric 
forms of conformers, 9 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O6N7)t3, 
B(N1O6)t7, T(N3O4'O5')t6, B(O6N7)t13, B(N1NH)t36, T(N3O4'O5')t16, B(N1NH)t37, 
B(N3O2')t17, and B(N1NH)t67. The ground conformers of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ 
are very similar, Na+ binds to the O6 and N7 atoms of the guanine nucleobase, forming 
a 5-membered chelation ring. The nucleobase orientation in both ground conformers is 
anti, whereas the sugar puckering is C2′-endo (2T3). For [dGuo+Na]
+, syn orientated 
B(O6N7) binding conformers are at least 6.4 kJ/mol less stable than the ground 
conformer, whereas for [Guo+Na]+, syn orientated conformers are more competitive 
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such that the most stable B(O6N7) syn conformer is only 0.5 kJ/mol less stable than the 
ground conformer. For both [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+, the N3 atom of guanine is 
found to be a much less favorable binding site for Na+ such that the most stable N3 
binding conformers are > 56.9 kJ/mol less stable than the B1(O6N7) ground 
conformers. Conformers that bind solely to the sugar moiety of both [dGuo+Na]+ and 
[Guo+Na]+ are much less favorable than the corresponding ground conformers. The 
relative Gibbs free energies of sugar binding conformers exceed those of the 
corresponding B1(O6N7) ground conformers by at least 106 kJ/mol. Thus, the oxygen 
atoms of the sugar are not important binding sites for Na+ in [dGuo+Na]+ and 
[Guo+Na]+. Conformers involving minor tautomers of the guanine residue are found to 
be much less stable (by at least 32.2 and 34.2 kJ/mol) than the canonical B1(O6N7) 
ground conformers, respectively. A more detailed discussion of the theoretical results 
and descriptions of the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides can be found in 
Reference 147. 
3.3.4 COMPARISONS OF THE STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF 
THE PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Ranran Wu reported the IRMPD action spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of protonated guanine nucleosides.185 She 
found that the most favorable protonation site is the N7 atom of guanine. The larger size 
and the electrostatic nature of the binding to Na+ allows multiple chelation interactions in 
[dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+, forming a 5-membered chelation ring. In contrast, the 
proton only binds to the N7 atom of guanine. Additionally, O6 and N3 are found to be 
much less favorable protonation sites for dGuo and Guo, with the relative Gibbs free 
energies of O6 and N3 binding conformers at least 35 and 41 kJ/mol less favorable than 
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the corresponding ground conformers, respectively, such that the proton affinities follow 
the order: N7 > O6 > N3. For the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides, N3 is also a 
less favorable binding site for Na+ than B(O6N7), with the relative Gibbs free energies of 
N3 binding conformers at least 56 kJ/mol less favorable than the ground conformers, 
i.e., the binding affinities follow the order: O6N7 > N3. For both protonated guanine 
nucleosides, guanine exhibits a preference for the anti orientation, whereas the sugar 
prefers C3′-endo (3T2) puckering. The sodium cationized guanine nucleosides exhibit 
structural factors similar to protonated guanine nucleosides, except for the sugar 
puckering, where the C2′-endo (2T3) configuration for [dGuo+Na]
+ and [Guo+Na]+ is 
preferred. However, the guanine orientation and sugar puckering do not significantly 
change the calculated IR spectra of the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides. 
Therefore, B(O6N7) binding conformers of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ with both anti 
and syn orientations and a variety of sugar puckerings coexist in the experiments. The 
glycosidic bonds of the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides are shorter than those of 
the protonated species (1.469 Å in [dGuo+Na]+ and 1.463 Å in [Guo+Na]+ vs. 1.508 Å in 
[dGuo+H]+ and 1.498 Å in [Guo+H]+), indicating that sodium cationization is less 
effective at activating the glycosidic bond than protonation. A noncanonical hydrogen-
bonding interaction between H8 and O5′ is observed in the ground conformers of all of 
the species. 
3.3.5 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show representative stable low-every conformers of the 
sodium cationized cytosine nucleosides along with their relative Gibbs free energies, 
nucleobase orientations and sugar puckerings. For [dCyd+Na]+, 43 stable low-energy 
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conformers were found within 90 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among these 
conformers, 7 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5'), 
B(O2N3), B(O2O5'), B(O2O4'), B(O2O3'), T(O2N3O5'), and B(O3'O5'). For [Cyd+Na]+, 
56 stable low-energy conformers were found within 120 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. 
Among these conformers, 8 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including 
T(O2O4'O5'), B(O2O2'), B(O2N3), B(O2O5'), B(O2O3'), T(O2O2'O3'), T(O2N3O5'), and 
M(O2'). The ground conformers of both [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ exhibit a syn 
nucleobase orientation and O4'-endo sugar puckering  with Na+ binding to the O2, O4' 
and O5' atoms of the cytosine nucleosides to form 5 and 6-membered chelation rings. 
Although both structures exhibit O4'-endo sugar puckering, the 2'-hydroxy substituent 
induces small changes to the overall structure such that the sugar puckerings of 
[dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ are OT1 and 
OT4, respectively. The 2'-hydroxyl substituent of 
[Cyd+Na]+ stabilizes the anti oriented bidentate cytosine and sugar binding conformers, 
such that B1(O2O2') is only 4.3 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer, whereas 
for [dCyd+Na]+, the most stable anti oriented cytosine and sugar binding conformer, 
B1(O2O3'), is 47.1 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. Both anti and syn 
oriented cytosine binding conformers are found for [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+, with a 
preference for an anti orientation over syn. All conformers in which the sodium cation 
binds solely to the cytosine residue exhibit bidentate chelation to the O2 and N3 atoms, 
B(O2N3). The B1(O2N3) conformers of both [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ prefer C2'-
endo (2T3) sugar puckering, and are 15.4 and 16.5 kJ/mol less stable than the 
corresponding ground conformers, respectively. Thus, B(O2N3) is a less favorable 
mode of Na+ binding for both [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+. Sodium cation binding solely 
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to the sugar moiety provides much less favorable binding for both [dCyd+Na]+ and 
[Cyd+Na]+. The most stable sugar binding conformers, B1(O3'O5') of [dCyd+Na]+ and 
B1(O2'O3') of [Cyd+Na]+, are 62.4 and 37.9 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding 
T1(O2O4'O5') ground conformers.  
Figure 3.7 compares the structures and relative Gibbs free energies of the 
T1(O2O4'O5') and B1(O2O2') conformers of [Cyd+Na]+ and their mono and bis water 
adducts. For [Cyd+Na]+, B1(O2O2') is only 4.3 kJ/mol less stable than the ground 
T1(O2O4'O5') conformer. One water molecule stabilizes the B1(O2O2') conformer, 
resulting in a decrease of the relative Gibbs free energy to 2.0 kJ/mol vs. T1(O2O4'O5'). 
Binding of a second water molecule to the T1(O2O4'O5') and B1(O2O2') conformers 
inverses the relative Gibbs free energies such that T1(O2O4'O5')•2H2O is 12.6 kJ/mol 
less stable than B1(O2O2')•2H2O. These results suggest that [Cyd+Na]
+ prefers an anti 
orientation with Na+ binding to the O2 and O2' atoms in aqueous solution. A more 
detailed discussion of the theoretical results and descriptions of the sodium cationized 
cytosine nucleosides can be found in Reference 148. 
3.3.6 COMPARISONS OF THE STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF 
THE PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Ranran Wu reported the IRMPD action spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of protonated cytosine nucleosides.186 
B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory suggests that N3 atom is 
the most favorable protonation site for cytosine nucleosides, whereas MP2(full)/6-
311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory suggests that O2 atom is the most 
favorable protonation site for cytosine nucleosides. Both the ground N3 and O2 
protonated conformers prefer an anti orientation of the cytosine residue and C2'-endo 
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sugar puckering. A noncanonical hydrogen bond between C5H and O5' is found in all 
N3 and O2 protonated conformers of dCyd and Cyd. However, Na+ prefers to bind to 
both the cytosine nucleobase and sugar moiety. The theory suggests that the ground 
conformers of both sodium cationized cytosine nucleosides involve tridentate binding of 
Na+ to the cytosine nucleosides via the atoms O2, O4' and O5' with a syn orientation of 
uracil and O4'-endo sugar puckering. The anti oriented O2 binding conformers of 
[dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ are at least 47.1 and 4.3 kJ/mol less stable than the 
corresponding ground conformer, respectively. When the Na+ binds to N3 atom, it 
always binds to O2 atom as well. The most stable B1(O2N3) conformers of [dCyd+Na]+ 
and [Cyd+Na]+ are 15.4 and 16.5 kJ/mol less stable vs. the corresponding ground 
conformers, respectively. The N-glycosidic bonds of [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+, 1.457 
Å and 1.452 Å, are shorter than those of [dCyd+H]+ and [Cyd+H]+, which are 1.529 Å 
and 1.488 Å for the N3 protonated conformers, and 1.506 Å and 1.494 Å for the O2 
protonated conformers, respectively, indicating that sodium cationization is less 
effective at activating the glycosidic bond than protonation. 
3.3.7 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
URACIL NUCLEOSIDES 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show representative stable low-every conformers of the 
sodium cationized uracil nucleosides along with their relative Gibbs free energies, 
nucleobase orientations and sugar puckerings. For [dUrd+Na]+, 106 stable low-energy 
conformers were found within 100 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical 
form of conformers, 8 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5'), 
B(O2O4'), M1(O4), B(O2O5'), B(O3'O5'), M(O2), B(O2O3'), and B(O4O5'). Among all 
tautomeric forms of complexes, 7 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including 
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T(O2O4'O5')t4, B(O2N3)t4, B(O2O4')t4, T(O2N3O5')t4, B(N3O4)t2, M(O4)t2, and 
B(O2O3')t4. For [Urd+Na]+, 138 stable low-energy conformers were found within 100 
kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical form of conformers, 8 unique 
modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5'), B(O2O2'), T(O2O2'O3'), 
B(O2'O3'), M(O4), B(O2O4'), B(O2O5'), and B(O4O5'). Among all tautomeric forms of 
complexes, 7 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5')t4, 
B(O2N3)t4, B(O2O5')t4, B(N3O4)t2, B(O2O2')t4, M(O4)t2, and T(O2N3O5')t4. The 
ground conformers of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ exhibit very parallel structures, where 
Na+ binds via tridentate coordination to the O2, O4' and O5' atoms, with a syn 
orientation of the uracil nucleobase. The sugar puckerings of the ground conformers of 
[dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ are similar as both exhibit O4'-endo sugar puckering, 
however minor differences in the pseudorotation phase angle lead to different 
designations in the envelope (E) vs twist (T) nomenclature, OT1 for [dUrd+Na]
+ and OT4 
for [Urd+Na]+. The most stable anti oriented O2 binding conformers of [Urd+Na]+ are 
only 6.1 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer, whereas those of [dUrd+Na]+ are 
49.0 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer, indicating that the 2'-deoxy 
modification destabilizes the anti oriented O2 binding conformers of these complexes. 
The most stable O4 binding conformers, M1(O4) of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+, are 
found to be 29.5 kJ/mol and 27.4 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground 
conformers, respectively. Additionally, the most stable sugar binding conformers, 
B1(O3'O5') of [dUrd+Na]+ and B1(O2'O3') of [Urd+Na]+, are 43.5 and 22.9 kJ/mol less 
stable than the corresponding T1(O2O4'O5') conformers, indicating that the nucleobase 
contributes most to the stability and binding preferences of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+, 
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and that the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of Urd is critical to the structure and stability of 
[Urd+Na]+. Both the sodium cationized t2 and t4 tautomeric uracil nucleosides are less 
favorable than the corresponding canonical ground conformers of [dUrd+Na]+ and 
[Urd+Na]+. The most stable mode of sodium cation binding to the t4 tautomers, 
T1(O2O4'O5')t4, is 23.0 and 16.6 kJ/mol less stable than the T1(O2O4'O5') conformers 
of canonical [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+, respectively. The most stable mode of sodium 
cation binding to the t2 tautomers, B1(N3O4)t2, is even less favorable than binding to 
t4. The B1(N3O4)t2 conformers of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ are 63.8 and 49.4 kJ/mol 
less favorable than the corresponding ground conformers, respectively. Thus, binding of 
a sodium cation is not strong enough to stabilize the minor tautomeric forms of the uracil 
nucleosides vs their canonical counterparts.  
The conformations and relative Gibbs free energies of the T1(O2O4'O5') and 
B1(O2O2') conformers and their mono and bis water adducts of [Urd+Na]+ are 
compared in Figure 3.10. The anti oriented B1(O2O2') conformer is only 6.1 kJ/mol less 
stable than the syn oriented T1(O2O4'O5') conformer. Binding of one water molecule to 
[Urd+Na]+ inverts the relative Gibbs free energies of these complexes, such that the syn 
oriented T1(O2O4'O5')•H2O conformer is 1.6 kJ/mol less stable than the anti oriented 
B1(O2O2')•H2O conformer. Binding of a second water molecule further stabilizes anti 
oriented [Urd+Na]+, such that the syn oriented T1(O2O4'O5')•2H2O conformer is 3.9 
kJ/mol less stable than the anti oriented B1(O2O2')•2H2O conformer. These results 
suggest that [Urd+Na]+ prefers an anti orientation with the sodium cation binding to the 
O2 and O2' atoms of Urd in aqueous solution. A more detailed discussion of the 
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theoretical results and descriptions of the sodium cationized uracil nucleosides can be 
found in Reference 149. 
3.3.8 COMPARISONS OF THE STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF 
THE PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED URACIL NUCLEOSIDES 
Ranran Wu reported the IRMPD action spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of protonated uracil nucleosides.119 The 
ground conformer calculated for [Urd+H]+ is the 2,4-dihydroxy tautomer (t24) with an 
anti orientation of uracil and C2'-endo sugar puckering, whereas the ground conformer 
calculated for [dUrd+H]+ is the O4 protonated conformer with an anti orientation of uracil 
and C3'-endo sugar puckering. The O4 protonated conformer of [Urd+H]+ and the t24 
tautomer of [dUrd+H]+ are only 2.9 and 0.7 kJ/mol less favorable than the corresponding 
ground conformers, respectively. The O2 protonated conformers of [Urd+H]+ and 
[dUrd+H]+ are at least 8.0 kJ/mol and 8.8 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding 
ground conformers, respectively. Overall, the relative stabilities of the low-energy 
conformers of protonated Urd and dUrd follow the order: t24 ≈ O4 > O2. In contrast, the 
same level of theory suggest that the ground conformers of both sodium cationized 
uracil nucleosides involve tridentate binding of Na+ to the canonical tautomer via the 
atoms O2, O4' and O5' with a syn orientation of uracil and O4'-endo sugar puckering. 
The O4 binding conformers of [Urd+Na]+ and [dUrd+Na]+ are at least 27.4 and 29.5 
kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground conformer, respectively. The most 
favorable mode of sodium cation binding to the t4 tautomers of Urd and dUrd also 
involve tridentate binding to O2, O4' and O5', but are less stable by 16.6 and 23.0 
kJ/mol, respectively. Sodium cation binding to the t2 tautomers of Urd and dUrd is even 
less favorable, exhibiting much higher relative Gibbs free energies of 49.4 and 63.8 
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kJ/mol, respectively. Overall, the relative stabilities of the low-energy conformers of 
[Urd+Na]+ and [dUrd+Na]+ follow the order: O2 > t4 > O4 > t2. Clearly the strength of 
binding of the proton vs. the sodium cation, and hydrogen-bonding vs. multiple chelation 
interactions are important in determining the relative stabilities of the stable conformers 
of these systems. 
3.3.9 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show representative stable low-energy conformers of the 
sodium cationized thymine nucleosides along with their relative Gibbs free energies, 
nucleobase orientations and sugar puckerings. For [dThd+Na]+, 80 stable low-energy 
conformers were found within 100 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical 
form of conformers, 6 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5'), 
B(O2O4'), M(O4), B(O3'O5'), B(O2O3'), and M(O2). Among all tautomeric forms of 
conformers, 4 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O2O5')t4, 
T(O2O4'O5')t4, B(O2N3)t4, and B(N3O4)t2. For [Thd+Na]+, 86 stable low-energy 
conformer were found within 100 kJ/mol of the ground conformer. Among all canonical 
form of conformers, 6 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including T(O2O4'O5'), 
B(O2O2'), T(O2O2'O3'), B(O2'O3'), B(O2O4'), and M(O4). Among all tautomeric forms 
of conformers, 3 unique modes of Na+ binding were found, including B(O2O5')t4, 
B(O2N3)t4, and B(N3O4)t2. The ground conformers calculated for [dThd+Na]+ and 
[Thd+Na]+ are highly parallel. Both dThd and Thd exhibit a preference for a tridentate 
mode of Na+ binding to the O2, O4' and O5' atoms, forming 5- and 6-membered 
chelation rings, with a syn orientation of Thy, and similar O4'-endo sugar puckering. The 
sugar puckering shifts from OT1 for [dThd+Na]
+ to OT4 for [Thd+Na]
+ due to the influence 
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of the hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl substituents. The 
main difference between the two lowest energy conformers is an additional hydrogen-
bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl substituents found for [Thd+Na]+. 
Elimination of one (or both) chelation interactions between Na+ and the O5' (and O4') 
atoms of the sugar moiety significantly increases the relative Gibbs free energy, by at 
least 30.0 kJ/mol for [dThd+Na]+ and 59.2 kJ/mol for [Thd+Na]+. All anti oriented 
bidentate O2 and O3' binding conformers of [dThd+Na]+ are much less favorable, and 
are at least 51.4 kJ/mol less stable than the lowest energy conformer. The bidentate O2 
binding conformers of [Thd+Na]+ that exhibit an anti orientation of Thy are at least 6.6 
kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. Lack of one chelation interaction between 
Na+ and the O5' atom of the sugar moiety increases the relative Gibbs free energy by at 
least 31.9 kJ/mol vs. the ground conformer. No stable monodentate O2 binding 
conformer is found for [Thd+Na]+. Unique tridentate O2, O2' and O3' binding conformers 
are obviously only found for [Thd+Na]+, and are at least 19.2 kJ/mol less stable than the 
ground conformer. The lowest energy O4 binding conformers calculated for both 
[dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ are M1(O4) conformers, which are 39.4 and 35.4 kJ/mol less 
stable than the corresponding ground conformers, respectively. No stable bidentate or 
tridentate O4 binding conformers are found for either [dThd+Na]+ or [Thd+Na]+. Clearly, 
the change in preference for O2 over O4 binding to the thymine nucleobase for the 
thymine nucleosides is driven by the additional stabilization provided by multiple 
chelation interactions of Na+ with the thymine nucleobase and the sugar moiety. The 
lowest energy sugar binding conformers calculated for [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ are 
the B1(O3'O5') conformer of [dThd+Na]+ and the B1(O2'O3') conformer of [Thd+Na]+, 
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which are 46.8 and 25.0 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground conformers, 
respectively. These results suggest that the stability and binding preferences of these 
species are dominated by the thymine nucleobase, and secondarily by additional 
chelation interactions with the sugar moiety. However, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of Thd 
is also an important determinant of the conformation and stability of [Thd+Na]+. All 
tautomeric [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ are found to be less favorable than the canonical 
forms of these species. The lowest energy sodium cationized t4 conformers of 
[dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ are 42.0 and 37.6 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding 
ground conformers, respectively. Therefore, conformers involving Na+ binding to minor 
tautomeric forms of the thymine nucleosides are unlikely to be important in the 
experiments.  
The conformations and relative Gibbs free energies of the T1(O2O4'O5') and 
B1(O2O2') conformers and their mono and bis water adducts of [Thd+Na]+ are 
compared in Figure 3.13. The anti oriented B1(O2O2') conformer is only 6.6 kJ/mol less 
stable than the syn oriented T1(O2O4'O5') conformer. Binding of one water molecule to 
[Thd+Na]+ preferentially stabilizes the B1(O2O2') conformer, such that the anti oriented 
B1(O2O2')•H2O conformer is now very slightly favored (by 0.1 kJ/mol) over the syn 
oriented T1(O2O4'O5')•H2O conformer. Binding of a second water molecule further 
stabilizes the anti oriented B1(O2O2') conformer of [Thd+Na]+ relative to the syn 
oriented T1(O2O4'O5') conformer such that T1(O2O4'O5')•2H2O is 9.8 kJ/mol less 
stable than the anti oriented B1(O2O2')•2H2O conformer. These results suggest that 
[Thd+Na]+ prefers an anti orientation with the sodium cation binding to the O2 and O2' 
atoms of Thd in aqueous solution. A more detailed discussion of the theoretical results 
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and descriptions of the sodium cationized thymine nucleosides can be found in 
Reference 150. 
3.3.10 COMPARISONS OF THE STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF 
THE PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Ranran Wu reported the IRMPD action spectroscopic and theoretical studies of 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of protonated thymine nucleosides.125 For 
both [dThd+H]+ and [Thd+H]+, the ground conformers are 2,4-dihydroxy tautomers with 
anti orientations of the thymine nucleobase, where the 2- and 4-hydroxyl hydrogen 
atoms point toward the N3 atom, and exhibit C2'-endo sugar puckering. The lowest 
energy O2 protonated Thy nucleosides are only 4.1 and 5.2 kJ/mol less favorable than 
the corresponding lowest energy conformers, respectively, whereas the lowest energy 
O4 protonated thymine nucleosides are 3.3 and 6.2 kJ/mol less stable, respectively, i.e., 
the protonation preferences of [dThd+H]+ follow the order: t24 > O4 > O2. In contrast, 
the protonation preferences of [Thd+H]+ follow the order: t24 > O2 > O4. In spite of the 
similar computed relative stabilities, evidence for O4 protonated species was not found. 
For the sodium cationized thymine nucleosides, the ground conformer of [dThd+Na]+ 
involves tridentate binding of Na+ to the canonical form of dThd via the O2, O4', and O5' 
atoms, with a syn orientation of the thymine nucleobase and O4'-endo (OT1) sugar 
puckering. The ground conformer of [Thd+Na]+ exhibits a very similar conformation, but 
the O4'-endo sugar puckering changes to OT4 due to the hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl substituents. The relative stabilities of different forms of 
[dThd+Na]+ follow the order: O2 > O4 > t4 > sugar > t2. In contrast, the relative 
stabilities of different forms of [Thd+Na]+ follow the order: O2 > sugar > O4 > t4 > t2. 
The difference in the order of the relative stabilities of [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ 
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indicates that the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of Thd stabilizes the sugar binding conformers 
relative to dThd. Compared to protonation, sodium cationization is unable to sufficiently 
stabilize the minor tautomers of the thymine nucleosides, such that the canonical forms 
of [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ have lower relative Gibbs free energies and are the only 
forms populated in the experiments. 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Theory suggests that the ground conformers of the sodium cationized DNA and 
RNA nucleosides are highly parallel. For all sodium cationized DNA and RNA 
nucleosides, Na+ is preferentially bound to both the nucleobase and sugar moieties, 
except for the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides, where Na+ binds solely to 
guanine nucleobase. A variety of stable conformers exhibit different sugar puckerings, 
but in general, changes in the sugar puckering only have a minor effect on the relative 
Gibbs energy, compared to the Na+ binding mode and nucleobase orientation. A 
hydrogen-bonding interaction is observed in all sodium cationized RNA nucleosides, 
due to the additional 2'-hydroxyl substituent. For all pyrimidine nucleosides, the 
B1(O2O2') conformer with an anti orientation of the nucleobase is competitive with the 
tridentate T1(O2O4'O5') ground conformers. Binding of one or two water molecules to 
the sodium cationized RNA pyrimidine nucleosides inverts the relative stabilities of the 
T1(O2O4'O5') and B1(O2O2') conformers of these complexes, indicating that 
[Cyd+Na]+, [Urd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ prefer an anti orientation with the sodium cation 
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Figure 3.1 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [dAdo+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are










Figure 3.2 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [Ado+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are










































Figure 3.3 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [dGuo+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the guanine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are



























































Figure 3.4 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [Guo+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the guanine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are


































































Figure 3.5 Selected stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [dCyd+Na]+. The
Na+ binding modes, orientations of the cytosine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and
the relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory

































Figure 3.6 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [Cyd+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the cytosine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are














































Figure 3.7 Structures of the T1(O2O4ꞌO5ꞌ) and B1(O2O2ꞌ) conformers of [Cyd+Na]+
and their mono and bis water adducts ([Cyd+Na]+•nH2O, n=1, 2). The relative Gibbs
free energies calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of




Figure 3.8 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [dUrd+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the uracil nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are













































Figure 3.9 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [Urd+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the uracil nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are


























































Figure 3.10 Structures of the T1(O2O4ꞌO5ꞌ) and B1(O2O2ꞌ) conformers of
[Urd+Na]+ and their mono and bis water adducts ([Urd+Na]+•nH2O, n=1, 2). The
relative Gibbs free energies calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-




Figure 3.11 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [dThd+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the thymine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are








































Figure 3.12 Select stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [Thd+Na]+. The Na+
binding modes, orientations of the thymine nucleobase, sugar puckering, and the
relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory are
















































Figure 3.13 Structures of the T1(O2O4ꞌO5ꞌ) and B1(O2O2ꞌ) conformers of
[Thd+Na]+ and their mono and bis water adducts ([Thd+Na]+•nH2O, n=1, 2). The
relative Gibbs free energies calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-




CHAPTER 4 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STABLE CONFORMATIONS OF 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Our motivation for elucidating the gas-phase conformations of the sodium 
cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides is discussed in detail in Chapter 1. The 
experimental IRMPD spectra of 10 sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides were 
acquired via IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments in both the IR fingerprint and 
hydrogen-stretching regions, including [dAdo+Na]+, [Ado+Na]+, [dGuo+Na]+, [Guo+Na]+, 
[dCyd+Na]+, [Cyd+Na]+, [dUrd+Na]+, [Urd+Na]+, [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+. The 
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experimental procedures were described in Section 2.1. The linear IR spectra of each 
conformer were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of 
theory, as introduced in Section 2.3. The conformations of these sodium cationized 
DNA and RNA nucleosides populated by electrospray ionization (ESI) are determine 
here by comparing the calculated IR spectra predicted for each stable conformer 
computed and discussed in Chapter 3 with the experimental IRMPD spectrum.147-151 
Ranran Wu, a previous Ph.D. student in our group, studied the gas-phase 
conformations of the protonated forms of these same 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides via 
IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments and theoretical approaches.119,125,184-186 
Results for the sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides are compared to those for 
the protonated DNA and RNA nucleosides to elucidate the effects of sodium 
cationization vs. protonation on the gas-phase conformations of DNA and RNA 
nucleosides. In this chapter, the sodium cationized adenine nucleosides are examined 
in detail and used as examples to introduce the methodology employed for spectral 
comparisons and determination of important conformers in the experiments. The same 
methodology is applied to all systems investigated including the sodium cationized 
guanine, cytosine, uracil, and thymine nucleosides, however, for these latter systems, 
the discussion presented focuses only on the conformers of these sodium cationized 
nucleosides that are populated in the experiments.  
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL IRMPD SPECTRA OF SODIUM CATIONIZED DNA AND 
RNA NUCLEOSIDES 
The experimental IRMPD spectra of 10 sodium cationized DNA and RNA 
nucleosides are compared in Figure 4.1. Three thypes of photodissociation pathways 
were observed in the experiments as summarized in Reactions 4.14.3, 
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[Nuo+Na]+ + n hv → Na+ + Nuo  (4.1) 
[Nuo+Na]+ + n hv → [Nue+Na]+ + (NuoNue)  (4.2) 
[Nuo+Na]+ + n hv → [NuoNue+Na]+ + Nue (4.3) 
where Nuo is the precursor nucleoside and Nue is the associated nucleobase. 
Reaction 4.1 corresponds to simple noncovalent bond cleavage resulting in loss of the 
intact nucleoside. Reactions 4.2 and 4.3 involve glycosidic bond cleavage with the 
sodium cation retained either by the nucleobase or sugar moiety, respectively. All three 
photodissociation pathways, Reactions 4.1-4.3 were observed for [dAdo+Na]+ in the IR 
fingerprint region, whereas only Reaction 4.2 was seen in the hydrogen-stretching 
region. In contrast, the only photodissociation pathway observed for [Ado+Na]+ was the 
loss of the intact nucleoside, Reaction 4.1 in both the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-
stretching regions. The only photodissociation pathway observed for the guanine and 
cytosine nucleosides in both the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions involved 
N-glycosidic bond cleavage with the sodium cation retained by guanine as summarized 
in Reaction 4.2. Reactions 4.2 and 4.3 were observed for [dUrd+Na]+ in both spectral 
regions. In contrast, only Reaction 4.1 was observed for [Urd+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint 
region, whereas all three photodissociation pathways, Reactions 4.1-4.3 were seen in 
the hydrogen-stretching region. IR photodissociation of [dThd+Na]+ induced by either 
the FELIX or the OPO laser produced both simple cleavage of the noncovalent 
interaction between Na+ and the nucleoside, Reaction 4.1, and cleavage of the N-
glycosidic bond with Na+ retained by the thymine nucleobase, Reaction 4.2. In contrast, 
IR photodissociation of [Thd+Na]+ induced by the FEL led solely to simple loss of the 
neutral nucleoside, Reaction 4.1, whereas in the hydrogen-stretching region, both 
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Reactions 4.1 and 4.2 were observed. The observation of Reaction 4.3 in the dAdo, 
dUrd, and Urd systems indicates that the sugar is a competitive binder of Na+ in these 
systems. Likewise, these results suggest that Gua and Cyt bind to Na+ more strongly 
than Ade, Ura, and Thy, because Reaction 4.2 but not Reaction 4.3 was observed in 
the IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments for the sodium cationized guanine and 
cytosine nucleosides. Because no N-glycosidic bond cleavage was observed upon 
IRMPD of [Ado+Na]+, it can be concluded that Ado has the strongest N-glycosidic bond 
among these 10 nucleosides, consistent with the ER-CID results discussed in Chapter 
5 and previous TCID studies of the protonated DNA and RNA nucleosides.193-197  
Overall, the IR features observed in the experiments for the sodium cationized 
DNA vs. RNA nucleosides are highly parallel, except for the adenine and guanine 
nucleosides. Compared to the DNA forms of the sodium cationized adenine and 
guanine nucleosides, an additional IR absorption at ~3590 cm-1 is only observed for the 
RNA forms of these complexes; this feature is associated with the additional 2'-hydroxyl 
substituent. The IRMPD yields of the RNA forms of the sodium cationized DNA and 
RNA nucleosides are generally lower than those of the analogous DNA forms of these 
complexes, suggesting that the additional 2'-hydroxyl substituent of the RNA 
nucleosides stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond. However, other factors may also 
contribute to the disparity in the IRMPD yields for these systems. 
4.3 SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES 
4.3.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-DEOXYADENOSINE 
POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of the two low-energy 
conformers of [dAdo+Na]+ that provide the best matches to the measured IRMPD 
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spectrum are compared in Figure 4.2. The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated 
IR spectra of the most stable conformer determined for each mode of Na+ binding are 
compared in Figure 4.3. Overall, the IR spectrum predicted for the ground 
T1(N3O4′O5′) conformer exhibits the best agreement with the measured IRMPD 
spectrum in both the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. The interaction 
between the sodium cation and the N3, O4′ and O5′ atoms forming stable 5- and 6-
membered chelation rings to the nucleobase and sugar moieties provides maximum 
stability to the complex. T2(N3O4′O5′), which differs from the ground conformer by 
rotation of the 3′-hydroxyl substituent and the nucleobase about the N-glycosidic bond 
as well as the sugar puckering, which destabilize this structure by 1.4 kJ/mol, also 
exhibits good agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum. The primary difference 
between the calculated IR spectra of T1(N3O4′O5′) and T2(N3O4′O5′) is the width of 
the peak at 3659 cm-1, which is quite narrow for T1(N3O4′O5′), and much broader peak 
for T2(N3O4′O5′). The sharpness of the corresponding feature in the measured IRMPD 
spectrum suggests that T1(N3O4′O5′) is the major contributor, and that T2(N3O4′O5′) is 
probably only present in low abundance in the experiments. 
Other stable structures involving binding to N3 are found, but are much less 
stable. Sodium cation binding to the N3 and O3′ atoms rotates the adenine residue to 
an anti orientation in B1(N3O3′), and increases the relative Gibbs free energy 
significantly. The absence of the IR band at 930 cm-1, and the split of the IR feature at 
3659 cm-1 indicate that B1(N3O3′) is not present in measurable abundance in the 
experiments. As a result of the absence of additional chelation interactions with the 
sugar moiety, the monodentate conformer, M1(N3), exhibits a different sugar puckering 
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and nucleobase orientation and is significantly less stable (> 95 kJ/mol). Therefore, the 
IR spectrum predicted for M1(N3) exhibits distinct shifts in the low frequency region, and 
a split of the IR band at 3659 cm-1. The IR features predicted in the hydrogen-stretching 
region for the B1(N7NH2) and B1(N1NH2) conformers exhibit obvious disagreement with 
the experimental IRMPD spectrum due to the binding interaction between the sodium 
cation and the amino substituent of adenine. The Na+-NH2 interaction leads to 
significant variation in the IR features at 1636 cm-1 and 1583 cm-1, respectively. In 
addition, the N1 and N7 binding conformers are significantly less stable, which also 
suggests that they are unlikely to be accessed in the experiments. For B1(O4′O5′), 
sodium cation binding solely to the sugar moiety increases the relative Gibbs free 
energy by 41.4 kJ/mol. The additional peak at 960 cm-1 and the blue shifted IR feature 
at 3690 cm-1 in the calculated IR spectrum indicate that B1(O4′O5′) is not present in 
measurable abundance in the experiments. 
In summary, the IR spectrum of the ground T1(N3O4′O5′) conformer exhibits 
very good agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the sodium cation prefers N3 binding to adenine and chelates with the 
O4′ and O5′ atoms of the sugar moiety as indicated by the computed relative stabilities 
of the stable conformers. Furthermore, other tridentate N3 binding conformers with a 
syn-orientation of adenine exhibit only minor shifts in the FELIX region. Broadening at 
the base of the feature at 3659 cm-1, indicates that these conformers may be present, 
but if so are present in low abundance in the experiments. Because no evidence for 
peak splitting at 3659 cm-1 is observed in the measured spectrum, B1(N3O3′) and 
M1(N3) do not have measurable populations in the experiments. Due to the huge shifts 
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at 1636 cm-1 and the absence of the IR feature at 3433 cm-1, all N1 and N7 binding 
conformers are unlikely accessed in the experiments. B1(O4′O5′), in which the sodium 
cation binds to the sugar moiety, exhibits significant shifts and broadening in the 
calculated IR spectrum, indicating that this conformer also does not have a measurable 
abundance in the experiments. A more detailed discussion of the comparisons between 
the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [dAdo+Na]+ can be found in 
Reference 146. 
4.3.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENOSINE POPULATED 
BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of the two low-energy 
conformers of [Ado+Na]+ that provide the best matches to the measured IRMPD 
spectrum are compared in Figure 4.4. The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated 
IR spectra of the most stable conformers of [Ado+Na]+ with each binding modes of Na+ 
are compared in Figure 4.5. The T1(N3O4′O5′), T2(N3O4′O5′), and T3(N3O4′O5′) 
conformers show very good agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum in the 
FELIX and OPO regions. However, because the calculated IR spectrum of 
T2(N3O4′O5′) is virtually identical to that of T1(N3O4′O5′), it is not included in Figure 
4.4. The shape/broadening at the base of the IRMPD features observed at 3599 and 
3659 cm-1, suggests that both conformers are present in the experiments. However, 
theory does not do a good job of predicting the frequency of the IR feature associated 
with the O5′H stretch as there is a blue shift of this feature in all of the computed IR 
spectra. Therefore, T1(N3O4′O5′) again appears to be the dominant conformer 
populated in the experiments based on the peak width of the feature near 3659 cm-1. N3 
binding conformers exhibiting an anti orientation of adenine, B1(N3O2′) and 
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T1(N3O2′O3′), do not have measurable population in the experiments, due to the 
significant mismatches observed in the OPO region and high relative Gibbs free 
energies. The absence of a chelation interaction with O5′ makes B1(N3O4′) 39.5 kJ/mol 
less stable than the ground conformer, and the IR band predicted at 960 cm-1 is not 
observed in the measured IRMPD spectrum. The N7 or N1 binding modes are less 
favorable due to the relatively high Gibbs free energy compared with the ground 
conformer. As found for [dAdo+Na]+, the IR features predicted in the OPO region for 
B1(N7NH2) and B1(N1NH2) exhibit obvious disagreement with the measured IRMPD 
action spectrum, which is due to the chelation between the sodium cation and the NH2 
substituent. Both the relative Gibbs free energies and the shifts in the IR features of the 
N1 or N7 binding conformers suggest that the sodium cation prefers to bind to N3 rather 
than N1 or N7 of adenine. For the bidentate conformer, B1(O4′O5′), the lack of a 
chelation interaction between Na+ and adenine make this conformer 50.5 kJ/mol less 
stable than the ground conformer. Additionally, poor agreement of the calculated IR 
spectrum of B1(O4′O5′) also indicates that this bidentate conformer cannot be present 
in significant abundance in the experiments. 
In summary, based on comparisons between the measured IRMPD and 
calculated IR spectra of [Ado+Na]+ in the FELIX and OPO regions, it can be concluded 
that N1 or N7 binding conformers are not measurably populated in the experiments. 
Good agreement is achieved for tridentate complexes that bind via N3, O4′ and O5′, 
and in particular, for the T1(N3O4′O5′), T2(N3O4′O5′), and T3(N3O4′O5′) conformers 
with puckering of the sugar moiety that is approximately C1′-exo, but lies between C2′-
endo and O4′-endo, and a syn orientation of adenine indicating that these conformers 
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may be present in the experiments. T1(N3O4′O5′) and T2(N3O4′O5′) are likely present 
at higher populations than T3(N3O4′O5′) as a result of the greater similarity in their 
predicted IR spectra regarding the feature observed at 3659 cm-1. It can be concluded 
that the anti orientated N3 binding conformers, B1(N3O2′) and T1(N3O2′O3′), do not 
have measurable populations in the experiments due to the significant differences 
between the computed and measured spectra in the OPO region. Both high Gibbs free 
energy and mismatch of the calculated IR spectrum suggest that B1(N3O4′) has very 
low abundance in the experiments. A more detailed discussion of the comparisons 
between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [Ado+Na]+ can be found 
in Reference 146. 
4.3.3 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE 
NUCLEOSIDES 
Vibrational assignments for [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+ based on comparison of 
the IRMPD spectrum and the IR spectra predicted for the ground T1(N3O4′O5′) 
conformers are listed in Table 4.1. The measured IRMPD spectra of [dAdo+Na]+ and 
[Ado+Na]+ are highly parallel, and only small shifts (< 10 cm-1) are observed for each 
vibrational mode. Two notable differences in the IRMPD spectra of [dAdo+Na]+ and 
[Ado+Na]+ are however observed. In the IR fingerprint region, the IRMPD feature 
associated with C2′-C3′ stretching at 930 cm-1 is only observed for [dAdo+Na]+. In the 
hydrogen-stretching region, the weak IR feature at ~3600 cm-1 reflects the 2′-hydroxyl 
stretch, which is obviously only observed for [Ado+Na]+. As summarized in the table, the 
features below 1550 cm-1 and above 3550 cm-1 are associated with the sugar moiety, 
whereas those between these limits arise from the nucleobase. Both spectral regions 
are important to the assignment of the structures populated in the experiments. In 
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general, the gross structural features of these complexes (i.e., the mode of cation 
binding and nucleobase orientation) are readily deduced from the IR signatures 
observed in either the IR fingerprint or hydrogen-stretching region. However, both 
spectral regions are important for elucidating minor structural differences and for 
definitively establishing the dominant conformers populated in the experiments. 
4.3.4 COMPARISONS OF THE CONFORMERS OF PROTONATED VS. 
SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Our previous IRMPD action spectroscopy and theoretical study of the gas-phase 
conformations and energetics of [dAdo+H]+ and [Ado+H]+, found N3 to be the most 
favorable protonation site for both [dAdo+H]+ and [Ado+H]+.184 The ground structures of 
protonated and sodium cationized adenine nucleosides are shown in Figure 4.6 for 
comparison. N3 protonation enables a strong intramolecular hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between N3H+ and O5′ to be formed leading to rotation of adenine to a syn 
orientation and an approximately C2′-endo (2T1) configuration of the sugar. Similarly, the 
sodium cation prefers to bind to the N3, O4′ and O5′ atoms and also requires that 
adenine rotate to a syn orientation. However, because the sodium cation is much larger 
and can form multiple chelating interactions, the O4′ atom is also involved in the binding 
of Na+, and thus forms 5- and 6-membered chelation rings in the ground conformers of 
[dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+. The glycosidic bonds of the sodium cationized adenine 
nucleosides are shorter than those of the protonated species (1.458 Å in [dAdo+Na]+ 
and 1.448 Å in [Ado+Na]+ vs. 1.465 Å in [dAdo+H]+ and 1.459 Å in [Ado+H]+), indicating 





4.4 SODIUM CATIONIZED GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
4.4.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-DEOXYGUANOSINE 
POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of the most stable 
B(O6N7) binding conformers of [dGuo+Na]+ that exhibit good agreement with the 
measured IRMPD spectrum are compared in Figure 4.7. The calculated IR spectrum of 
the ground conformer, B1(O6N7) exhibits very good agreement with the measured 
IRMPD spectrum. However, the intensities of the IR features predicted at 3413 and 
3436 cm-1 are inverted compared with the corresponding features in the measured 
IRMPD spectrum. The calculated IR spectra of other similar low-energy B(O6N7) 
conformers, which also exhibit C2'-endo (2T3) sugar puckering and an anti orientation, 
are highly parallel, and therefore, these conformers, may also be populated in the 
experiments. The IR feature at 3670 cm-1 predicted for anti oriented B(O6N7) 
conformers with C3'-endo sugar puckering exhibits a slight blue shift compared with the 
measured IRMPD spectrum, which indicates that these conformers may be populated in 
the experiments, but if so, with lower abundance than the more stable B(O6N7) 
conformers with C2'-endo sugar puckering. The IR feature associated with O5'H 
stretching predicted for B9(O6N7) blue shifts by 9 cm-1 to 3444 cm-1 vs B1(O6N7), but is 
still reasonably well aligned with the measured IRMPD spectrum. Slight blue shifts of 
the IR features at 1536, 1591, 1642 and 3655 cm-1 for B9(O6N7) vs. those of B1(O6N7) 
and the observed features in the measure IRMPD spectrum suggest that B9(O6N7) 
may also be present, but if present, is present in very low abundance. The calculated IR 
spectrum of B15(O6N7) shows good agreement with the experimental IRMPD 
spectrum, which indicates B(O6N7) conformers with C3'-exo sugar puckering may be 
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accessed in the experiments with low populations. Changes in the sugar puckering do 
not significantly impact the calculated IR spectra, only a minor blue shift of the IR 
feature at 3673 cm-1 by ~10 cm-1 is found. However, the relative Gibbs free energies of 
these conformers suggest that the conformers with sugar puckerings that differ from 
C2'-endo do not have large populations in the experiments.  
In summary, the sodium cation prefers bidentate binding to the O6 and N7 atoms 
of guanine via a 5-membered chelation ring with anti and syn orientations of the 
nucleobase being populated in the experiments. The syn orientation is slightly less 
favorable than anti, based on the computed relative Gibbs free energies and minor 
shifts in the calculated IR spectrum. C2'-endo puckering is preferred over other sugar 
puckerings. The O6N7 bidentate binding conformers with C2'-endo puckering of 
[dGuo+Na]+ are the dominant species present in the experiments. A more detailed 
discussion of the comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR 
spectra of [dGuo+Na]+ can be found in Reference 147. 
4.4.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED GUANOSINE POPULATED 
BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of the most stable 
B(O6N7) conformers of [Guo+Na]+ that exhibit good spectral alignment with the 
measured IRMPD spectrum are compared in Figure 4.8. Similar to [dGuo+Na]+, the 
calculated IR spectrum of both anti and syn orientated B(O6N7) binding conformers 
exhibit good agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum. Both C2'-endo and C3'-
endo puckerings are represented among these conformers, with a preference for C2'-
endo puckering, that is, anti oriented B(O6N7) conformers with C3'-endo sugar 
puckering are likely present in lower populations. The predicted IR spectra for the 
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B(O6N7) conformers with other sugar puckerings show significant spectral 
misalignments with the measured IRMPD spectrum, which suggests that these 
conformers with high relative Gibbs free energies do not have measurable populations 
in the experiments.  
In summary, anti and syn orientated B(O6N7) binding conformers with a 
preference for C2'-endo puckering are the dominant conformers populated in the 
experiments. The syn orientated B(O6N7) binding conformers if present likely have 
lower populations, due to the relative Gibbs free energy and minor shifts in the 
calculated IR spectrum. A detailed discussion of the comparisons between the 
experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [Guo+Na]+ can be found in 
Reference 147. 
4.4.3 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED GUANINE 
NUCLEOSIDES 
Vibrational assignments for the [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ conformers based on 
the IR spectra predicted for the ground B1(O6N7) conformers of these complexes are 
listed in Table 4.2. The measured IRMPD spectra of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ exhibit 
high similarity with shifts of <10 cm-1 observed for each vibrational mode. Three minor 
differences enable differentiation of [dGuo+Na]+ from [Guo+Na]+. The relatively strong 
IR feature at 650 cm-1 in the measured IRMPD spectrum of [dGuo+Na]+, which is 
related to sugar ring bending, is very weak for [Guo+Na]+. The IR feature at 938 cm-1 
associated with C2′-C3′ stretching is only observed for [dGuo+Na]+. Its absence in the 
IRMPD spectrum of [Guo+Na]+ is likely caused by a tightening of this vibration 
associated with the hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls. The 
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IR feature at 3577 cm-1, which is associated with 2′-hydroxyl stretching is obviously only 
observed for [Guo+Na]+. 
4.4.4 COMPARISONS OF THE CONFORMERS OF PROTONATED VS. 
SODIUM CATIONIZED GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Previous IRMPD action spectroscopy and theoretical study of the gas-phase 
conformations and energetics of [dGuo+H]+ and [Guo+H]+, indicated that the most 
favorable protonation site is the N7 atom of guanine.185 The ground conformers of 
protonated and sodium cationized guanine nucleosides are compared in Figure 4.9. 
The larger size and the electrostatic nature of the binding to Na+ allows multiple 
chelation interactions in [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+, forming a 5-membered chelation 
ring. In contrast, the proton only binds to the N7 atom of guanine. For both protonated 
guanine nucleosides, guanine exhibits a preference for the anti orientation, whereas the 
sugar prefers C3′-endo (3T2) puckering. The sodium cationized guanine nucleosides 
exhibit structural factors similar to protonated guanine nucleosides, except for the sugar 
puckering, where the C2′-endo (2T3) configuration for [dGuo+Na]
+ and [Guo+Na]+ is 
preferred. However, the guanine orientation and sugar puckering do not significantly 
change the calculated IR spectra of the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides. 
Therefore, B(O6N7) binding conformers of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ with both anti 
and syn orientations and a variety of sugar puckerings may coexist in the experiments. 
The glycosidic bonds of the sodium cationized guanine nucleosides are shorter than 
those of the protonated species (1.469 Å in [dGuo+Na]+ and 1.463 Å in [Guo+Na]+ vs. 
1.508 Å in [dGuo+H]+ and 1.498 Å in [Guo+H]+), indicating that sodium cationization is 
less effective at activating the glycosidic bond than protonation. A noncanonical 
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hydrogen-bonding interaction between H8 and O5′ is observed in the ground 
conformers of all of the species. 
4.5 SODIUM CATIONIZED CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
4.5.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-DEOXYCYTIDINE 
POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum of [dCyd+Na]+ is compared to the IR spectra 
predicted for stable conformers that exhibit good agreement in Figure 4.10. The 
calculated IR spectrum for the ground conformer, T1(O2O4'O5'), which binds to dCyd 
via tridentate interaction with the cytosine and sugar moieties, exhibits very good 
agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum of [dCyd+Na]+ although the predicted 
spectral features exhibit small shifts relative to the measured IRMPD spectrum in the 
hydrogen-stretching region. Changes in the sugar puckering of tridentate T(O2O4'O5') 
conformers induces splitting of the IR feature at 3664 cm-1, which is not seen in the 
measured IRMPD spectrum, indicating that if present, these conformers do not have 
significant populations in the experiments. The IR spectra predicted for conformers that 
bind via bidentate interaction with the cytosine and sugar moieties, B1(O2O4') and 
B6(O2O3') show reasonably good agreement with the experimental IRMPD spectrum 
even though the relative Gibbs free energies calculated for these species, 29.9 kJ/mol 
and 62.2 kJ/mol, suggest  that they should not be present in significant populations. 
However, minor shifts in the calculated IR spectra of B1(O2O4') and B6(O2O3') indicate 
that if these conformers are indeed present, they must have low populations in the 
experiments.  
In summary, Na+ interacting with both the cytosine and sugar moieties provides 
the most favorable mode of binding for [dCyd+Na]+, with a preference for binding to the 
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O2, O4' and O5' atoms to form 5- and 6-membered chelation rings. Several sugar 
puckerings are found among the conformers populated in the experiments, including: 
O4'-endo (OT1) in T1(O2O4O5), C3'-exo (3T
2) in B1(O2O4'), and C1'-exo (1T
2) in 
B6(O2O3'). In all other cases, changes in the sugar puckering lead to spectral 
mismatches between theory and experiment, even when the conformers exhibit similar 
Na+ binding modes and cytosine orientations. A more detailed discussion of the 
comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [dCyd+Na]+ 
can be found in Reference 148. 
4.5.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED CYTIDINE POPULATED BY 
ESI 
The calculated IR spectra of [Cyd+Na]+ conformers that exhibit good agreement 
with the measured IRMPD spectrum are compared in Figure 4.11. In contrast to 
[dCyd+Na]+, an additional IR feature associated with free O2'-H stretching in the 
hydrogen-stretching region is observed in the calculated IR spectrum predicted for the 
T1(O2O4'O5') ground conformer that is not experimentally observed, indicating 
T1(O2O4'O5') is not an dominant contributor in the experiments in spite of its computed 
stability. Similar T(O2O4'O5') conformers are eliminated from the experiments for the 
same reason. However, the calculated IR spectrum of the B1(O2O2') conformer, which 
is computed to be 4.3 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer, exhibits very good 
agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum of [Cyd+Na]+. The splitting of the 
feature between 3400 and 3475 cm-1 in the calculated IR spectrum of B1(O2O2') is 
observed as an unresolved feature at 3440 cm-1 with a shoulder on the red side, 
indicating that B1(O2O2') is likely the dominant conformer populated in the experiments. 
Only minor shifts are predicted in the calculated IR spectra of conformers that exhibit 
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similar binding, cytosine orientation, and sugar puckering, suggesting that these 
conformers may be also populated in the experiments. The presence of B(O2O2') 
conformers in the experiments is understood based on the computed relative stabilities 
of the T1(O2O4'O5') and B(O2O2') conformers when solvated by one and two water 
molecules (see Figure 3.8). The inversion of the relative stabilities of these conformers 
in the presence of as little as two molecules suggests that B(O2O2') conformers are 
dominant in solution and kinetically trapped in the ESI desolvation process, and thus are 
dominantly populated in the experiments.  
In a previous study, Tehrani and co-workers performed DFT calculations for 
[dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.180 Their results 
suggested that the preferred binding sites of Na+ for [dCyd+Na]+ are O2, O4' and O5' 
atoms, with a syn nucleobase orientation and C2'-endo sugar puckering, parallel to that 
found here. In contrast, for [Cyd+Na]+, they found that Na+ prefers to bind to the O2 and 
O2' atoms, with an anti orientation of the nucleobase and C3'-exo sugar puckering, 
similar to the excited low-energy conformers computed here. In order to allow direct 
comparison with our results, the low-energy conformers determined in their work were 
recalculated using the computational approach employed in this work. However, the 
most stable O2 and O2' binding conformer they found is calculated to be 7.6 kJ/mol less 
stable than the T1(O2O4'O5') conformer and 3.3 kJ/mol less stable than the B1(O2O2') 
conformer, indicating that the low-energy conformers they found are not ground 
conformers even though our IRMPD experiments suggest that these binding modes are 
indeed populated in the experiments, a result of kinetic trapping. Interestingly, the 
calculated IR spectrum of the T1(O2O2'O3') conformer shows very good agreement 
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with the experimental IRMPD spectrum in spite of the relatively high Gibbs free energy 
calculated for this conformer, 41.5 kJ/mol.  
In summary, B(O2O2') conformers with an anti orientation of cytosine and C4'-
exo (4T
O) sugar puckering are the domiant conformers populated in the experiments. 
The T1(O2O2'O3') conformer with an anti orientation and C2'-endo (2T3) sugar 
puckering may also be populated, but given its relatively high Gibbs free energy, it is 
likely only present in low abundance. Minor shifts predicted in the calculated IR spectra 
of B(O2O2') conformers that exhibit different sugar puckerings, or that are stabilized by 
an additional intramolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction, indicate that these 
conformers are not likely populated in large abundance. A more detailed discussion of 
the comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of 
[Cyd+Na]+ can be found in Reference 148. 
4.5.3 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED 
CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Table 4.3 lists vibrational assignments for [dCyd+Na]+ based on the 
T1(O2O4'O5') conformer and for [Cyd+Na]+ based on the B1(O2O2') conformer. 
Overall, the experimental IRMPD spectra of [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ are highly 
parallel, except that the IRMPD yield of [dCyd+Na]+ is at least four times greater than 
that of [Cyd+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region, whereas the IRMPD yield of [dCyd+Na]+ is 
only slightly greater than that of [Cyd+Na]+ in the hydrogen-stretching region. A strong 
IR feature associated with sugar ring bending at 855 cm-1 is observed in the calculated 
IR spectrum of [dCyd+Na]+ in the FELIX region, whereas this IR feature is very weak in 
the calculated IR spectrum of [Cyd+Na]+. Additionally, the IR features predicted for 
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[dCyd+Na]+ between 914 and 1028 cm-1 representing sugar ring stretching are much 
stronger  than those predicted for [Cyd+Na]+. 
4.5.4 COMPARISONS OF THE CONFORMERS OF PROTONATED VS. 
SODIUM CATIONIZED CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Our previous studies of [dCyd+H]+ and [Cyd+H]+ indicated that N3 and O2 
protonated tautomeric conformations of dCyd and Cyd coexist in the gas phase.186 The 
dominant populated conformers of protonated and sodium cationized cytosine 
nucleosides are compared in Figure 4.12. Both N3 and O2 protonated cytosine 
nucleosides prefer an anti orientation of the cytosine residue and C2'-endo sugar 
puckering. A noncanonical hydrogen bond between C5H and O5' is found in all N3 and 
O2 protonated conformers of dCyd and Cyd. In contrast, Na+ is found to bind to both the 
cytosine nucleobase and sugar moiety via the O2, O4' and O5' atoms. For [dCyd+Na]+, 
both syn and anti oriented conformers are populated in the experiments, with a 
preference for the syn orientation of cytosine. A variety of sugar puckerings are 
represented among the conformers populated, including: O4'-endo (OT1), C3'-exo (3T
2) 
and C1-exo (1T
2), for [dCyd+Na]+. For [Cyd+Na]+, B(O2O2') conformers with an anti 
orientation and C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering and the T1(O2O2'O3') conformer with an 
anti orientation and C2'-endo (2T3) sugar puckering are the dominant conformers 
populated in the experiments. The N-glycosidic bonds of [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+, 
1.457 Å and 1.452 Å, are shorter than those of [dCyd+H]+ and [Cyd+H]+, which are 
1.529 Å and 1.488 Å for the N3 protonated conformers, and 1.506 Å and 1.494 Å for the 
O2 protonated conformers, respectively, indicating that sodium cationization is less 




4.6 SODIUM CATIONIZED URACIL NUCLEOSIDES 
4.6.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-DEOXYURIDINE 
POPULATED BY ESI 
Figure 4.13 compares the experimental IRMPD spectrum of [dUrd+Na]+ and the 
calculated IR spectra predicted for low-energy conformers that exhibit good spectral 
alignment. Overall, the calculated IR spectrum of the ground conformer of [dUrd+Na]+ 
exhibits the best agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum. Na+ preferentially 
binds to the O2, O4' and O5' atoms of dUrd to form 5- and 6-membered chelation rings. 
The sugar exhibits O4'-endo (OT1) sugar puckering and uracil exhibits a syn orientation. 
Additionally, the calculated IR spectra of T2(O2O4'O5'), and T3(O2O4'O5') with C1'-exo 
(1T
O), and C2'-exo (2T
3) sugar puckerings exhibit very good agreement with the 
experimental IRMPD spectrum. However, the theoretical IR spectra of the other 
T(O2O4'O5') conformers with other sugar puckerings exhibit significant spectral 
mismatches with the experimental IRMPD spectrum, such that the T(O2O4'O5') 
conformers with other sugar puckerings do not have significant populations in the 
experiments. Both high Gibbs free energies and significant misalignments between the 
measured IRMPD and calculated IR spectra suggest that the O4 binding and sugar 
binding conformers as well as minor tautomers are not populated in the experiments. 
In summary, T1-T3(O2O4'O5') conformers of [dUrd+Na]+ with O4'-endo (OT1), 
C1'-exo (1T
O) and C2'-exo (2T
3) sugar puckerings are dominantly populated in the 
experiments. The T(O2O4'O5') conformers with other sugar puckerings may be present 
but do not have large populations in the experiments. A more detailed discussion of the 
comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [dUrd+Na]+ 
can be found in Reference 149. 
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4.6.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED URIDINE POPULATED BY 
ESI 
Figure 4.14 compares the experimental IRMPD spectrum of [Urd+Na]+ and the 
calculated IR spectra predicted for the ground conformer and low-energy conformers 
that exhibit good spectral alignment. The IR spectrum predicted for the ground 
conformer, T1(O2O4'O5') of [Urd+Na]+, exhibits additional IR bands at 984 and 3577 
cm-1 and a slight blue shift of the feature at ~1688 cm-1 that are not observed 
experimentally, indicating that the ground conformer is not measurably populated by 
ESI, even though theory suggests that the T1(O2O4'O5') conformer exhibits the lowest 
relative Gibbs free energy. The relatively strong IR band predicted between 3550 and 
3600 cm-1 is associated with the free O2'H stretch. Therefore, all conformers that do not 
involve binding of Na+ to the O2' atom are not populated in the experiments. Overall, the 
calculated IR spectra of B1, B4, and B7(O2O2') with C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering 
show good agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum of [Urd+Na]+, such that 
these three conformers may be populated in the experiments. Thees complexes differ 
only in the rotation of 5'-hydroxyl substituent, such that the IR spectra calculated for 
theses complexes are highly parallel. The distances between the C6H and O5' atoms of 
the B1, B4, and B7(O2O2') conformers are 3.2, 4.2 and 4.1 Å, respectively. A shoulder 
to the red of the IR band at ~3438 cm-1 in the IR spectrum predicted for B1(O2O2') 
better reproduces the asymmetry of the IR feature at ~3420 cm-1 observed in the 
measured IRMPD spectrum, suggesting that the B1(O2O2') conformer may be present 
in higher population than B4 and B7(O2O2').  
In summary, B1, B4 and B7(O2O2') conformers with C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar 
puckering and an anti orientation of uracil are dominantly populated in the experiments. 
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An additional IR feature is predicted in the hydrogen-stretching region for all conformers 
that do not involve Na+ binding to the O2' atom, which is not experimentally observed 
such that we can conclude that these conformers are not present even though theory 
suggests that the T1(O2O4'O5') conformer is the ground conformer. The inversion of 
the order of the relative Gibbs free energies calculated for the solvated T1(O2O4'O5') 
and B1(O2O2') conformers suggests that B(O2O2') conformers are dominantly present 
in solution, and are kinetically trapped in the ESI desolvation process. Thus, bidentate 
anti oriented B(O2O2') conformers are dominant in the experiments. In contrast, 
conformers involving O4 binding, sugar binding, and tautomeric [Urd+Na]+ are not 
populated by ESI as obvious differences between the calculated IR spectra of these 
conformers and the experimental IRMPD spectrum of [Urd+Na]+ are found. A more 
detailed discussion of the comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and 
calculated IR spectra of [Urd+Na]+ can be found in Reference 149. 
4.6.3 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED URACIL 
NUCLEOSIDES 
The vibrational assignments listed in Table 4.4 of the measured IRMPD spectra 
of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ are based on the ground T1(O2O4'O5') conformer of 
[dUrd+Na]+ and the low-energy B1(O2O2') conformer of [Urd+Na]+, which exhibit good 
agreement with the experimental IRMPD spectra. In the IR fingerprint region, the weak 
IRMPD features associated with N3H wagging, uracil twisting, and C5H and C6H 
wagging are not observed for [Urd+Na]+ as result of the very low IRMPD yields. The 
relatively strong IRMPD feature at ~948 cm-1 associated with C2'C3' stretch is only 
observed for [dUrd+Na]+, whereas this IRMPD feature is not observed for [Urd+Na]+ 
because the additional hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl 
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substituents reduces the flexibility of the sugar ring of [Urd+Na]+, such that the IRMPD 
yield associated with the vibrations of the sugar ring of [Urd+Na]+ are significantly lower. 
Three strong IRMPD absorptions arising from C5C6, C2=O, and C4=O stretches of 
[Urd+Na]+ are slightly red shifted, by 10-16 cm-1 vs. those of [dUrd+Na]+. The measured 
spectra of sodium cationized uracil nucleosides in the hydrogen-stretching region are 
highly parallel. Two strong IRMPD bands at 3420 cm-1 and 3664 cm-1 are observed. 
However, the IRMPD feature at 3420 cm-1 observed for [dUrd+Na]+ is contributed by the 
N3H stretch, whereas this IRMPD feature observed for [Urd+Na]+ is contributed by 
both the N3H and O2'H stretches. The strong IRMPD absorption at 3664 cm-1 arises 
from O3'H and O5'H stretches, and is observed for both [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+. 
4.6.4 COMPARISONS OF THE CONFORMERS OF PROTONATED VS. 
SODIUM CATIONIZED URACIL NUCLEOSIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Our previous studies of [dUrd+H]+ and [Urd+H]+ indicated that 2,4-dihydroxy 
tautomers and O4 protonated conformations of dUrd and Urd coexist in the gas 
phase.119 The most populated conformers of protonated and sodium cationized uracil 
nucleosides are shown in Figure 4.15 for comparison. The ground conformer calculated 
for [dUrd+H]+ is the O4 protonated conformer with an anti orientation of uracil and C3'-
endo sugar puckering, whereas the ground conformer calculated for [Urd+H]+ is the 2,4-
dihydroxy tautomer (t24) with an anti orientation of uracil and C2'-endo sugar puckering. 
The t24 tautomer of [dUrd+H]+ and the O4 protonated conformer of [Urd+H]+ are only 
0.7 and 2.9 kJ/mol less favorable than the corresponding ground conformers, 
respectively. The spectral comparisons between the measured IRMPD and calculated 
IR spectra indicate that the O4 protonated and t24 tautomer of [dUrd+H]+ and [Urd+H]+ 
coexist in the gas phase. In contrast, the same level of theory suggest that the ground 
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conformers of both sodium cationized uracil nucleosides involve tridentate binding of 
Na+ to the canonical tautomer via the atoms O2, O4' and O5' with a syn orientation of 
uracil and O4'-endo sugar puckering. The spectral comparisons between the measured 
IRMPD and calculated IR spectra indicate anti oriented bidentate B(O2O2') conformers 
of [Urd+Na]+ are dominantly populated in the experiments. Clearly the strength of 
binding of the proton vs. the sodium cation, and hydrogen-bonding vs. multiple chelation 
interactions are important in determining the relative stabilities of the stable conformers 
of these systems. Compared to protonation, sodium cationization is unable to 
sufficiently stabilize the minor tautomers of the uracil nucleosides, such that the 
canonical forms of [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ have lower relative Gibbs free energies 
and are the only forms populated in the experiments. 
4.7 SODIUM CATIONIZED THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES 
4.7.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED THYMIDINE POPULATED 
BY ESI 
Figure 4.16 compares the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of 
[dThd+Na]+ for several conformers that exhibit good agreement. Overall, the calculated 
IR spectra of the T1, T2, and T3(O2O4'O5') conformers exhibit the best agreement with 
the experimental IRMPD spectrum. These conformers all exhibit tridentate binding of 
Na+, with a syn orientation of Thy, but with different sugar puckerings, O4'-endo (OT1), 
C1'-exo (1T
O) and C2'-exo (2T
3), respectively. Changes of the sugar puckering and 
rotation of the N-glycosidic bond lead to the splitting of the IR feature predicted at ~3664 
cm-1, indicating that the T(O2O4'O5') conformers with other sugar puckerings do not 
have measurable populations in the experiments. Both high Gibbs free energies and 
significant misalignments between the measured IRMPD and calculated IR spectra 
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suggest that O4 binding and sugar binding conformers as well as minor tautomers of 
[dThd+Na]+ are clearly not populated in the experiments. 
In summary, the T1, T2, and T3(O2O4'O5') conformers are dominantly populated 
in the experiments. Na+ preferentially binds to O2, O4' and O5' atoms of thymidine in a 
tridentate fashion. Thy exhibits a syn orientation and several different sugar puckerings, 
O4'-endo (OT1), C1'-exo (1T
O) and C2'-exo (2T
3). All O4 binding and sugar binding 
conformers are not present in the experiments. Likewise, it is very clear that all sodium 
cationized tautomeric dThd are also not populated in the experiments. These findings 
are also consistent with the computed relative Gibbs free energies for these conformers 
of [dThd+Na]+. A more detailed discussion of the comparisons between the 
experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [dThd+Na]+ can be found in 
Reference 150. 
4.7.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 5-METHYLURIDINE 
POPULATED BY ESI 
Figure 4.17 compares the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of 
[Thd+Na]+ for conformers that exhibit good agreement. The IR spectrum calculated for 
the B1(O2O2') conformer of [Thd+Na]+, which exhibits an anti orientation of the Thy 
nucleobase and C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering, exhibits good agreement with the 
experimental IRMPD spectrum; the slight broadening of the IR feature calculated at 
~3420 cm-1 well reproduces the weak shoulder to the blue of IR feature observed. The 
other stable structures that exhibit a very similar conformation, i.e. B4 and B5(O2O2') 
exhibit virtually identical IR spectra (not shown) and thus may also be populated in the 
experiments. For all T(O2O4'O5') conformers, a moderate IR feature is predicted 
between ~3540 and 3630 cm-1 in the calculated IR spectra, which contributes to the 
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very weak IR absorption at ~3605 cm-1 in the experimental IRMPD spectrum of 
[Thd+Na]+. Among all T(O2O4'O5') conformers, the IR spectrum calculated for the 
T2(O2O4'O5') conformer shows the best agreement with the experimental IRMPD 
spectrum, but slight red and blue shifts are observed for the two intense peaks 
predicted at ~3420 and 3682 cm-1, respectively, suggesting that the T2(O2O4'O5') 
conformer of [Thd+Na]+ is a less important contributor than B1(O2O2') in the 
experiments. For the lowest energy T1(O2O4'O5') conformer, this IR feature shifts to 
the red compared to the measured IRMPD spectrum, suggesting that the lowest energy 
T1(O2O4'O5') conformer may have low population in the experiments. Overall, the 
T(O2O4'O5') conformers have low abundances in the experiments. The calculated IR 
spectrum of the anti oriented tridentate O2 binding conformer, T1(O2O2'O3'), exhibits 
reasonably good agreement with the experimental IRMPD spectrum, where slight 
misalignments of the calculated IR spectrum from ~971 to 1166 cm-1 are observed, 
indicating that the T(O2O2'O3') conformers may also be populated in the experiments, 
but are probably present in lower abundance than the B1(O2O2') conformer. Similar to 
[dThd+Na]+, the IR spectra calculated for all O4 binding and sugar binding conformers 
exhibit obvious spectral mismatches, such that these conformers are not present in the 
experiments. The two intense IR features in the high end of the IR fingerprint region are 
associated with the C2=O and C4=O stretches, and the IR feature at ~3420 cm-1 is 
associated with the N3H stretch. Thus, all t2 and t4 conformers where the N3 proton 
has shifted to the O2 or O4 atoms are not populated, due to the significant shifts of the 
IR bands associated with the C2=O, C4=O and N3H stretches. 
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In summary, anti oriented bidentate O2 binding conformers of [Thd+Na]+ are 
dominantly populated, and anti oriented tridentate O2 binding conformers may also be 
populated, but have lower abundance than the B(O2O2') conformers. Syn oriented 
tridentate and bidentate O2 binding conformers may also be minor contributors in the 
experiments. Kinetic trapping of B(O2O2') conformers occurs in the ESI desolvation 
process, consistent with the inversion of the relative stabilities of the solvated 
T1(O2O4'O5') and B1(O2O2') conformers. In contrast, all conformers involving O4 
binding, sugar binding, and tautomeric [Thd+Na]+ are not important in the experiments. 
These findings are again consistent with the computed relative Gibbs free energies for 
the conformers of [Thd+Na]+. A more detailed discussion of the comparisons between 
the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of [Thd+Na]+ can be found in 
Reference 150. 
4.7.3 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED THYMINE 
NUCLEOSIDES 
Table 4.5 lists vibrational mode assignments for [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ 
based on the lowest energy conformer of [dThd+Na]+ and the dominantly populated 
B1(O2O2') conformer of [Thd+Na]+. In general, the IR features observed for [dThd+Na]+ 
and [Thd+Na]+ in the experiments are highly similar. The relatively strong IR features at 
~772, 862 and 944 cm-1 associated with Thy twisting, C6-H wagging and sugar 
breathing, respectively, are only observed in the measured IRMPD spectrum of 
[dThd+Na]+. This may be associated with inefficient dissociation of [Thd+Na]+ at these 
low frequencies. The intense IR feature with a shoulder to the red at ~1680 cm-1 is 
contributed by C5=C6 and C2=O stretches. The intense IR feature at ~1750 cm-1 is 
associated with the C4=O stretch. Additionally, the strong IR band at 3420 cm-1 
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represents N3H stretching, which only occurs in the canonical forms of dThd and Thd. 
These spectral signatures provide strong evidence that all tautomeric [dThd+Na]+ and 
[Thd+Na]+ are not populated. In the measured IRMPD spectrum of [Thd+Na]+, the IR 
band at 3420 cm-1 along with the small shoulder to the blue is contributed by the N3H 
and 2'-hydroxyl stretches.  
4.7.4 COMPARISONS OF THE CONFORMERS OF PROTONATED VS. 
SODIUM CATIONIZED THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Our previous studies of [dThd+H]+ and [Thd+H]+ indicated that 2,4-dihydroxy 
tautomer and O2 protonated conformations of dThd and Thd coexist in the gas 
phase.125 The most populated conformers of protonated and sodium cationized thymine 
nucleosides are compared in Figure 4.18. For both [dThd+H]+ and [Thd+H]+, the lowest 
energy conformers are 2,4-dihydroxy tautomers (t24) with anti orientations of the Thy 
nucleobase, where the 2- and 4-hydroxyl hydrogen atoms point toward the N3 atom, 
and exhibit C2'-endo sugar puckering. The lowest energy O2 protonated Thy 
nucleosides are only 4.1 and 5.2 kJ/mol less favorable than the corresponding lowest 
energy conformers, respectively. The spectral comparisons between the measured 
IRMDP and calculated IR spectra indicate that both t24 tautomer and O2 protonated 
conformer coexist in the gas phase. For the sodium cationized Thy nucleosides, the 
lowest energy conformer of [dThd+Na]+ involves tridentate binding of Na+ to the 
canonical form of dThd via the O2, O4', and O5' atoms, with a syn orientation of the Thy 
nucleobase and O4'-endo (OT1) sugar puckering. The lowest energy conformer of 
[Thd+Na]+ exhibits a very similar conformation, but the O4'-endo sugar puckering 
changes to OT4 due to the hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl 
substituents. However, spectral comparisons between the measured IRMPD and 
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calculated IR spectra indicate anti oriented bidentate B(O2O2') conformers of [Thd+Na]+ 
are dominantly populated in the experiments. Compared to protonation, sodium 
cationization is unable to sufficiently stabilize the minor tautomers of the thymine 
nucleosides, such that the canonical forms of [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ have lower 
relative Gibbs free energies and are the only forms populated in the experiments. 
4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
The gas-phase conformations of 10 sodium cationized DNA and RNA 
nucleosides are determined via IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments and electronic 
structure calculations. In all cases, the sodium cation preferentially binds to both the 
nucleobase and sugar moieties, except for the guanine nucleosides where the sodium 
cation binds solely to guanine nucleobase. Theory suggests that the DNA and RNA 
forms of sodium cationized nucleosides exhibit highly parallel conformations. A 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl substituents is observed in all 
sodium cationized RNA nucleosides due to the additional 2'-hydroxyl substituent. 
However, the comparisons between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra 
demonstrate that for pyrimidine nucleosides, the stable low-energy B1(O2O2') 
conformers with anti orientation of the nucleobase are dominantly populated in the 
experiments. In contrast, the ground T1(O2O4'O5') conformers with syn orientation of 
the nucleobase do not have large population. Additional binding of one or two water 
molecules to the sodium cationized RNA nucleosides inverts the relative Gibbs free 
energies of the T1(O2O4'O5') and B1(O2O2') conformers such that [Cyd+Na]+, 
[Urd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ exhibit an anti orientation with the sodium cation binding to 
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the O2 and O2' atoms of the pyrimidine nucleosides in aqueous solution, and the stable 
low-energy B1(O2O2') conformers are kinetically trapped during ESI process. 
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Table 4.1 Vibrational Assignments for [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+ α 




Sugar ring stretching 960 to 1150 976 to ~1146 
Sugar hydrogen bending 1269 1269 
Nucleobase ring stretching 1583 1590 
NH2 scissoring and 
CNH2 stretching 
1636 1640 
NH2 symmetric stretching 3433
 3433 
NH2 asymmetric stretching 3551
 3549 
2′-hydroxyl stretching  3599
 
3′- and 5′-hydroxyl 
stretching 
3659 3659 
αAll values are given in cm-1. Assignments are based on the IR spectra predicted for the 





Table 4.2 Vibrational Assignments for [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ α 
Vibrational Mode [dGuo+Na]+ [Guo+Na]+ 




Sugar ring stretching 970 to 1145 976 to 1153 
Sugar hydrogen bending 1145 to 1280 1153 to 1267 
Nucleobase ring stretching 1280 to 1480 1287 to 1443 





C=O stretching 1685 1687 
N1H stretching 3420
 3417 
NH2 symmetric stretching 3440
 3435 
NH2 asymmetric stretching 3542
 3543 
2′-hydroxyl stretching  3577
 
3′- and 5′-hydroxyl 
stretching 
3658 3662 
αAll values are given in cm-1. Assignments are based on the IR spectra predicted for the 




Table 4.3 Vibrational Assignments for [dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ α 
Vibrational Mode [dCyd+Na]+ [Cyd+Na]+ 
Cytosine twisting 793 
Sugar ring bending 855 
Sugar ring stretching 914 to 1168 950 to 1168 
Sugar hydrogen bending 1168 to 1329 1168 to 1325 
Cytosine hydrogen rocking 1369 1369 
NH2 scissoring and 
cytosine hydrogen rocking 
1482 1477 
Cytosine stretching 1525 1523 
NH2 stretching 1601
 1601 
C=O and CNH2 stretching 1662
 1659 
NH2 symmetric stretching 
and 2'-hydroxyl stretching 
 3445 
NH2 symmetric stretching 3444
 

NH2 asymmetric stretching 3563
 3564 
3′- and 5′-hydroxyl 
stretching 
3664 3666 
αAll values are given in cm-1. Assignments are based on the IR spectra predicted for the 




Table 4.4 Vibrational Assignments for [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ α 
Vibrational Mode [dUrd+Na]+ [Urd+Na]+ 
 674 
Uracil twisting 777 
C5H and C6H wagging 802 
C2'C3' stretching 948 
Sugar ring stretching 970 to 1164 970 to 1170 
Sugar hydrogen bending 1164 to 1328 1170 to 1324 
Uracil hydrogen rocking 1328 to 1512 1324 to 1470 
C5C6 stretching 1644 1634 
C2=O stretching 1690 1674 
C4=O stretching 1783 1769 
N3H stretching 3420 3420 
2′-hydroxyl stretching  3420 
3′- and 5′-hydroxyl 
stretching 
3664 3664 
αAll values are given in cm-1. The experimental bands are assigned based on the IR 
spectra predicted for the T1(O2O4'O5') conformer of [dUrd+Na]+ and the B1(O2O2') 




Table 4.5 Vibrational Assignments for [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ α 
Vibrational Mode [dThd+Na]+ [Thd+Na]+ 
Thy ring twisting 772 
C6H wagging 862 
Sugar ring breathing 944 
Sugar ring stretching 964 to 1150 971 to 1166 
Sugar H bending 1150 to 1320 1166 to 1310 
Thy ring H rocking 1320 to 1490 1310 to 1512 
C5C6 stretching 1640 1641 
C2=O stretching 1680 1671 
C4=O stretching 1750 1746 
N3H stretching 3420 3420 
2′OH stretching  3435 
3′OH and 5′OH 
stretching 
3664 3664 
αAll values are given in cm-1. Assignments are based on the IR spectra predicted for the 
T1(O2O4'O5') conformer of [dThd+Na]+ and the dominantly populated B1(O2O2') 





































































Figure 4.1 Experimental IRMPD action spectra of the sodium cationized forms of 10
DNA and RNA nucleosides in the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. To
facilitate comparisons, several of the IR spectra have been scaled so that the























































Figure 4.2 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dAdo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)




Figure 4.3 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dAdo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for the most stable conformers of each mode of Na+ binding. The nucleobase
orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) relative Gibbs free


































































































































Figure 4.4 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Ado+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)
























































































Figure 4.5 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Ado+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for the most stable conformers of each mode of Na+ binding. The nucleobase
orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) relative Gibbs free

















Figure 4.6 The ground T1(N3O4'O5') conformers of [dAdo+Na]+ and [Ado+Na]+
which are dominantly populated are shown along with the nucleobase orientation
and sugar puckering. The most populated N3 protonated conformers of [dAdo+H]+
and [Ado+H]+ are also shown along with the nucleobase orientation and sugar





















Figure 4.7 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dGuo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)

















Figure 4.8 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Guo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)
















Figure 4.9 The ground B1(O6N7) conformers of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ which
are dominantly populated are shown along with the nucleobase orientation and
sugar puckering. The most populated N7 protonated conformers of [dGuo+H]+ and
[Guo+H]+ are also shown along with the nucleobase orientation and sugar puckering



















Figure 4.10 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dCyd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)





































































Figure 4.11 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Cyd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for the ground conformer and representative low-energy conformers that best match
the measured IRMPD spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and




Figure 4.12 The T1(O2O4′O5′) conformer of [dCyd+Na]+ and the B1(O2O2′)
conformer of [Cyd+Na]+ that are dominantly populated are shown along with the
nucleobase orientation and sugar puckering. The most populated N3 and O2
protonated conformers of [dCyd+H]+ and [Cyd+H]+ are also shown along with the






























































































Figure 4.13 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dUrd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)
















































































Figure 4.14 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Urd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for the ground conformer and representative low-energy conformers that best match
the measured IRMPD spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and




Figure 4.15 The T1(O2O4′O5′) conformer of [dUrd+Na]+ and the B1(O2O2′)
conformer of [Urd+Na]+ that are dominantly populated are shown along with the
nucleobase orientation and sugar puckering. The most populated t24 and O4
protonated conformers of [dUrd+H]+ and [Urd+H]+ are also shown along with the






























































































Figure 4.16 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [dThd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers that best match the measured IRMPD
spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)























































































Figure 4.17 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [Thd+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for the ground conformer and representative low-energy conformers that best match
the measured IRMPD spectrum. The nucleobase orientation, sugar puckering, and




Figure 4.18 The T1(O2O4′O5′) conformer of [dThd+Na]+ and the B1(O2O2′)
conformer of [Thd+Na]+ that are dominantly populated are shown along with the
nucleobase orientation and sugar puckering. The most populated t24 and O4
protonated conformers of [dThd+H]+ and [Thd+H]+ are also shown along with the
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The motivations for elucidation of the relative stabilities of DNA and RNA 
nucleosides are introduced in Chapter 1. In order to determine the relative stabilities of 
DNA and RNA nucleosides, energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) 
experiments were performed using an amaZon ETD quadrupole ion trap mass 
spectrometer (QIT MS). The experimental procedures were introduced in Section 2.2.1. 
The survival yields of the precursor ions at each rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) were 
calculated as described in Section 2.2.2, and then plotted as a function of rfEA to 
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generate the survival yield plots. In this chapter, the relative stabilities of the protonated 
and sodium cationized forms of 10 DNA and RNA nucleosides are elucidated, including 
2'-deoxyadenosine (dAdo), adenosine (Ado), 2'-deoxyguanosine (dGuo), guanosine 
(Guo), 2'-deoxycytidine (dCyd), cytidine (Cyd), 2'-deoxyuridine (dUrd), uridine (Urd), 
thymidine (dThd), and 5-methyluridine (Thd).147-151 These results provide insight 
regarding the effects of protonation vs. sodium cationization on the relative stabilities of 
DNA and RNA nucleosides, as well as the effects of 2'-hydroxyl substituent of RNA 
nucleosides on the relative stabilities of these species. Furthermore, in favorable cases 
where the fragmentation pathways of these complexes involve solely N-glycosidic bond 
cleavage, the CID50% values, which are the rfEA required to produce 50% dissociation of 
the precursor ions, are directly correlated with the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities. 
In addition, the effects of modifications of nucleosides and local environment on the 
relative stabilities of DNA and RNA nucleosides are also introduced. In present work, 
several sugar modifications, including 2'-fluoro substitution, 2'-O-methylation, and 
inversion of the 2'-stereochemistry on the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities are also 
examined and discussed. The systems examined in present work are the protonated 
and sodium cationized forms of these modified nucleosides. The 2'-fluoro substituted 
nucleosides examined include 2'-deoxy-2'-fluoroadenosine (Adofl), 2'- deoxy-2'-
fluorocytidine (Cydfl), 2'- deoxy-2'-fluoroguanosine (Guofl), and 2'- deoxy-2'-
fluorouridine (Urdfl). The 2'-O-methylated nucleosides examined include 2'-O-
methyladenosine (Adom), 2'-O-methylguanosine (Guom), 2'-O-methylcytidine (Cydm), 
2'-O-methyluridine (Urdm), 2'-O-methylthymidine (Thdm). The arabinose nucleosides 
examined include adenine 9-β-D-arabinofuranoside (araAdo), guanine 9-β-D-
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arabinofuranoside (areGuo), cytosine 1-β-D-arabinofuranoside (araCyd), and uracil 1-β-
D-arabinofuranoside (araUrd), Several methylated guanosines are also elucidated to 
examine the effects of the positions of methylation on the relative N-glycosidic bond 
stabilities of guanosines. The methylated guanosines examined include 1-
methylguanosine (m1Guo), 7-methylguanosine (m7Guo), N2,N2-dimethylguanosine 
(m22Guo), and N2,N2,2'-trimethylguanosine (m22Guom). The chemical structures of 
these modified nucleosides are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. These studies are 
extended to include other metal cations, Li+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, and Ag+ for dGuo and Guo to 
further elucidate the relative propensities of these metal cations for activating the N-
glycosidic bond. In this chapter, the CID mass spectra and survival yield analyses of 
protonated and sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides are discussed in detail. 
For the studies of the effects of modifications and the local environment on the relative 
stabilities of the DNA and RNA nucleosides, I mainly focus on comparisons of the CID50% 
values of these complexes, but the mode of cation binding also comes in to play. 
5.2 ENERGY-RESOLVED COLLISION-INDUCED DISSOCIATION OF 
PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED DNA AND RNA NUCLEOSIDES 
All CID fragmentation pathways observed for the protonated and sodium 
cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides are summarized in Reactions 5.1-5.10, 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→   [Nue+M]+ + (NuoNue) (5.1) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [NuoNue+M]+ + Nue (5.2) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→   M+ + Nuo (5.3) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [NuoW+M]+ + W  (5.4) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     




     
→    [NuoNueW+M]+ + Nue + W (5.6) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [NuoNue2W+M]+ + Nue + 2W (5.7) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [Nue+W+M]+ + (NuoNueW) (5.8) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [NuoK+M]+ + K (5.9) 
[Nuo+M]+ 
     
→    [NuoKW+M]+ + K + W (5.10) 
where Nuo represents nucleoside, and Nue represents nucleobase. M is a proton or 
sodium cation. W represents a water molecule, and K represents ketene (H2C=C=O). 
5.2.1 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES 
The CID mass spectra of the protonated and sodium cationized adenine 
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.1. For 
[dAdo+H]+ and [Ado+H]+, the only fragmentation pathway observed is N-glycosidic bond 
cleavage leading to the production of protonated adenine, Reaction 5.1. For 
[dAdo+Na]+, two fragmentation pathways are observed, both involving N-glycosidic 
bond cleavage with the sodium cation competitively retained by the adenine nucleobase 
or the sugar moiety, Reactions 5.1 and 5.2. It is likely that Reaction 5.3 also occurs, 
but cannot be detected as its ionic product, Na+, has an m/z below the low-mass cut-off 
of the QIT MS. In contrast, for [Ado+Na]+, although the intensity of the precursor ion 
decreases as the rf excitation voltage is increased, no CID products are observed.  The 
lack of detectable CID products suggests that [Ado+Na]+ undergoes CID solely by 
Reaction 5.3, indicating that the glycosidic bond of Ado is stronger than that of dAdo. 
Clearly, these slow-heating methods, IRMPD and multiple-collision CID, produce similar 




5.2.2 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
the CID mass spectra of the protonated and sodium cationized guanine 
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.2. In all 
cases, the CID mass spectra are very simple exhibiting only a single fragmentation 
pathway corresponding to N-glycosidic bond cleavage with the proton or sodium cation 
retained by the guanine nucleobase, as summarized in Reaction 5.1. Again we observe 
that activation by multiple low-energy collisions results in the same unimolecular 
decomposition pathway as activation by absorption of multiple IR photons. 
5.2.3 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
The CID mass spectra of the protonated and sodium cationized cytosine 
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.3. The 
major fragmentation pathway observed for the protonated and sodium cationized 
cytosine nucleosides involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage leading to detection of either 
the protonated or sodium cationized cytosine nucleobase, as shown in Reaction 5.1. 
Reaction 5.1 is the only CID pathway observed for [dCyd+H]+, [Cyd+H]+, and 
[dCyd+Na]+. Two very minor fragmentation pathways are observed in the CID mass 
spectrum of [Cyd+Na]+, N-glycosidic bond cleavage where the sodium cation is retained 
by the sugar, [Cyd-Cyt+Na]+ (Reaction 5.2), and loss of water, [Cyd-H2O+Na]
+ 
(Reaction 5.4). Yet again, the fragmentation behavior induced by multiple low-energy 
collisions is highly parallel to that observed for multiple photon absorption, and the 
minor fragmentation pathways that are only observed for [Cyd+Na]+ suggest that 
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[dCyd+Na]+ and [Cyd+Na]+ may exhibit different conformations, consistent with the 
results of IRMPD action spectroscopy experiments of sodium cytosine nucleosides, as 
discussed in Section 4.5. 
5.2.4 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
URACIL NUCLEOSIDES 
The CID mass spectra of the protonated and sodium cationized uracil 
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.4. The 
major fragmentation pathways of [Urd+H]+, [dUrd+Na]+ and [Urd+Na]+ involve N-
glycosidic bond cleavage with the proton retained by uracil, and the sodium cation 
retained by either uracil or the sugar moiety as summarized in Reactions 5.1 and 5.2. 
Reactions 5.1 and 5.2 are also observed in the CID mass spectrum of [dUrd+H]+, but 
are only minor reaction pathways. For [dUrd+H]+, the major fragmentation pathways 
involve elimination of one or two W molecules, Reactions 5.4 and 5.5. Three additional 
minor fragmentation pathways are also observed for [dUrd+H]+, all of which involve N-
glycosidic bond cleavage and water elimination, Reactions 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. Three 
minor CID pathways are also observed for [Urd+H]+ that involve fragmentation of the 
sugar moiety via elimination of W, Reaction 5.4, elimination of K, Reaction 5.9, or 
elimination of both W and K, Reaction 5.10. The differences in the CID behavior of 
[Urd+H]+ vs. [dUrd+H]+ also suggest that the structures accessed in the experiments 
differ somewhat for [Urd+H]+ and [dUrd+H]+, consistent with the findings in the IRMPD 
study of these species.119 
Figure 5.5 shows the mass spectra for MS3 experiments of [dUrd-W+H]+, [dUrd-
2W+H]+, [dUrd-Ura+H]+ and [Urd-K+H]+. [dUrd-2W+H]+ may come from a successive 
loss of W from [dUrd-W+H]+. Loss of (W+Ura) observed for [dUrd+H]+ may come from 
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successive losses of Ura from [dUrd-W+H]+ and of W from [dUrd-Ura+H]+. Loss of 
(K+W) observed for [Urd+H]+ may come from a successive loss of W from [Urd-K+H]+. 
The MS3 experiment for [Urd-W+H]+ could not be performed due to the very low 
intensity of this peak across the entire rfEA range. 
5.2.5 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES 
The CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized thymine nucleosides 
at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.6. N-glycosidic bond 
cleavage processes are observed as the dominant fragmentation pathways for [Thd+H]+, 
[dThd+Na]+, and [Thd+Na]+, where the cation, H+ or Na+, is retained either by the 
thymine nucleobase or the sugar as summarized in Reactions 5.1 and 5.2. In all cases, 
Reaction 5.1 is favored over Reaction 5.2. Indeed Reaction 5.2 is observed as a 
minor fragmentation pathway for [Thd+H]+ over the entire range of rfEA.  In contrast, 
Reaction 5.1 and CID pathways that involve elimination of K, or both K and one W 
molecule as summarized in Reactions 5.9 and 5.10 become more competitive for 
[dThd+H]+. Four additional minor fragmentation pathways are also observed for 
[dThd+H]+ that involve elimination of one or two W molecules, or elimination of the 
thymine nucleobase and one or two W molecules, as summarized in Reactions 5.4, 5.5, 
5.6 and 5.7. Reaction 5.4 is also observed as a minor fragmentation pathway for 
[Thd+H]+. 
Figure 5.7 shows MS3 mass spectra for [dThd-W+H]+, [dThd-2W+H]+, [dThd-
K+H]+ and [dThd+K-W]+. However, MS3 experiments of [dThd-Thy+H]+, [dThd-Thy-
W+H]+ and [dThd-Thy-2W+H]+ could not be performed due to their low intensities in the 
CID experiments of [dThd+H]+. [dThd-Thy-W+H]+ and [dThd-Thy-2W+H]+ are mainly 
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contributed by successive loss of Thy from [dThd-W+H]+ and [dThd-2W+H]+, 
respectively. It is clear that when glycosidic bond cleavage occurs after elimination of 
water that the proton is preferentially retained by the dehydrated sugar moiety. 
Reaction 5.10 may occur from successive loss of W from of [dThd-K+H]+. A unique 
MS3 fragment, [dThd-K-W-CH2O+H]
+, is observed upon dissociation of [dThd-K+H]+. 
The successive loss of W or K is observed from the MS3 experiment of [dThd-K-W+H]+. 
5.3 RELATIVE STABILITIES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM CATIONIZED 
DNA AND RNA NUCLEOSIDES 
5.3.1 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM 
CATIONIZED ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield analyses of [dAdo+H]+, [Ado+H]+ and [dAdo+Na]+ are compared in 
Figure 5.8. Because the only fragmentation pathway observed for [dAdo+H]+, [Ado+H]+ 
and [dAdo+Na]+ involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage, the trends in the CID50% values 
provide a direct measure of the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities. The CID50% value 
of [Ado+H]+ exceeds that of [dAdo+H]+, which suggests that the 2′-hydroxyl substituent 
of Ado stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond. This result is consistent with TCID results 
recently reported for these adenine nucleosides, where the activation energies at 0 K for 
N-glycosidic bond cleavage of N3 protonated [dAdo+H]+ and [Ado+H]+ were measured 
as 147.6±4.8 and 164.0± 4.8 kJ/mol, respectively.196 These trends are also consistent 
with the computed C1N9 glycosidic bond lengths discussed in Section 3.2.1. The 
same conclusion can be drawn by comparing the fragmentation behavior of [dAdo+Na]+ 
and [Ado+Na]+. The only CID fragmentation pathway of [Ado+Na]+ is the loss of neutral 
adenosine, which is empirical evidence that suggests that the N-glycosidic bond of 
[Ado+Na]+ is more stable than that of [dAdo+Na]+. In summary, the N-glycosidic bond of 
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dAdo is less stable than that of Ado for both the protonated and sodium cationized 
species. In addition, the N-glycosidic bonds of sodium cationized dAdo and Ado are 
more stable than those of protonated dAdo and Ado, respectively. Thus, sodium 
cationization activates the N-glycosidic bond less effectively than protonation. 
5.3.2 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM 
CATIONIZED GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield analyses for the protonated and sodium cationized guanine 
nucleosides, [dGuo+H]+, [Guo+H]+, [dGuo+Na]+, and [Guo+Na]+, are compared in 
Figure 5.9. The only fragmentation pathway observed for these species involves N-
glycosidic bond cleavage, therefore, trends in the CID50% values directly correlate with 
the relative stabilities of the N-glycosidic bonds in these systems. The CID50% of 
[Guo+H]+ is greater than that of [dGuo+H]+, indicating that the 2′-hydroxyl substituent of 
Guo stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond. This result is consistent with previous TCID 
results for [dGuo+H]+ and [Guo+H]+.193 The same conclusion can be drawn via 
comparison of the CID50% values of [dGuo+Na]
+ and [Guo+Na]+. These results are also 
consistent with the bond lengths from DFT calculations discussed in Section 3.2.2, 
where the N-glycosidic bond lengths of the RNA nucleosides are slightly shorter than 
those of the analogous DNA nucleosides. Overall, the N-glycosidic bonds of sodium 
cationized guanine nucleosides are more stable than those of the analogous protonated 
guanine nucleosides, clearly indicating that sodium cationization activates the N-





5.3.3 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM 
CATIONIZED CYTOSINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield analyses for the protonated and sodium cationized cytosine 
nucleosides, [dCyd+H]+, [Cyd+H]+, [dCyd+Na]+, and [Cyd+Na]+, are compared in Figure 
5.10. Because the major fragmentation pathways observed for the protonated and 
sodium cationized cytosine nucleosides exclusively involve N-glycosidic bond cleavage, 
the survival yield analyses enable the relative stabilities of the N-glycosidic bonds of 
these species to be elucidated. The increase in the CID50% values observed for both the 
protonated and sodium cationized species from dCyd to Cyd indicates that the 2'-
hydroxyl substituent stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond. This conclusion is consistent with 
previous TCID results for the protonated cytosine nucleosides.195 The sodium cationized 
cytosine nucleosides exhibit higher CID50% value than the analogous protonated 
cytosine nucleosides, indicating that sodium cationization activates the N-glycosidic 
bond less effectively than protonation.  
5.3.4 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM 
CATIONIZED URACIL NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield analyses for the protonated and sodium cationized uracil 
nucleosides, [dUrd+H]+, [Urd+H]+, [dUrd+Na]+, and [Urd+Na]+, are compared in Figure 
5.11. The CID50% values indicate that the overall relative stabilities of these species 
follow the order: [dUrd+H]+ < [Urd+H]+ < [dUrd+Na]+ < [Urd+Na]+. In particular, the 
fragmentation pathways of the sodium cationized uridine nucleosides only involve 
cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond. Therefore, the CID50% values of [Urd+Na]
+ and 
[dUrd+Na]+ directly correlate with the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities. The CID50% 
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value of [Urd+Na]+ exceeds that of [dUrd+Na]+, indicating that the 2'-deoxy modification 
of dUrd destabilizes the N-glycosidic bond vs. that of Urd.  
5.3.5 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND SODIUM 
CATIONIZED THYMINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield curves for the protonated and sodium cationized thymine 
nucleosides, [dThd+H]+, [Thd+H]+, [dThd+Na]+, and [Thd+Na]+, are compared in Figure 
5.12. Based on the CID50% values, the overall relative stabilities of these species follow 
the order: [dThd+H]+ < [Thd+H]+ < [dThd+Na]+ < [Thd+Na]+. In particular, the dominant 
fragmentation pathways observed for [Thd+H]+, [dThd+Na]+ and [Thd+Na]+ involve only 
N-glycosidic bond cleavage. Thus, the CID50% values of these species directly correlate 
with the relative stabilities of the N-glycosidic bonds in these complexes. However, the 
Reactions 5.8 and 5.9 of [dThd+H]+ become more competitive, such that the CID50% 
value of [dThd+H]+ may not directly correlate to the N-glycosidic bond stability. The 
CID50% value of [Thd+Na]
+ is higher than that of [Thd+H]+, indicating that sodium 
cationization activates the N-glycosidic bond less effectively than protonation. Likewise, 
the CID50% value of [Thd+Na]
+ exceeds that of [dThd+Na]+, indicating that the 2'-hydroxy 
modification of Thd stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond compared to dThd.  
5.4 THE EFFECTS OF MODIFICATIONS ON THE RELATIVE STABILITIES 
OF DNA AND RNA NUCLEOSIDES 
5.4.1 EFFECTS OF 2'-MODIFICATIONS ON THE RELATIVE STABILITIES 
OF DNA AND RNA NUCLEOSIDES  
The CID50% values for a series of protonated and sodium cationized modified 
DNA and RNA nucleosides are compared in Figure 5.13. This study focuses on the 
effect of modifications on the relative stabilities of protonated and sodium cationized 
nucleosides, including 2'-O-methylation, 2'-fluoro-substitution and the arabinose analogs, 
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which involve inversion of the 2'-stereochemistry. The chemical structures of these 
modified nucleosides are shown in Figure 2.3. In all cases, the CID50% values of the 
sodium cationized nucleosides exceed those of the corresponding protonated 
nucleosides, indicating that sodium cationization activates the N-glycosidic bond less 
effectively than protonation. 2'-Fluoro nucleosides exhibit the highest CID50% values 
among these nucleosides, indicating that the 2'-fluoro substituent significantly stabilizes 
the N-glycosidic bond. In contrast, the DNA nucleosides exhibit the lowest CID50% 
values among these nucleosides, indicating that the 2'-hydrogen atom is least effective 
at stabilizing the N-glycosidic bond. The CID50% values of 2'-O-methyl nucleosides are 
similar to the corresponding RNA nucleosides, suggesting that 2'-O-methyl substituent 
has a similar influence on the N-glycosidic bond stabilities as compared to the 2'-
hydroxyl substituent. Similarly, the arabinose analogs exhibit CID50% values that are 
similar to the corresponding RNA nucleosides, suggesting that changing the orientation 
of 2'-hydroxyl substituent has only a slight impact on the N-glycosidic bond stabilities. 
5.4.2 THE EFFECTS OF METHYL SUBSTITUENTS ON THE RELATIVE 
STABILITIES OF GUANOSINE 
The CID50% values for a series of protonated and sodium cationized methylated 
guanosines are compared in Figure 5.14. This study focuses on the effects of 
methylation on the relative stabilities of protonated and sodium guanosine, including 1-
methylguanosine (m1Guo), 2'-O-methylguanosine (Guom), 7-methylguanosine (m7Guo), 
N2,N2-dimethylguanosine (m22Guo) and N
2,N2,2'-O-trimethylguanosine (m22Guom). The 
chemical structures of these methylated guanosines are shown in Figure 2.4. For the 
protonated methylated guanosines, [m22Guom+H]
+ exhibits the highest CID50% value, 
whereas [m1Guo+H]+ exhibits the lowest CID50% value among these nucleosides. The 
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CID50% values of all sodium cationized methylated guanosine exceed those of the 
corresponding protonated methylated guanosine, consistent with the conclusions from 
Section 5.3. Interestingly, the CID50% value of [m
7Guo+Na]+ is much lower than that of 
the other sodium cationized methylated guanosines because methylation at the N7 
position alters the Na+ binding site. This conclusion is consistent with the IRMPD action 
spectroscopy and theoretical studies of [dGuo+Na]+ and [Guo+Na]+ discussed in 
Section 3.2.2 and 4.4, whereas Na+ prefers to bind to O6 and N7 positions of guanine 
nucleosides.  
5.5 THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ENVIRONMENT ON THE RELATIVE 
STABILITIES OF GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
5.5.1 CID MASS SPECTRA OF PROTONATED AND METAL CATIONIZED 
GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
The CID mass spectra for a series of protonated and metal cationized dGuo 
complexes at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.15. The 
only fragmentation pathway observed for [dGuo+M]+ involves N-glycosidic bond 
cleavage with the proton or the metal cation retained by the guanine nucleobase, where 
M = H+, Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+ and Ag+. For [dGuo+Cs]+, the only fragmentation pathway 
observed is the simple cleavage of the noncovalent interaction between Cs+ and dGuo.  
The CID mass spectra for a series of protonated and metal cationized Guo 
complexes at an rf excitation amplitude near CID50% are compared in Figure 5.16. The 
only fragmentation pathway observed for [Guo+M]+ involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage 
with the proton or the metal cation retained by the guanine nucleobase, where M = H+, 
Li+, Na+, K+, and Ag+. For [Guo+Rb]+ and [Guo+Cs]+, the only fragmentation pathway 
observed is simple cleavage of the noncovalent interaction between Rb+ or Cs+ and 
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dGuo, respectively. Due to the low mass cut-off of the CID experiments using the QIT 
MS, Rb+ cannot be observed in the CID mass spectrum of [Guo+Rb]+. 
In summary, the fragmentation behavior of metal cationized dGuo and Guo are 
related to the size of the metal cation. The binding between the metal cation and the 
nucleoside become weaker as the metal cation becomes larger. Thus, the loss of metal 
cation becomes more competitive as the size of the metal cation bound to the 
nucleoside becomes larger. As a result, only the metal cation is observed as a CID 
product in the spectra of [dGuo+Cs]+, [Guo+Rb]+ and [Guo+Cs]+. 
5.5.2 SURVIVAL YIELD ANALYSES OF PROTONATED AND METAL 
CATIONIZED GUANINE NUCLEOSIDES 
Survival yield curves for [dGuo+M]+, where M = H+, Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+ and Ag+ are 
compared in Figure 5.17. The relative stabilities of protonated and metal cationized 
dGuo follow the order: [dGuo+H]+ < [dGuo+Ag]+ < [dGuo+Li]+ ~ [dGuo+Na]+ < 
[dGuo+K]+ < [dGuo+Rb]+. Survival yield curves for [Guo+M]+, where M = H+, Li+, Na+, K+, 
and Ag+ are compared in Figure 5.18. The relative stabilities of protonated and metal 
cationized Guo follow the order: [Guo+Ag]+ < [dGuo+H]+ < [dGuo+Li]+ < [dGuo+Na]+ < 
[dGuo+K]+. These results indicate that the local endearment significantly impact the 
relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of DNA and RNA nucleosides. The relative 
stabilities of alkali metal cationized dGuo and Guo follow the order of increasing size of 
the alkali metal. However, the N-glycosidic bond of [dGuo+Ag]+ is more stable than that 
of [dGuo+H]+, whereas the N-glycosidic bond of [Guo+Ag]+ is less stable than that of 
[dGuo+H]+. These contrasting observations may be due to different conformations of 





Survival yield analysis is a robust technique to determine the relative stabilities of 
DNA and RNA nucleosides. In particular, the CID50% value can be directly used to 
determine the relative N-glycosidic bond stability when all fragmentation pathways 
involve solely N-glycosidic bond cleavage. In general, the 2'-hydroxyl substituents of 
RNA nucleosides stabilize the N-glycosidic bond compared with the corresponding DNA 
nucleosides. Sodium cationization activates the N-glycosidic bond less effectively than 
protonation. 2'-Fluoro nucleosides exhibit the highest CID50% values, indicating that 2'-
floro substituent significantly stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond compared with the 
canonical DNA and RNA nucleosides. The CID50% values of 2'-O-methyl nucleosides 
are similar to the corresponding RNA nucleosides, suggesting that 2'-O-methyl 
substituent has similar influence on the N-glycosidic bond stabilities as compared to the 
2'-hydroxyl substituent. Similarly, the arabinose analogs exhibit similar CID50% values 
with the corresponding RNA nucleosides, suggesting that changing the stereochemistry 
of 2'-hydroxyl and 2'-hydrogen substituents only slightly impacts the N-glycosidic bond 
stabilities. The survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized methylated 
guanosine find that the position of the methyl substituent is important to the impact on 
the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of these nucleosides. Interestingly, the CID50% 
value of [m7Guo+Na]+ is significantly lower than those of other sodium cationized 
methylated guanosines, because methylation at the N7 position alters the Na+ binding 
site. The fragmentation behavior of metal cationized dGuo and Guo are related to the 
size of the metal cation. The binding between the metal cation and the nucleoside 
become weaker as the metal cation becomes larger. Thus, the loss of metal cation 
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becomes more competitive as the size of the metal cation bound to the nucleoside 
increases. The order of relative stabilities of alkali metal cationized dGuo and Guo is 
consistent with the order of increasing size of the alkali metal. The different relative 
stabilities of protonated and silver cationized dGuo and Guo may be due to different 
conformations of silver cationized dGuo and Guo being accessed in the experiments, 
suggesting that further IRMPD studies of these [dGuo+Ag]+ and [Guo+Ag]+ complexes 
would be of interest. 
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Figure 5.1 CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized adenine
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation. No
CID fragments were observed for [Ado+Na]+ due to the low-mass cut-off of the QIT









































































Figure 5.2 CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized guanine
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation. The
only CID pathway observed involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage with the cation







































Figure 5.3 CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized cytosine
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation. The
only CID pathway observed involves N-glycosidic bond cleavage with the cation


















































Figure 5.4 CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized uracil
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation.
Although N-glycosidic bond cleavage pathways are observed for all complexes, a
































































Figure 5.6 CID mass spectra of protonated and sodium cationized thymine
nucleosides at an rf excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation.
Although N-glycosidic bond cleavage pathways are observed for all complexes, a











































Figure 5.8 Survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized adenosine
nucleosides and their corresponding CID50% values. Values (in parentheses)
represent the standard deviation for fits to the average of three measurements.
Excitation Amplitude (V)




























Figure 5.9 Survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized guanine
nucleosides and their corresponding CID50% values. Values (in parentheses)
represent the standard deviation for fits to the average of three measurements.
Excitation Amplitude (V)































Figure 5.10 Survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized cytosine
nucleosides and their corresponding CID50% values. Values (in parentheses)
represent the standard deviation for fits to the average of three measurements.
Excitation Amplitude (V)































Figure 5.11 Survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized uracil
nucleosides and their corresponding CID50% values. Values (in parentheses)
represent the standard deviation for fits to the average of three measurements.
Excitation Amplitude (V)































Figure 5.12 Survival yield analyses of protonated and sodium cationized thymine
nucleosides and their corresponding CID50% values. Values (in parentheses)
represent the standard deviation for fits to the average of three measurements.
Excitation Amplitude (V)


















































Figure 5.13 CID50% values for protonated and sodium cationized modified
nucleosides. Protonated nucleosides are indicated using solid colors, whereas the


























Sodium Cationized Methyl Guanosine











































Figure 5.15 CID mass spectra of protonated and metal cationized dGuo at an rf
excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation. N-glycosidic bond





















Figure 5.16 CID mass spectra of protonated and metal cationized Guo at an rf
excitation amplitude (rfEA) that produces ~50% dissociation. N-glycosidic bond
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Figure 5.17 Survival yield analyses of protonated and metal cationized dGuo. Error
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Figure 5.18 Survival yield analyses of protonated and metal cationized Guo. Error




CHAPTER 6 THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for studying sodium cation binding to the adenine 
mononucleotides is introduced in Chapter 1. In this chapter, the stable low-energy 
conformations of the sodium cationized 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate (pdAdo) 
and adenosine-5'-monophosphate (pAdo), [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, as well as the 
disodium cationized deprotonated forms of pdAdo and pAdo, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and 
[pAdo-H+2Na]+, are determined and ultimately optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 
level of theory. The harmonic vibrational frequencies are also calculated at this same 
level of theory. Single-point energy calculations are then calculated with an extended 
basis set, 6-311+G(2d,2p). Additionally, the neutral adenine mononucleotides, pdAdo 
and pAdo, as well as the sodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotide salts, 
[pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na], are also calculated at the same level of theory for 
comparison. The ground conformers of these sodium cationized forms of adenine 
mononucleotides are also compared to those of the deprotonated, neutral and 
protonated adenine mononucleotides to eludicate the effect of the local environment 
(charge state) on the conformations of these species. The designations of nucleobase 
orientation and sugar puckering are defined in Section 1.7. The computational details 
are introduced in Section 2.3. The structures of pdAdo and pAdo along with the 
potential Na+ binding sites are shown in Figure 2.10.  
6.2 NOMENCLATURE FOR DESCRIBING THE SODIUM CATIONIZED 




The nomenclature employed to describe the stable low-energy conformers of the 
sodium cationized forms of the neutral and deprotonated adenine mononucleotides is 
similar to that employed for the sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides. An 
uppercase letter is used to describe the number of chelation interactions between the 
sodium cation and adenine mononucleotide (Q for quadridentate, T for tridentate, B for 
bidentate, and M for monodentate). For the disodium cationized deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+, two uppercase letters are used 
to indicate the number of chelation interactions with the sodium cations and adenine 
mononucleotide; the more highly chelated cation is designated first. A number follows 
the uppercase letter(s) and indicates the order of relative Gibbs free energies at 298 K 
of the conformers found for that mode of Na+ binding. In parentheses, the atoms bound 
to the Na+ cation(s) are given. For the disocium cationized complexes, a comma is used 
to separate the atoms bound to each Na+. The oxo and hydroxyl oxygen atoms of the 
phosphate moiety are indicated as OX and OH, respectively. 
6.3 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
6.3.1 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-
DEOXYADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE 
The stable low-energy conformers of [pdAdo+Na]+ that are within 20 kJ/mol of 
the ground conformer along with their relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase 
orientations and sugar puckerings are compared in Figure 6.1. Among the 18 low-
energy conformers found within 20 kJ/mol of the ground conformer, only three modes of 
Na+ binding were found, tridentate T(N3O4'OX), bidentate B(OXOH), and bidentate 
B(OXOX). In the ground conformer of [pdAdo+Na]
+, the sodium cation binds in a 
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tridentate fashion to the N3, O4′ and OX atoms with the adenine nucleobase in a syn 
orientation and C3′-endo (3T2) sugar puckering. The T1-T4, T8 and T9(N3O4'OX) 
conformers differ only in the orientations of the phosphate hydroxyls. Changes in the 
sugar puckering to C2'-endo (2T1) as in the T5 and T6(N3O4'OX) conformers destabilize 
the complexes by at least 3.2 kJ/mol vs. the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer. The 
T7(N3O4'OX) conformer also exhibits C2'-endo sugar puckering, but changes from 
2T1 
to 2T3. The T11 and T12 (N3O4'OX) conformers exhibit C1'-exo (1T
O) sugar puckering, 
and this change in the puckering is even more destabilizing, by at least 10.9 kJ/mol vs. 
the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer. The T13 and T14(N3O4'OX) conformers with C2'-
exo (2T
3) sugar puckering are even less stable, by at least 16.6 kJ/mol. An additional 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the N7 atom of the adenine nucleobase and the 
phosphate hydroxyl is found in these conformers. An additional hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between the N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase and a phosphate hydroxyl 
is found in the T15(N3O4'OX) conformer, which exhibits C1'-exo (1T
2) sugar puckering 
and is 19.0 kJ/mol less stable. When one proton is transferred from the phosphate 
moiety to the N3 atom of adenine, the sodium cation preferentially binds to the 
negatively charged phosphate group in a bidentate fashion to the oxo and one of the 
hydroxyl oxygen atoms of the phosphate moiety. The most stable of these zwitterionic 
phosphate binding conformers, B1(OXOH), is 14.1 kJ/mol less favorable than the ground 
T1(N3O4'OX) conformer, whereas the most stable B(OXOX) conformer, B1(OXOX), is 
14.3 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. All phosphate binding conformers 
found here exhibit C1'-exo (1T
O or 1T
2) sugar puckering.  
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In summary, the ground conformer of [pdAdo+Na]+ exhibits tridentate binding of 
Na+ to the N3, O4' and OX atoms with a syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase and 
C3'-endo (3T2) sugar puckering. C2'-endo, C2'-exo and C1'-exo sugar puckerings are 
also found among the low-energy T(N3O4'OX) conformers. All conformers calculated 
within 20 kJ/mol prefer a syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase. Phosphate binding 
B(OXOH) and B(OXOX) conformers are less favorable, with the most stable of these 
conformers 14.1 and 14.3 kJ/mol less stable than the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer, 
respectively. 
6.3.2 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE 
The stable low-energy conformers of [pAdo+Na]+ that are within 20 kJ/mol of the 
ground conformer along with their relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase orientations 
and sugar puckerings are compared in Figure 6.2. Among 19 low-energy conformers 
found within 20 kJ/mol of the ground conformer, 5 modes of Na+ binding were found, 
quadridentate Q(N3O4'O5'OX), tridentate T(N3O4'OX) and T(O3'O5'OX), and bidentate 
B(OXOX) and B(OXOH). The stable low-energy conformers found for [pAdo+Na]
+ are 
very parallel to those of [pdAdo+Na]+, however, the additional 2'-hydroxyl enables 
formation of a hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls, which is 
found in all of the low-energy conformers. The T1(N3O4'OX) conformer with Na
+ binding 
to the N3, O4' and OX atoms, a syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase, and C3'-
endo (3T2) sugar puckering is also the ground conformer of [pAdo+Na]
+. The T1-T3, T7 
and T10(N3O4'OX) conformers differ from the ground conformer only by the orientations 
of the phosphate hydroxyl. Minor changes in the sugar puckering as found in the T4-
T6(N3O4'OX) conformers to C2'-endo (
2T1) destabilize the complexes by at least 4.4 
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kJ/mol. The T8, T12, and T14(N3O4'OX) conformers with C1'-exo (1T
O) sugar puckering 
are somewhat less stable, by at least 8.4 kJ/mol than the ground T1(N3O4'OX) 
conformer. O4'-endo (OT1) and C2'-exo (2T
3) sugar puckerings are also found among 
the low-energy T(N3O4'OX) conformers but are at least 9.8 and 19.4 kJ/mol less stable 
than the ground conformer, respectively. A unique quadridentate conformer, 
Q1(N3O4'O5'OX), is only found for [pAdo+Na]
+, but more highly chelated structure is 
actually 18.4 kJ/mol higher in relative Gibbs free energy than the ground T1(N3O4'OX) 
conformer. An additional hydrogen-bonding interaction between hydroxyl substituent of 
phosphate moiety and the N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase is found in the 
T14(N3O4'OX) conformer, whereas an additional hydrogen-bonding interaction between 
a phosphate hydroxyl substituent and the N7 atom of the adenine nucleobase is found 
in the T15(N3O4'OX) conformer. However, these complexes are 16.7 and 19.4 kJ/mol 
less stable than T1(N3O4'OX), respectively. Proton transfer from the phosphate group to 
the N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase is also found for [pAdo+Na]+, where Na+ again 
preferentially binds to the negatively charged phosphate moiety. These phosphate 
binding conformers are at least 8.0 kJ/mol less stable than the ground T1(N3O4'OX) 
conformer. Two distinct bidentate phosphate binding modes are again found, however 
in contrast to pdAdo, a slight preference for B(OXOX) over B(OXOH) is found. Additional 
stabilization is again achieved via a hydrogen-bonding interaction between the OX and 
N3H atoms. The T1(O3'O5'OX) conformer, where Na
+ binds to the sugar and phosphate 
moieties, but not to the nucleobase, is 14.7 kJ/mol less favorable than the ground 
T1(N3O4'OX) conformer.  
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In summary, theory suggests that the ground conformer of [pAdo+Na]+ involves 
tridentate binding of Na+ to the N3, O4' and OX atoms with a syn orientation of the 
adenine nucleobase, and C3'-endo (3T2) sugar puckering. C2'-endo, C2'-exo, C1'-exo 
and O4'-endo sugar puckerings are also found among the low-energy T(N3O4'OX) 
conformers. A unique quadridentate Q1(N3O4'O5'OX) conformer is found only for 
[pAdo+Na]+, but in spite of the additional chelation interaction, this mode of Na+ binding 
is less favorable than T(N3O4'OX). All conformers calculated within 20 kJ/mol prefer a 
syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase. Conformers that involve binding solely to the 
phosphate moiety, or the phosphate and sugar moieties, are at least 8.0 and 14.1 
kJ/mol less stable than the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer, respectively. The 2'-
hydroxyl substituent of pAdo does not significantly influence the stable low-energy 
conformations compared to [pdAdo+Na]+, but does enable an additional hydrogen-
bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls to stablilize these complexes. 
6.4 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED 
DEPROTONATED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
6.4.1 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED 
DEPROTONATED 2'-DEOXYADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE 
The stable low-energy conformers of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ that are within 20 kJ/mol of 
the ground conformer along with their relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase 
orientations, and sugar puckerings are compared in Figure 6.3. Among the 16 stable 
low-energy conformers found within 20 kJ/mol of the ground conformer, 11 unique 
modes of Na+ binding were found, including QB(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX), 
TT(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX), QT(N3O4'O5'OX,N1OXOX), QB(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX), 
TB(N3O4'OX,OXOH), TT(N3O4'OX,N7OXOX), QT(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OXOX), 
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TB(N3O4'OX,N7OX), TT(N3O4'OX,N1OXOX), QB(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOH), and 
TT(N3O4'OX,O3'O5'OX). In all of these conformers, one sodium cation binds in a 
tridentate or quadridentate fashion to the adenine nucleobase, sugar and phosphate 
moieties, whereas the second sodium cation binds in a bidentate or tridentate fashion. 
When binding of the second Na+ involves both the adenine nucleobase and phosphate 
moiety, the structures are highly compact, whereas the conformers that involve only the 
phosphate moiety, or the phosphate and sugar moieties are somewhat less compact vs. 
the monosodium cationized counterparts described in Section 6.3.1. In the ground 
conformer of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, the first Na+ binds in a quadridentate fashion to the N3, 
O4′, O5′ and OX atoms, whereas the second Na
+ binds solely to the phosphate group 
via chelation interactions with both OX atoms. In this ground conformer, adenine prefers 
a syn orientation and the sugar moiety is O4'-endo (OT1) puckered. C2'-endo (
2T1) and 
C2'-exo (2T
3) sugar puckerings are also found in QB(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformers; 
the change in sugar puckering destabilizes these complexes by 2.6 and 4.6 kJ/mol, 
respectively. The conformers with the second sodium cation binding to both the 
phosphate group and the adenine nucleobase, i.e., TT1(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX), 
TT2(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX), QT1(N3O4'O5'OX,N1OXOX), TT1(N3O4'OX,N7OXOX), 
TB1(N3O4'OX,N7OX), TB2(N3O4'OX,N7OX), TT1(N3O4'OX,N1OXOX), and 
TT2(N3O4'OX,N7OXOX) conformers, are at least 3.4 kJ/mol less stable. When the 
second sodium cation binds only to the phosphate and sugar moieties, i.e., the 
QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX), QT1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OXOX), and TT1(N3O4'OX,O3'O5'OX) 
conformers, the relative Gibbs free energies of these complexes slightly increase, to at 
least 5.0 kJ/mol. C1'-endo, C2'-endo, C2'-exo, C3'-exo, and O4'-endo sugar puckering 
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are found in these stable low-energy conformers. The effect of the sugar puckering on 
the relative Gibbs free energies is clearly less important than that of the Na+ binding 
modes. 
In summary, theory suggest that the first sodium cation prefers to bind to the 
adenine nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group in a tridentate or quadridentate 
fashion. In the ground conformer, the second sodium cation binds solely to the 
phosphate group. Changes in the sugar puckering produce only a small change in the 
relative Gibbs free energies. 
6.4.2 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED 
DEPROTONATED ADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE 
The stable low-energy conformers of [pAdo-H+2Na]+ that are within ~20 kJ/mol 
of the ground conformer along with their relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase 
orientations, and sugar puckerings are compared in Figure 6.4. Among the 20 stable 
low-energy conformers found within 21 kJ/mol of the ground conformer, 11 unique 
modes of Na+ binding were found, including QB(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX), 
QB(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX), TB(N3O4'OX,OXOH), BB(N7OX,O3'OX), QB(N3O4'OXOH,OXOX), 
TT(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX), TT(N3O4'OX,O3'O5'OX), TB(N3O4'OX,N7OX), 
TT(N3O4'OX,N7OXOX), TT(N3O4'OX,N1OXOX), and QB(N3O4'OXOX,OXOH). In contrast 
to [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, theory suggests that the first Na+ binds in a quadridentate fashion 
to the N3, O4′, O5′ and OX atoms of the deprotonated adenine mononucleotide, and the 
second Na+ binds to an OX atom of the phosphate moiety and O3' atom of the sugar 
moiety. This conformer is similar to the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX) conformer of [pdAdo-
H+2Na]+ that is 5.0 kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground conformer. The 




puckering. For all stable low-energy conformers, one sodium cation binds in a tridentate 
or quadridentate fashion to the adenine nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group, 
except for the BB1(N7OX,O3'OX) conformer, where the first sodium cation binds to the 
adenine nucleobase and phosphate group via the N7 and OX atoms, and the second 
sodium cation binds to sugar and phosphate moieties via the O3' and OX atoms. 
Conformers with the second sodium cation binding solely to the phosphate moiety, i.e. 
QB1-QB5(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX), TB1-TB2(N3O4'OX,OXOH), QB1(N3O4'OXOH,OXOX), 
QB1(N3O4'OXOX,OXOH) conformers, are at least 6.7 kJ/mol less stable than the ground 
conformer. C1'-exo, C2'-exo, C3'-endo, C3'-exo, C4'-exo and O4'-endo sugar puckering 
are found among these stable low-energy conformers. The effect of the sugar puckering 
on the relative Gibbs free energies is clearly less important than that of the mode of Na+ 
binding. In contrast to [pdAdoH+2Na]+, the additional 2'-hydroxyl substituent of pAdo 
often produces significant structural changes and indeed alters the preferred binding 
mode of the second sodium cation in many of the low-energy conformers. 
In summary, theory suggests that the first sodium cation prefers to bind to the 
adenine nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group in a tridentate or quadridentate 
fashion. The QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX) conformer with the second sodium cation binding 
to phosphate group and sugar moiety is the ground conformer. The effect of the sugar 
puckering on the relative Gibbs free energies is less important than that of the mode of 
Na+ binding, and the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of pAdo changes the preferred binding 
mode of the second sodium cation in the ground conformer and in many of the other 
low-energy conformers. 




The most stable syn and anti oriented conformers of pdAdo and pAdo are 
compared in Figure 6.5. The relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase orientations and 
sugar puckerings are also shown. 17 and 23 stable low-energy conformers were found 
for pdAdo and pAdo within 20 kJ/mol of the corresponding ground conformer, 
respectively. In the ground conformer of pdAdo, a strong hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between the phosphate hydroxyl substituent and the N3 atom of the adenine 
nucleobase stabilizes the syn orientation of adenine nucleobase. The sugar exhibits 
C1'-exo (1T
2) sugar puckering. In the most stable anti oriented conformer of pdAdo, a 
strong hydrogen-bonding interaction is found between the 3'-hydroxyl substituent and 
oxo oxygen atom of the phosphate moiety. The sugar exhibits C3'-endo (3T4) sugar 
puckering. This anti oriented conformer of pdAdo is 7.3 kJ/mol less stable than the 
ground syn oriented conformer. In contrast to pdAdo, the ground conformer of pAdo 
exhibits an anti orientation of adenine nucleobase and C2'-endo (2T1) sugar puckering. 
A strong hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'-hydroxyl substituent and the N3 
atom of the adenine nucleobase is found to stabilize the anti orientation of the adenine 
nucleobase. The most stable syn oriented conformer of pAdo is only 0.5 kJ/mol less 
stable than the ground conformer. Similar to the ground conformer of pdAdo, a strong 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the phosphate hydroxyl substituent and the N3 
atom of the adenine nucleobase is also found. The sugar exhibts C1'-exo (1T
O) sugar 
puckering. Additionlaly, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of pAdo enables an additional 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls. 
In summary, the adenine nucleobase of pdAdo prefers syn orientation, whereas 
that of pAdo prefers anti orientation. The 2'-hydroxyl substituent of pAdo is able to form 
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a strong hydrogen-bonding interaction with the N3 atom of adenine nucleobase, such 
that the anti orientation of adenine nucleobase becomes more favorable for pAdo. 
Additionally, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of pAdo enables an additional hydrogen-
bonding interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls, which are found in all stable low-
energy conformers of pAdo. 
6.6 STABLE LOW-ENERGY CONFORMERS OF NEUTRAL SODIUM 
CATIONIZED DEPROTONATED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDE SALTS 
The most stable low-energy conformers of [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na] that 
exhibit a unique binding mode of Na+ binding and are within 20 kJ/mol of the ground 
conformer are compared in Figure 6.6. The relative Gibbs free energies, nucleobase 
orientations, and sugar puckerings are also shown. Three unique modes of Na+ binding 
were found for both [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na] within 20 kJ/mol of the ground 
conformer, including Q(N3O4'O5'OX), Q(N3O4'OXOX), and T(N1OXOX). The ground 
conformers of [pdAd-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na] exhibit very similar conformations, where 
Na+ binds to the N3, O4', O5' and OX atoms of deprotonated pdAdo and pAdo with a 
syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase, and C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering. A 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 3'-hydroxyl and OX atom of phosphate moiety 
is found in both ground conformers. A hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'- and 
3'-hydroxyl substituents is also found in [pAdo-H+Na]. When the fourth chelation 
interaction is with the phosphate oxo oxygen atom, OX, rather than O5' of the sugar, as 
in the Q1(N3O4'OXOX) conformers of [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na], the complexes 
are destabilized by 7.6 and 16.8 kJ/mol vs. the corresponding ground conformers, 
respectively. In both quadridentate binding modes, the adenine nucleobase prefers a 




sugar puckering, whereas that of [pAdo-H+Na] exhibits C3'-endo (3T4) sugar puckering. 
The T1(N1OXOX) conformers of [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na] are 12.3 and 18.9 
kJ/mol less stable than the corresponding ground conformers, respectively. In these 
tridentate binding conformers, the adenine nucleobase exhibits an anti orientation. The 
T1(N1OXOX) conformer of [pdAdo-H+Na] exhibits C2'-exo (2T
3) sugar puckering, 
whereas that of [pAdo-H+Na] exhibits C3'-exo (3T
2) sugar puckering. The larger 
difference in relative Gibbs free energy of the low-energy conformers of [pAdo-H+Na] vs. 
[pdAdo-H+Na] may result from the additional O2'H•••O3' hydrogen-bonding interaction 
in the ground conformer of [pAdo-H+Na], which is clearly not possible for [pdAdo-H+Na]. 
In summary, for the neutral adenine nucleotide salt complexes, [pdAdo-H+Na] 
and [pAdo-H+Na], theory suggests that the sodium cation prefers to bind to the adenine 
nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group in a quadridentate fashion. 
Q1(N3O4'O5'OX) conformers with a syn orientation and C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering 
are the ground conformers of [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na]. Sodium cation binding 
to the N3, O4', and two OX atoms is less favorable than to N3, O4', O5', and OX binding 
mode of the ground conformers. N1 binding conformers with an anti orientation of 
adenine nucleobase are less favorable than the N3 syn conformers. The 2'-hydroxyl of 
pAdo accentuates these preferences. 
6.7 INFLUENCE OF CHARGE STATE ON THE GROUND CONFORMATIONS 
OF ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
6.7.1 DNA ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The ground conformers of a variety of DNA adenine mononucleotide complexes 
are compared in Figure 6.7 including: [pdAdo-H]-,191 pdAdo, [pdAdo-H+Na], 
[pdAdo+H]+,187 [pdAdo+Na]+, and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+. For [pdAdo-H]-, adenine prefers an 
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anti orientation and the sugar prefers C3'-endo (3T2) sugar puckering. A strong 
hydrogen-bonding interaction is found between the OX atom of the phosphate moiety 
and the 3'-hydroxyl substituent. Neutralization of [pdAdo-H]- by a proton alters the 
preferred nucleobase orientation via formation of a strong hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between phosphate hydroxyl hydrogen and N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase to syn, 
and the suger puckering changes to C1'-exo (1T
2). Addition of a second proton to 
produce [pdAdo+H]+ does not alter the syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase, 
however it does alter the preferred sugar puckering to C2'-endo (2T1). The most 
favorable protonation site of pdAdo is the N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase, such that 
the syn oriented [pdAdo+H]+ is also stabilized by a strong hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between N3H and OX atom of phosphate group thus altering the hydrogen bond donor 
and acceptor atoms. Neutralization of [pdAdo-H]- by a sodium cation also alters the 
preferred nucleobase orientation to syn and sugar puckering to C4'-exo (4T
O). Unlike a 
proton, the sodium cation is able to form multiple chelation interactions, such that Na+ 
binds to the N3, O4', O5', and OX atoms of [pdAdo-H]
-. Further sodium cationization 
does not alter the mode of binding of the first sodium cation to [pdAdo-H]- vs.      
[pdAdo-H+Na], but does alter the orientation of the phosphate moiety and sugar 
puckering. The second sodium cation binds to the negatively charged phosphate moiety 
in the bidentate fashion. The adenine orientation remains syn, whereas the sugar 
puckering changes to         O4'-endo (OT1). [pdAdo+Na]
+ can be produced by sodium 
cationization of pdAdo, or protonation of [pdAdo-H+Na]. The sodium cation binds to the 
N3, O4, and OX atoms of pdAdo in the tridentate fashion. The mode of Na
+ binding in 
[pdAdo+Na]+ is similar to that of [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ except that 
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neutrolization of the phosphate moiety by a proton reduces the number of chelation 
interactions with Na+ from four to three, such that the O5' atom is no longer involved in 
the binding, which leads to a change in the rotation of the nucleobase to produce a 
more compact syn conformer and the sugar puckering changes to the more classical 
C3'-endo (3T2) puckering. Among all of these DNA adenine mononucleotide complexes, 
only [pdAdo-H]- exhibits an anti orientation of adenine nucleobase, cationization by 
either a proton or sodium cation induces base rotation leading to syn conformations. 
6.7.2 RNA ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The ground conformers of a variety of RNA adenine mononucleotide complexes 
are compared in Figure 6.8 including: [pAdo-H]-,192 pAdo, [pAdo-H+Na], [pAdo+H]+,187 
[pAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+. The main difference between these DNA vs. RNA 
adenine mononucleotides is that the hydrogen-bonding interaction between 2'- and 3'-
hydroxyl substituents is only found in all RNA adenine mononucleotides complexes. The 
protonated and monosodium cationized forms of the DNA vs. RNA adenine 
mononucleotide complexes exhibit highly parallel ground conformations, whereas the 
neutral and disodium cationized forms of the deprotonated mononucleotides exhibit 
marked differences in their preferred structures. A strong hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between the phosphate hydroxyl hydrogen and N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase 
stabilizes the syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase of pdAdo, whereas a unique 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 2'-hydroxyl hydrogen and N3 atom of the 
adenine nucleobase changes the nucleobase orientation to anti in pAdo. For the 
disodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotides, the second sodium cation 
binds to both OX atoms of the phosphate moiety in [pdAdo-H+2Na]
+, whereas the 
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second sodium cation binds to one OX atom of the phosphate moiety and the 3'-
hydroxyl substituent in [pAdo-H+2Na]+. Only the deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides and neutral pAdo exhibit an anti orientation of the nucleobase. Base 
rotation is facilitated by sodium cationization and/or protonation. 
6.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the stable low-energy conformers of the sodium cationized DNA and 
RNA forms of the adenine mononucleotides are generally highly parallel, suggesting 
that the additional 2'-hydroxyl substituent in the RNA form of the adenine 
mononucleotide does not significantly impact the conformations. However, for the 
disodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotides, the 
QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer is the ground conformer of [pdAdo-H+2Na]
+, 
whereas the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX) conformer is the ground conformer of       
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+. The QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer of [pdAdo-H+2Na]
+ is only 
6.7 kJ/mol less stable than the ground conformer. For the sodium cationized adenine 
mononucleotides, the sodium cation prefers to bind to the adenine nucleobase, sugar 
moiety and phosphate group in the tridentate fashion to the N3, O4' and OX atoms. 
Comparisons between the sodium cationized and disodium cationized deprotonated 
adenine mononucleotides suggest that the first Na+ preferentially binds to adenine 
nucleobase, sugar moiety and phosphate group in the quadridentate fashion with N3, 
O4', O5', and OX atoms The second Na
+ preferentially binds to the negatively charged 
phosphate group. The effect of the sugar puckering on the relative Gibbs free energies 
is less important than that of the mode of Na+ binding. A syn orientation of the adenine 
nucleobase is most favorable for all of the sodium cationized forms of the neutral and 
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deprotonated adenine mononucleotides. For the DNA adenine mononucleotide, only 
[pdAdo-H]- exhibits an anti orientation of the adenine nucleobase; base rotation is 
facilitated by protonation and/or sodium cationization. For the RNA adenine 
mononucleotides, [pAdo-H]- and pAdo exhibits an anti orientation of adenine 
nucleobase; base rotation is also facilitated by sodium cationization and/or protonation 
of pAdo. 
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Figure 6.1 Stable low-energy B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [pdAdo+Na]+. The
orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298 K





































































Figure 6.2 Stable low-energy B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [pAdo+Na]+. The
orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298 K






























































Figure 6.3 Stable low-energy B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+.
The orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298












































































Figure 6.4 Stable low-energy B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [pAdo-H+2Na]+.
The orientations of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298




Figure 6.5 The most stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of pdAdo and pAdo
with syn and anti orientation of adenine nucleobase. The orientations of the adenine
nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298 K Gibbs free energies at the


















Figure 6.6 The most stable B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) conformers of [pdAdo-H+Na] and
[pAdo-H+Na] with different binding modes of Na+ below 20 kJ/mol. The orientations
of the adenine nucleobase, sugar puckerings, and the relative 298 K Gibbs free



























Figure 6.7 Ground conformers of a variety of DNA adenine mononucleotide
complexes, including [pdAdo-H]-, pdAdo, [pdAdo-H+Na], [pdAdo+H]+, [pdAdo+Na]+,
and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+. The orientation of the adenine nucleobase and sugar







































Figure 6.8 Ground conformers of a variety of RNA adenine mononucleotide
complexes, including [pAdo-H]-, pAdo, [pAdo-H+Na], [pAdo+H]+, [pAdo+Na]+, and





CHAPTER 7 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STABLE GAS-PHASE 
CONFORMATIONS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES VIA 
IRMPD ACTION SPECTROSCOPY 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Our motivation for studying the gas-phase conformations of the sodium 
cationized adenine mononucleotides is discussed in detail in Chapter 1. The 
experimental infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectra of [pdAdo+Na]+, 
[pAdo+Na]+, [pdAdoH+2Na]+, and [pAdoH+2Na]+ in both the IR fingerprint and 
hydrogen-stretching regions were obtained via the IRMPD action spectroscopy 
technique introduced in Section 2.1. The linear IR spectra of the stable low-energy 
conformers of these complexes were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, 
as introduced in Section 2.3. The experimental IRMPD spectra are compared with the 
linear IR spectra predicted for these sodium cationized adenine mononucleotides to 
elucidate the conformations populated in the experiments. Present results are 
compared to analogous results for the sodium cationized adenine nucleosides 
discussed in Section 4.3 to elucidate the effects of the phosphate moiety on the 
conformations of these nucleic acid building blocks. Present results are also compared 
to parallel studies of the deprotonated and protonated forms of these adenine 
mononucleotides to understand the effects of the local environment (charge state) on 
the conformations of these complexes populated by electrospray ionization (ESI). 
7.2 RESULTS OF IRMPD ACTION SPECTROSCOPY EXPERIMENTS 
7.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL IRMPD SPECTRA OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The experimental IRMPD spectra of [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+ in the IR 
fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions are compared in Figure 7.1. The IRMPD 
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yield of [pAdo+Na]+ is much smaller than that of [pdAdo+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region. 
The most intense features differ by a factor of 3.5, whereas the features of minor to 
moderate intensity differ by a much larger factor, 20. A strong IR absorption at 1640  
cm-1 is observed for both [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+. A moderately intense peak at 
1575 cm-1 is observed for [pdAdo+Na]+, however, this IR feature is much weaker for 
[pAdo+Na]+. Several moderately intense IR features at 641, 726, 816, and spanning the 
region between 1330 and 1442, and 1468 cm-1 are apparent in the measured IRMPD 
spectrum of [pdAdo+Na]+, whereas when these IR features are scaled by a factor of 20 
in the measured IRMPD spectrum of [pAdo+Na]+, they are high parallel to that observed 
in the measured IRMPD spectrum of [pdAdo+Na]+. Two very broad and unresolved IR 
bands spanning the range from 864 to 1015 cm-1, and from 1015 to 1180 cm-1 are 
observed for both [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+. An IR feature at 1280 cm-1 with a 
shoulder to the red is observed for [pdAdo+Na]+, whereas this IR feature for [pAdo+Na]+ 
is narrower and sharper as the shoulder is much less intense. In the hydrogen-
stretching region, two intense IR absorptions are also observed for both [pdAdo+Na]+ 
and [pAdo+Na]+ at 3440 and 3660 cm-1. A moderate IR band at 3553 cm-1 is observed 
for both [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, whereas a moderate IR band is observed at 
3560 cm-1 only in the measured IRMPD spectrum of [pAdo+Na]+. 
7.2.2 IR PHOTODISSOCIATION PATHWAYS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 
ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The photodissociation pathways observed in the IRMPD action spectroscopy 
experiments of [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+ are summarized in Reactions 7.17.5, 
[pNuo+Na]+ + n hv → [Ade+Na]+ + (pNuoAde) (7.1) 
[pNuo+Na]+ + n hv → [pNuoAde+Na]+ + Ade  (7.2) 
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[pNuo+Na]+ + n hv → [pNuoAdeH2O+Na]
+ + Ade + H2O  (7.3) 
[pNuo+Na]+ + n hv → [H3PO4+Na]
+ + (pNuoH3PO4) (7.4) 
[pNuo+Na]+ + n hv → [Nuo+Na]+ + HPO3 (7.5) 
where pNuo is the adenine mononucleotide. Among these photodissociation pathways, 
Reactions 7.1 and 7.2 involve N-glycosidic bond cleavage with Na+ retained by the 
adenine nucleobase and sugar moiety, respectively. Both of these reactions are major 
fragmentation pathways for both [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint and 
hydrogen-stretching regions. Reaction 7.3 involves sequential elimination of water from 
the ionic product of Reaction 7.2, and is a moderate fragmentation pathway for both 
[pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region, but is not observed in the 
hydrogen-stretching region. Reactions 7.4 and 7.5 involve phosphate ester bond 
cleavage with production of [H3PO4+Na]
+ and elimination of HPO3, respectively. 
Reaction 7.4 is observed in moderate abundance for both complexes in the IR 
fingerprint region, but is only observed for [pdAdo+Na]+ in the hydrogen-stretching 
region. Reaction 7.5 is a major fragmentation pathway for both complexes in the 
hydrogen-stretching region.  
7.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL IRMPD SPECTRA OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED 
DEPROTONATED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The experimental IRMPD spectra of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in the 
IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions are compared in Figure 7.1. In the IR 
fingerprint region, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ exhibit very similar behavior 
with IR features that span almost the entire region. The most intense feature is 
observed near 1640 cm-1 in both spectra. This IR feature is of greater intensity for 
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+ than [pAdo-H+2Na]+, and is red shifted by ~10 cm-1. An unresolved IR 
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feature is observed for both complexes as a shoulder to the red of the most intense 
peak. A moderately intense peak at 1460 cm-1 with similar intensity is observed in both 
spectra. A variety of moderate to weak IR absorptions are observed across the range 
from 630 to 1440 cm-1, and the intensities of these IR features observed for         
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are the same or slightly higher than those observed for [pAdo-H+2Na]+, 
except for a weak IR feature at ~810 cm-1. The IR feature at 930 cm-1 observed for 
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+ shifts slightly to 950 cm-1 in the experimental IRMPD spectrum of 
[pAdo-H+2Na]+. In the hydrogen-stretching region, two intense IR features at 3440 and 
3660 cm-1 are observed for both [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+. A very weak IR 
band at 3553 cm-1 is observed for both [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+, whereas 
an additional weak IR band at 3590 cm-1 is also observed for [pAdo-H+2Na]+. 
7.2.4 IR PHOTODISSOCIATION PATHWAYS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED 
DEPROTONATED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
The photodissociation pathways observed in the IRMPD action spectroscopy 
experiments of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ are summarized in Reactions 
7.67.13. 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [pNuo-HPO3+Na]
+ + NaPO3 (7.6) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [PO3+2Na]
+ + (pNuo-HPO3)  (7.7) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [H2PO4+2Na]
+ + (pNuo-H3PO4) (7.8) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [pNuo-H-Ade+2Na]+ + Ade  (7.9) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [Ade+H]+ + (pNuo-2H+2Na) (7.10) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [Ade-H+2Na]+ + (pNuo-Ade) (7.11) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [Ade+Na]+ + (pNuo-H-Ade+Na) (7.12) 
[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [pNuo-H-Ade-H2O+Na]
+ + Ade + H2O (7.13) 
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[pNuo-H+2Na]+ + n hv → [pNuo-H-H2O+2Na]
+ + H2O (7.14) 
Among these photodissociation pathways, Reactions 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 involve 
phosphate ester bond cleavage. Reactions 7.6 and 7.7 were observed for          
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+ as the major fragmentation pathways in the IR fingerprint region, and 
Reaction 7.7 was observed as a minor fragmentation pathway in the hydrogen-
stretching region. In contrast, Reactions 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 were all minor fragmentation 
pathways for [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region. Reactions 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, and 
7.12 involve N-glycosidic bond cleavage. Reactions 7.9 and 7.10 were observed as 
minor fragmentation pathways for [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region. Reaction 
7.11 was observed as a minor fragmentation pathway for [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in the IR 
fingerprint region, whereas Reactions 7.10 and 7.12 were minor fragmentation 
pathways in the hydrogen-stretching region. Reaction 7.13 involves sequential 
elimination of water from the product of Reaction 7.9, or sequential elimination of Ade 
from the product of Reaction 7.14, and it was observed for [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ as a minor 
fragmentation pathway in the IR fingerprint region, and the major fragmentation pathway 
in the hydrogen-stretching region. Elimination of water from disodium cationized 
deprotonated adenine mononucleotide is summarized in Reaction 7.14, and was 
observed as the major fragmentation pathway for [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in both the IR 
fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. The differences in the major 
photodissociation pathways of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ suggest that 2'-





7.3 SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
7.3.1 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED 2'-DEOXYADENOSINE-5'-
MONOPHOSPHATE POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of select stable low-
energy conformers of [pdAdo+Na]+ are compared in Figure 7.2. Overall, the calculated 
IR spectrum of the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer of [pdAdo+Na]
+ shows the best 
agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum in the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-
stretching regions. T2-T12(N3O4'OX) conformers, which only differ by the rotation of the 
hydroxyl substituents of the phosphate and sugar moieties as well as sugar puckering, 
exhibit highly parallel calculated IR spectra, suggesting that these conformers may also 
be populated in the experiments, but the higher relative Gibbs free energies of these 
conformers suggest that these conformers should have lower population than the 
ground conformer. For the most stable phosphate binding conformer, B1(OXOH), the IR 
features calculated at 1592 and 1644 cm-1 slightly shift to the blue compared to the 
intense peaks observed at 1575 and 1640 cm-1 in the experimental IRMPD spectrum. A 
weak IR feature is found at 1520 cm-1 in the calculated IR spectrum, which is not 
observed in the experimental IRMPD spectrum. These minor spectral differences 
suggest that this B1(OXOH) phosphate binding conformer is either not populated or if 
present is present in minor abundance in the experiments. The B1(OXOX) conformer is 
only 0.2 kJ/mol less stable than B1(OXOH), but the intense IR band predicted at 1162 
cm-1 is not observed in the measured IRMPD spectrum, indicating that this conformer of 
[pdAdo+Na]+ is not populated in the experiments. The main difference between the 
T1(N3O4'OX) and T13(N3O4'OX) conformers is that there is an additional hydrogen-π 
interaction between the phosphate hydroxyl hydrogen and the N7 atom of adenine. The 
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feature predicted at 3660 cm-1 in the calculated IR spectrum of T13(N3O4'OX) 
conformer is not observed in the experimental IRMPD spectrum, indicating that this 
conformer is not an important conformation in the experiments. The T15(N3O4'OX) 
conformer has an additional hydrogen-bonding interaction between the phosphate 
hydroxyl hydrogen and N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase. Interestingly, the calculated 
IR spectrum of the T15(N3O4'OX) conformer exhibits reasonably good agreement with 
the measured IRMPD spectrum. However, the high relative Gibbs free energy suggests 
that this conformer, if present, is present in much lower population than the ground 
T1(N3O4'OX) conformer. 
In summary, the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer as well as the low-energy T2-
T12(N3O4'OX) conformers of [pdAdo+Na]
+ are populated in the experiments. The 
sodium cation prefers to bind to the N3 atom of adenine nucleobase, the O4' atom of 
the sugar moiety and the OX oxygen atom of phosphate moiety in a tridentate fashion. 
The B1(OXOH)  conformer may be present in lower population than the ground 
conformer as minor shifts in the calculated IR spectrum indicate that it cannot be 
present in significant abundance. The intense IR band at 1162 cm-1 in the calculated IR 
spectrum predicted for the B1(OXOX) conformer suggest that this conformer is not 
populated in the experiments. Phosphate binding conformers and the T(N3O4'OX) 
conformers that possess an additional hydrogen-π interaction between the phosphate 
hydroxyl and adenine nucleobase are not populated in the experiments. Comparison 
between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra of the T15(N3O4'OX) 
conformer which has an additional hydrogen bonding interaction between the 
phosphate hydroxyl hydrogen atom and N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase makes it 
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hard to eliminate this conformer in the experiments. However, the high relative Gibbs 
free energy of this conformer suggests that the population of the T15(N3O4'OX) 
conformer should be much lower than that of the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer. 
7.3.2 CONFORMERS OF SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENOSINE-5'-
MONOPHOSPHATE POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of select stable low-
energy conformers of [pAdo+Na]+ are compared in Figure 7.3. Similar to [pdAdo+Na]+, 
the calculated IR spectrum of the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer of [pAdo+Na]
+, where 
Na+ binds to the N3, O4', and OX atoms of pAdo in a tridentate fashion, exhibits the best 
agreement with the measured IRMPD spectrum. The T2-T13(N3O4'OX) conformers, 
which only differ by rotation of the hydroxyl substituents of the phosphate and sugar 
moieties as well as sugar puckering, exhibit highly parallel calculated IR spectra, 
suggesting that these conformers may also be populated in the experiments, but the 
higher relative Gibbs free energies of these conformers suggest that these conformers 
should have lower population than the ground conformer. In the calculated IR spectrum 
predicted for the most stable phosphate binding conformer, B1(OXOX), the splitting of 
the IR feature at 3660 cm-1, the missing IR feature at 3600 cm-1, and the significant shift 
of the feature at 1163 cm-1 indicate that this conformer is not populated in the 
experiments. The B1(OXOH) conformer, which is only 0.7 kJ/mol less stable than 
B1(OXOX) conformer, exhibits parallel IR features in the hydrogen-stretching region as 
the B1(OXOX) conformer, but significant shifts of the IR features at 781 and 1226 cm
-1 
suggest that the B1(OXOH) conformer is not present in the experiments. The calculated 
IR spectrum of the T14(N3O4'OX) conformer, which has an additional hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between the phosphate hydroxyl hydrogen atom and the N3 atom of the 
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adenine nucleobase, does not reproduce the IR feature observed at 3600 cm-1, 
suggesting that this conformer is not populated in the experiments. Similar to 
[pdAdo+Na]+, the T15(N3O4'OX) conformer is not an important conformation in the 
experiments, as the additional IR feature predicted at 3460 cm-1 is not present in the 
measured IRMPD spectrum.  
In summary, the IR spectrum calculated for the ground T1(N3O4'OX) conformer 
of [pAdo+Na]+ shows the best agreement with the experimental IRMPD spectrum, 
indicating that this conformer is dominantly populated in the experiments. The T2-
T13(N3O4'OX) conformers may also be present as they exhibit highly parallel IR spectra. 
The sodium cation preferentially binds to the N3, O4' and OX atoms in the tridentate 
fasion. It can be concluded that phosphate binding conformers of [pAdo+Na]+ are not 
populated in the experiments as significant mismatches in both the IR fingerprint and 
hydrogen-stretching regions are found. The T(N3O4'OX) conformers that possess an 
additional hydrogen-π interaction and hydrogen-bonding interaction between hydroxyl 
substituent of the phosphate moiety and the adenine nucleobase are not important 
conformations in the experiments as the IR features predicted for these conformers do 
not reproduce the measured IRMPD spectrum in the hydrogen-stretching region. 
7.4 DISODIUM CATIONIZED DEPROTONATED ADENINE 
MONONUCLEOTIDES 
7.4.1 CONFORMERS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED DEPROTONATED 2'-
DEOXYADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of select stable low-
energy conformers of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are compared in Figure 7.4. Overall, the IR 
spectrum calculated for the ground conformer of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ with the first sodium 
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cation binding to the N3, O4', O5' and OX atoms and the second sodium cation binding 
to the two OX atoms of phosphate group shows the best agreement with the 
experimental IRMPD spectrum. Sodium cation binding to the amino substituent 
significantly shifts the IR bands associated with the C-NH2 stretch and the NH2 
symmetric and asymmetric stretches, which are not seen in the experimental IRMPD 
spectrum. Thus, the TT1(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX) conformer is not populated in the 
experiments. This observation parallels that found for the sodium cationized adenine 
nucleosides. The IR spectra predicted for the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX) and 
TT1(N3O4'OX,O3'O5'OX) conformers show reasonable agreement with the experimental 
IRMPD spectrum, indicating that these conformers may be populated in the 
experiments. However, the relative intensities of the IR features at 3436 and 3644 cm-1 
do not reproduce the experimental features as well as those calculated for the ground 
conformer, and the higher relative Gibbs free energies of these conformers also suggest 
that if present, these conformers are populated in much lower abundance than the 
ground conformer in the experiments.  
In summary, the ground conformer of [pdAdoH+2Na]+ is dominantly populated 
in the experiments. The first Na+ binds to deprotonated pdAdo in the quadridentate 
fashion via the N3, O4', O5', and OX atoms, and the second Na
+ binds to the negatively 
charged phosphate moiety via the two oxo oxygen atoms. Conformers in which Na+ 
binds to the NH2 substituent of the adenine nucleobase can be completely ruled out, 
due to the significant mismatches between the measured IRMPD and calculated IR 
spectra. When the second sodium cation binds to the phosphate and sugar moieties, 
the spectral comparisons suggest that these conformers may be populated. However, 
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the relative intensities of the IR features at 3436 and 3644 cm-1 and the higher Gibbs 
free energies indicate that if present, these conformers have much lower populations 
than the ground conformer in the experiments. 
7.4.2 CONFORMERS OF DISODIUM CATIONIZED DEPROTONATED 
ADENOSINE-5'-MONOPHOSPHATE POPULATED BY ESI 
The measured IRMPD spectrum and calculated IR spectra of select stable low-
energy conformers of [pAdo-H+2Na]+ are compared in Figure 7.5. In contrast to that 
found for [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,O3'OX) conformer with the second 
sodium cation binding to the phosphate and sugar moieties is the ground conformer of 
[pAdo-H+2Na]+. However, the splitting of the IR feature at 3660 cm-1, the missing 
feature at 3600 cm-1, and the significant shift of the feature at 3512 cm-1 indicate that the 
ground conformer is not populated in the experiments. Overall, the IR spectrum 
calculated for the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer of [pAdo-H+2Na]
+ , which is 
similar to the ground conformer of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, exhibits the best agreement with 
the measured IRMPD spectrum, indicating that this conformer is dominantly populated 
in the experiments. Sodium cation binding to the amino substituent significantly shifts 
the IR bands associated with the C-NH2 stretch and the NH2 symmetric and asymmetric 
stretches, which are not observed in the experimental IRMPD spectrum. Thus, the 
TT1(N3O4'OX,N7NH2OX) conformer is not populated in the experiments. Similar 
observations are made in the cases of the disodium cationized deprotonated form of 
pdAdo and the sodium cationized forms of dAdo and Ado. The IR spectrum calculated 
for the TT1(N3O4'OX,O3'O5'OX) conformer exhibits significant spectral mismatches in 




In summary, the QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer of [pAdo-H+2Na]
+, which 
parallels the ground conformer of [pAdo-H+2Na]+, except for the hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyls, is dominantly populated in the experiments. 
The conformers in which Na+ binds to the amino substituent of the adenine nucleobase 
are not present in the experiments. The conformers with the second sodium cation 
binding to the phosphate and sugar moieties are clearly not important contributors in the 
experiments as significant mismatches in the hydrogen-stretching region are found. 
7.5 VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR SODIUM CATIONIZED ADENINE 
MONONUCLEOTIDES AND DISODIUM CATIONIZED DEPROTONATED 
ADENINE MONONUCLEOTIDES 
Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 summarize the vibrational assignments for [pdAdo+Na]+, 
[pAdo+Na]+, and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ based on their ground T1(N3O4'OX) and 
QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformers, whereas for [pAdo-H+2Na]
+, the vibrational 
frequencies are assigned based on the dominantly populated QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) 
conformer. Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 list the vibrational assignments of the adenine 
nucleobase, phosphate, and sugar moieties, respectively. The bands in the range from 
1300 to 1640 cm-1 of the IR fingerprint region are primarily IR active modes associated 
with the nucleobase, with minor mixed character modes arising from the sugar moiety. 
The very intense IR feature at 1640 cm-1 along with a moderate IR feature to the red is 
observed for all complexes, and is associated with NH2 scissoring. The moderate IR 
bands observed for [pdAdo+Na]+, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in the range 
from 1320 to 1540 cm-1 are associated to nucleobase stretches, whereas these IR 
features in the measured IRMPD spectrum of [pAdo+Na]+ are very weak. IR features in 
the region from 750 to 1300 cm-1 are primarily bending and stretching modes that arise 
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from the phosphate and sugar moieties with minor mixed character of the nucleobase 
moiety. The IR absorptions in this range are very parallel for all complexes. The bands 
in the region extending from 600 to 750 cm-1 are mixed character modes involving ring 
bending and stretching of the sugar and nucleobase moieties, with very minor 
contributions from the phosphate moiety. The IR features in this region observed for 
[pAdo+Na]+ are much weaker than those of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, and    
[pAdo-H+2Na]+. In the hydrogen-stretching region, the IR absorption at ~3440 cm-1 
observed for all complexes is associated with the NH2 symmetric stretch. The weak IR 
absorption at ~3550 cm-1 observed for all complexes is associated with the NH2 
asymmetric stretch. The unique IR band at 3600 cm-1 is only observed in the RNA forms 
of the adenine nucleotide, and is associated with the 2'-hydroxyl stretch. The most 
intense IR band at ~3660 cm-1 observed for all complexes is contributed by the 3'-
hydroxyl and phosphate hydroxyl stretches. Overall, the experimental IRMPD spectra of 
the sodium cationized adenine mononucleotides vs. disodium cationized deprotonated 
adenine mononucleotides are highly parallel.  
7.6 COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF ADENINE NUCLEOSIDES 
AND MONONUCLEOTIDES POPULATED BY ESI 
Figure 7.6 shows the conformers of the sodium cationized adenine nucleosides 
and mononucleotides that are dominantly populated in the experiments along with their 
respective adenine nucleobase orientation and sugar puckering.147,187,191,192 For the 
deprotonated adenine mononucleotides, adenine prefers an anti orientation and the 
sugar prefers C3'-endo (3T2) sugar puckering. A hydrogen-bonding interaction between 
the 3'-hydroxyl substituent and the phosphate oxo oxygen atom is found in both the 
deprotonated DNA and RNA adenine mononucleotides. For the protonated adenine 
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mononucleotides, the most favorable protonation site is the N3 atom of the adenine 
nucleobase. Adenine prefers a syn orientation, and the sugar prefers C2'-endo (2T1) 
puckering. Compared to a proton, the sodium cation prefers to form multiple chelation 
interactions with multiple atoms, such that Na+ binds to the N3 atom of the adenine 
nucleobase, but also binds to the sugar and phosphate moieties. A strong hydrogen-
bonding interaction between the N3-H and OX atoms stabilizes the syn oriented 
protonated adenine mononucleotides. Among these adenine mononucleotide 
complexes, only the deprotonated adenine mononucleotides exhibit an anti orientation 
of the adenine nucleobase. Compared to the sodium cationized adenine nucleosides, 
the phosphate group of the adenine mononucleotides changes the third Na+ chelation 
site from the O5' atom to the OX atom. The adenine nucleobases of all of the sodium 
cationized adenine nucleosides and mononucleotides prefer a syn orientation. 
[dAdo+Na]+ prefers C2'-endo (2T1) sugar puckering, whereas [Ado+Na]
+ prefers C1'-exo 
(1T
O) sugar puckering. Both [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+ exhibit C3'-endo (3T2) sugar 
puckering, and both [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ exhibit O4'-endo (OT1) sugar 
puckering. Indeed, the phosphate group and sodium cation markedly influence the 
sugar puckering among these complexes. In all cases, the N3 atom of the adenine 
nucleobase is the most favorable binding site for Na+ to the adenine nucleosides and 
mononucleotides. Chelation interactions with the sugar or sugar and phosphate 
moieties stabilize these sodium cationized complexes. 
7.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The gas-phase conformations of the sodium cationized complexes of the neutral 
and deprotonated forms of the adenine mononucleotides have been examined in this 
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chapter via IRMPD action spectroscopy in both the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-
stretching regions. Comparison of the measured IRMPD spectra with the calculated IR 
spectra predicted for the stable low-energy conformations of these species calculated at 
the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory allows the structures populated in the 
experiments to be determined. For [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, the ground 
conformers are dominantly populated in the experiments. The sodium cation prefers to 
bind to the phosphate group, sugar moiety and adenine nucleobase in the tridentate 
fashion via the N3, O4' and OX atoms. Adenine exhibits a syn orientation and the sugar 
exhibits C3'-endo (3T2) puckering. For [pdAdo-H+2Na]
+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+, the 
QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformers are dominantly populated in the experiments. The 
first sodium cation binds to the deprotonated adenine mononucleotides in a fashion 
parallel to that found for the [pdAdo-H+Na] and [pAdo-H+Na] salt complexes, and the 
second sodium cation binds to the phosphate group via both OX atoms. Adenine 
exhibits a syn orientation and the sugar exhibits O4'-endo (OT1) sugar puckering. 
Compared to the sodium cationized adenine nucleosides, the phosphate group of 
pdAdo and pAdo changes the third binding interaction of Na+ from the O5' atom to an 
OX atom. Compared to the protonated adenine mononucleotides, the sodium cation 
binds to the neutral and deprotonated adenine mononucleotides via multiple chelation 
interactions, whereas the most favorable protonation site of the adenine 
mononucleotides is the N3 atom of the adenine nucleobase. A strong hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between the N3-H and OX atoms stabilizes the syn oriented protonated 
adenine mononucleotides. Among all of the deprotonated, protonated and sodium 
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cationized forms of the adenine nucleosides and mononucleotides, only deprotonated 
adenine mononucleotides exhibit an anti orientation of the nucleobase. 
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Table 7.1. Observed band positions (in cm-1) and assignments of the vibrational modes 
of the adenine nucleobase moiety of the sodiated neutral and disodiated deprotonated 
forms of 2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate and adenosine-5'-monophosphate in the 
IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. 
     
Vibrational Mode     
     
     
Nucleobase [pdAdo+Na]+a [pAdo+Na]+a [pdAdoH+2Na]+a [pAdoH+2Na]+a 
     
     
Ring stretch 725 730   
Ring out-of-plane 
bend 
640, 810 650, 780 640, 795 640, 810 
C2N3C4 asym. 
Stretch 
  1335 1345 
C5N7 stretch   1335 1345 
C8N9 stretch    1220 
C8H in plane 
bend 
1220 1225 1220, 1335, 
1375 
1220, 1345, 
1370 C4=C5 stretch 1575 1580 1375  
C4N9 stretch   1415 1410 
N6H in plane 
bend 
1460, 1575 1470, 1580 1460 1470 




1300, 1470 1375, 1415, 
1460 
1370, 1410, 
1470 N7=C8 stretch 1460, 1575 1470, 1580 1460, 1580 1470, 1590 
N1=C6 stretch 1460, 1575 1470, 1580 1460, 1580 1470, 1590 
N3C4 stretch 1575 1580 1580 1590 
C5C6 stretch   1580 1590 
N1C2 stretch 1575 1580 1580 1590 
C6N stretch 1640 1640 1630 1640 
NH2 rock 1220 1225   
NH2 scissoring 1575, 1640 1580, 1640 1580, 1625 1590, 1640 
NH2 sym stretch 3436 3436 3436 3436 
NH2 asym stretch 3552 3552 3554 3554 
     
a The assignments of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pAdo+Na]+ and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 
corresponding ground conformer. The assignments of [pAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 
most populated QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer .  
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Table 7.2. Observed band positions (in cm-1) and assignments of the vibrational modes 
of the phosphate moiety of the sodiated neutral and disodiated deprotonated forms of 
2'-deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate and adenosine-5'-monophosphate in the IR 
fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. 
     
Vibrational Mode     
     
     
Phosphate [pdAdo+Na]+a [pAdo+Na]+a [pdAdoH+2Na]+a [pAdoH+2Na]+a 
     
     
P–OC5' stretch 810 780 715 725 
P–OH stretch   885 890 
HOPOH sym. 
stretch 
890 900   
HOPOH asym. 
stretch 
925 940   
PO–H in plane 
bend 
925, 1040 940, 1025 1037 1040 
O=P stretch 1270 1270   
O=P=O sym. 
stretch 
  1090 1110 
O=P=O asym. 
stretch 
  1270 1275 
POH stretch 3436 3436   
Free POH 
stretch 
3656 3656 3656 3656 
     
     a The assignments of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pAdo+Na]+ and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 
corresponding ground conformer. The assignments of [pAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 




Table 7.3. Observed band positions (in cm-1) and assignments of the vibrational modes 
of the sugar moiety of the sodiated neutral and disodiated deprotonated forms of 2'-
deoxyadenosine-5'-monophosphate and adenosine-5'-monophosphate in the IR 
fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching regions. 
     
Vibrational Mode     
     
     
Sugar [pdAdo+Na]+a [pAdo+Na]+a [pdAdoH+2Na]+a [pAdoH+2Na]+a 
     
     
Ring stretch 725 730 640 640 
OC1'C2' out-of-
plane bends 
 825   
C5'H2 rock   930 945, 1110 
C5'H2 twist 1300 1300   
C5'H2 wag 1380  1375 1370 
C1'–C2' stretch   1037  
C1'–O stretch 925 940  1040 
C2'–O stretch  1110  1110 
C3'–O stretch 1110  1090 1110 
C4'–OC1' asym. 
stretch 
  1037  
C4'–OC1' sym. 
stretch 
  1090  
C4'–O stretch 1060 1065  1110 
C5'–O stretch 1060 1065 1120 1120 
Hydrogen atoms 
bend 
  1375, 1415 1370, 1410 
C1'–H bend 1380    
C1'–H and C2'–H 
sym. bend 
 1410   
C3'–H and C2'–H 
asym. bend 
1350    
C1'–H and C4'–H 
sym. bend 
 1345  1345 
C4'–H bend  1300  1110, 1345 
C3'H bend 1420 1225 1150  
C2'H bend  1225, 1345   
C2'H2 rock   930  
C2'H2 twist 1220  1150  
C2'H2 wag 1300    
C2'O–H in plane 
bend 
 1345   
C3'O–H in plane 
bend 
1420 1025, 1225 1037, 1150, 
1415 
1410 
C2'O–H stretch  3600  3600 
C3'O–H stretch 3665 3665 3665 3665 
     
a The assignments of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pAdo+Na]+ and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 
corresponding ground conformer. The assignments of [pAdo-H+2Na]+ are based on the 
most populated QB1(N3O4'O5'OX,OXOX) conformer .   
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Figure 7.1 Experimental IRMPD action spectra of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pAdo+Na]+,
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+, and [pAdo-H+2Na]+ in the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching
regions. The IRMPD yields of [pAdo+Na]+ in the IR fingerprint region are scaled by a
factor of 3.5 (blue dashed line). The IRMPD yields of [pAdo+Na]+ in the range from
550 to 850 cm-1, and from 1300 to 1550 cm-1, are scaled by a factor of 20 (blue
dotted line). The IRMPD yields of [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ in the range from 3540 to 3580






























































































































Figure 7.2 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [pdAdo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers. The nucleobase orientation, sugar





























































































Figure 7.3 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of [pAdo+Na]+
with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated linear IR spectra
for representative low-energy conformers. The nucleobase orientation, sugar





















































































Figure 7.4 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+ with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated
linear IR spectra for representative low-energy conformers. The nucleobase
orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) relative Gibbs free
















































































Figure 7.5 Comparison of the experimental IRMPD action spectrum of
[pAdo-H+2Na]+ with the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) optimized structures and calculated
linear IR spectra for representative low-energy conformers. The nucleobase
orientation, sugar puckering, and B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) relative Gibbs free
















Figure 7.6 Conformers of deprotonated and protonated adenine mononucleotides
as well as sodium cationized adenine nucleosides and mononucleotides that are
dominantly populated in the experiments. The nucleobase orientation and sugar
























CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis work, the influence of noncovalent interactions with sodium cations 
on the conformations and stabilities of the canonical and two modified DNA and RNA 
nucleosides and the canonical adenine mononucleotides were examined both 
experimentally and theoretically. Electronic structure calculations are employed to probe 
the conformational space available to these systems to determine the stable modes of 
sodium cation binding, and in particular, the preferred modes of sodium cation binding 
and the factors that lead to stabilization. These calculations also provide predicted 
infrared spectra for comparison to experiment. Infrared multiple photon dissociation 
(IRMPD) action spectroscopy experiments were performed to characterize the infrared 
spectra of these DNA and RNA nucleosides and nucleotides. Comparisons of theory 
and experimental then enable the structures/conformations of these species 
experimentally populated to be elucidated, and also enable the measured infrared 
signatures to be interpreted and assigned. Comparisons among the systems 
investigated in this thesis and to results for the protonated canonical DNA and RNA 
nucleosides as well as the protonated and deprotonated forms of the DNA and RNA 
adenine nucleotides previously investigated then enable the influence of the identity of 
the nucleobase, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent, and the effects of the local environment (i.e., 
pH, ionic strength, and in some cases solvation) on the structures and stabilities to be 
determined. 
The stabilities and dissociation behavior of a wide variety of protonated and 
sodium cationized modified nucleosides are also examined experimentally. Energy-
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resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) experiments were performed to 
characterize the fragmentation behavior of these systems, which when coupled with 
survival yield analyses enable to stabilities of these systems to be assessed. The 
fragmentation pathways observed in the ER-CID experiments often exclusively involve 
N-glycosidic bond cleavage such that the survival yield analyses provide a direct 
measure of the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of these DNA and RNA nucleosides. 
Comparisons among these systems thus enable the influence of the identity of the 
nucleobase, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent, modifications, and the local environment (i.e., 
pH, ionic strength) on the relative glycosidic bond stabilities of the DNA and RNA 
nucleosides to be elucidated. 
Our motivations for studying these systems are presented in Chapter 1, whereas 
the experimental and theoretical methods employed are discussed in detail including 
the instrumental set ups employed in this work are presented in Chapter 2. 
In Chapter 3, the results of our electronic structure calculations for the sodium 
cationized forms of the canonical and two modified DNA and RNA nucleosides 
(including dAdo, Ado, dCyd, Cyd, Guo, dGuo, dUrd, Urd, dThd, and Thd) are presented 
and discussed.147-151 Structures were optimized and harmonic vibrational frequency 
calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, whereas 
energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+(2d,2p) level of theory. A wide variety of 
stable structures are found and these structures and their relative stabilities are 
examined and discussed in detail. For all of the nucleosides examined except the 
guanine nucleosides, the sodium cation preferentially binds to both the nucleobase and 
the sugar moiety. In contrast, the sodium cation binds to the guanine nucleosides 
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exclusively via the nucleobase. The sodium cationized forms of the DNA and RNA 
nucleosides generally exhibit highly parallel conformations. The 2-hydroxyl substituent 
of the RNA nucleosides enables formation of a hydrogen-bonding interaction between 
the 2'- and 3'-hydroxyl substituents, which is found in all of the sodium cationized RNA 
nucleosides. However, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent enables unique modes of binding to 
the RNA pyrimidine nucleosides that are predicted to be relatively low in energy and 
competitive with the ground conformations. 
In Chapter 4 the results of our IRMPD experiments for the sodium cationized 
forms of the canonical and two modified DNA and RNA nucleosides (i.e., the same 
systems computed in Chapter 3) are presented and discussed. The measured IRMPD 
spectra are compared to the IR spectra predicted for the stable structures to elucidate 
the structures accessed experimentally.147-151 In general, the relative stabilities of the 
stable conformations computed are consistent with the experimental measurements in 
that the conformations populated correspond to the most stable structures found. 
However, the unique low-energy mode of binding available to the RNA pyrimidine 
nucleosides (Cyd, Urd, and Thd) is found to be more important in the experiments than 
theoretically predicted. These seemingly anomalous results are understood by 
examining the effect of solvation on the relative stabilities of the associated 
conformations of these species. Theory predicts the stabilities of these conformations of 
the sodium cationized pyrimidine nucleosides are inverted in aqueous solution and that 
kinetic trapping of these conformations in the electrospray process occurs. 
In Chapter 5, the results of our ER-CID experiments and survival yield analyses 
for the protonated and sodium cationized forms of the canonical and two modified DNA 
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and RNA nucleosides (i.e., the same systems computed in Chapters 3 and 4) are 
presented and discussed to elucidate the influence of the identity of the nucleobase, the 
2-substituent, and the local environment (i.e., pH and ionic strength) on N-glycosidic 
bond stability.147-151 In addition, a wide variety of modified nucleosides are also 
examined here to determine the effects of these modifications on N-glycosidic bond 
stability. Many of the modified nucleosides included in this work involve modifications at 
the 2-position of the sugar moiety including: naturally occurring O2'-methylated 
nucleosides (Adom, Guom, Cydm, Urdm, Thdm), synthetically modified 2'-fluoro-
substituted nucleosides (Adofl, Cydfl, Guofl, Urdfl) and the arabinose analogs (which 
involve inversion of the 2-stereochemistry, araAdo, araGuo, araCyd, araUrd). Several 
of the modified nucleosides examined in this work involve modifications of the 
nucleobase, and in particular include a series of methylated guanosines (m1Guo, 
m7Guo, m22Guo and m
2
2Guom). In addition to protons and sodium cations, experiments 
for the guanine nucleosides were also extended to other cations including: lithium, 
potassium, cesium and silver to examine the influence of the size and electronic 
structure of the metal cation on the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities. 
In general, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of the RNA nucleosides is found to 
stabilize the N-glycosidic bond compared with their DNA analogues. In all cases, 
sodium cationization is found to activate the N-glycosidic bond less effectively than 
protonation. 2'-Fluoro modification stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond compared with the 
analogous DNA and RNA nucleosides. O2-Methylation and inversion of the 2-
stereochemistry of the sugar moiety produce only small changes in the N-glycosidic 
bond stability versus the analogous canonical RNA nucleosides, that are not systematic 
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(i.e., in some cases a slight weakening of the N-glycosidic bond is found, whereas in 
other cases these modifications produce a slight strengthening of the N-glycosidic 
bond.). The survival yield analyses of the protonated and sodium cationized methylated 
guanosines indicate that the position of the methyl substituent clearly impacts the 
relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of these nucleosides. By comparing the CID50% 
values of the protonated and metal cationized guanine nucleosides, the effects of local 
environment on the relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities were also investigated. The 
order of relative stabilities of alkali metal cationized dGuo and Guo is consistent with the 
order of increasing size of the alkali metal cation. The binding between the metal cation 
and the nucleoside become weaker as the size of the alkali metal cation increases. 
In Chapter 6, the results of our electronic structure calculations for the sodium 
cationized adenine mononucleotides, [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, and disodium 
cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotides, [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and               
[pAdo-H+2Na]+, are presented and discussed. Additionally, electronic structure 
calculations for the neutral adenine mononucleotides, pdAdo and pAdo, and the neutral 
sodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotide salts, [pdAdo-H+Na] and 
[pAdo-H+Na], are also discussed for comparisons. Optimization and harmonic 
frequency calculations were performed at B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory, whereas 
the single-point energy calculations were calculated at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of 
theory. Overall, theory suggests that these sodium cationized DNA and RNA species 
exhibit highly parallel ground conformations, except for the disodium cationized 
deprotonated adenine mononucleotides. For neutral pdAdo and pAdo, pdAdo prefers a 
syn orientation of the adenine nucleobase, whereas pAdo prefers an anti orientation of 
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the adenine nucleobase. For [pdAdo+Na]+ and [pAdo+Na]+, Na+ binds to the adenine 
nucleobase, sugar and phosphate moieties in a tridentate fashion. Adenine exhibits a 
syn orientation and the sugar exhibits C3'-endo (3T2) puckering. For [pdAdo-H+Na] and 
[pAdo-H+Na], theory suggests that Na+ binds to the adenine nucleobase, sugar and 
phosphate moieties in a quadridentate fashion. Adenine exhibits a syn orientation and 
the sugar exhibits C4'-exo (4T
O) puckering. For [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ and [pAdo-H+2Na]+, 
the first Na+ binds to the deprotonated adenine mononucleotides in the same fashion as 
found for the sodium cationized deprotonated adenine mononucleotide salt. The second 
Na+ binds solely to the phosphate group in [pdAdo-H+2Na]+, whereas the second Na+ 
binds to the sugar and phosphate moieties in [pAdo-H+2Na]+. Adenine exhibits a syn 
orientation in both cases.       [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ exhibits O4'-endo (OT1) sugar puckering, 
whereas [pAdo-H+2Na]+ exhibits C4'-exo (4T
O) sugar puckering. For the DNA adenine 
mononucleotides, only [pdAdo-H]- exhibits an anti orientation of adenine nucleobase, 
such that base rotation is facilitated by protonation and sodium cationization. For the 
RNA adenine mononucleotides, [pAdo-H]- and pAdo exhibits an anti orientation of the 
nucleobase, indicating that base rotation is facilitated by sodium cationization and 
protonation of pAdo.  
In Chapter 7, the results of our IRMPD experiments for the sodium cationized 
forms of the canonical DNA and RNA adenine mononucleotides are presented and 
discussed. The spectral comparisons indicate the conformers of the DNA and RNA 
forms of these sodium cationized species that are dominantly populated in the 
experiments are highly parallel. The ground conformers of [pdAdo+Na]+, [pAdo+Na]+, 
and [pdAdo-H+2Na]+ are the major contributors in the experiments. The stable low-
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energy conformer of [pAdo-H+2Na]+, which is similar to the ground conformer of 
[pdAdo-H+2Na]+, is dominantly populated in the experiments. Comparisons between the 
sodium cationized adenine nucleosides and mononucleotides indicate that the 
phosphate group of the adenine mononucleotides changes the mode of Na+ binding 
such that the third chelation interaction is altered from the O5' atom to the OX atom. 
Compared with previous IRMPD action spectroscopy studies of the protonated and 
deprotonated forms of the adenine mononucleotides, only the deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides exhibit an anti orientation of the nucleobase. The most favorable 
protonation site of the adenine mononucleotides is the N3 atom of the adenine 
nucleobase. Unlike a proton, the sodium cation prefers multiple chelation interactions 
with the adenine mononucleotides, such that the sodium cation binds to the adenine 
nucleobase, sugar and phosphate moieties in either a tridentate or quadridentate 
fashion. 
8.2 FUTURE WORK 
The present thesis examines the conformations and energetics of sodium 
cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides as well as adenine mononucleotides via IRMPD 
action spectroscopy experiments and complementary electronic structure calculations. 
The relative stabilities of protonated and metal cationized canonical and modified DNA 
and RNA nucleosides are also determined via ER-CID experiments and survival yield 
analyses. These studies could be further expanded to elucidate the structural and 




(1) IRMPD action spectroscopy combined with electronic structure calculations 
have proven to be a robust approach to study the gas-phase conformations and 
energetics of nucleosides and nucleotides. The present thesis mainly focuses on the 
effects of sodium cationization. However, the effects of other metal cations are also of 
fundamental interest. For example, IRMPD action spectroscopy studies of alkali metal 
cationized nucleosides and nucleotides using the same techniques could be used to 
better understanding the effects of the size and electronic structure of metal cations on 
the gas-phase conformations and energetics of nucleosides and nucleotides. In 
particular, whether the behavior observed for the sodium cationized RNA pyrimidine 
nucleosides will also be observed for other alkali metal cationized nucleosides. 
Preliminary calculations suggest that lithium cationized uridine should exhibit a ground 
conformation similer to that found for sodium cationized uridine, whereas potassium, 
rubidium and cesium cationized uridines prefer an anti orientation of uracil with the 
metal cation binding to O2 and O2' atoms. Further calculations and IRMPD action 
spectroscopy experiments could be performed to confirm these predictions. Additionally, 
nucleosides and nucleotides binding to a multiply charged metal cation as well as heavy 
metal cations are also worthwhile to study. For example, magnesium and zinc ions play 
very important roles in many biological processes.210,211 Therefore, a series of IRMPD 
action spectroscopy experiments and theoretical calculations could be pursued to 
provide insight into the differences in the metal cation-nucleic acid interactions for these 
and other biologically relevant metal cations. 
(2) As introduced in Section 1.3, there are over 140 naturally occurring modified 
nucleosides and a variety of modified nucleosides that have been synthesized for 
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pharmaceutical and research applications.212 The present thesis mainly focuses on the 
relative stability studies of protonated and metal cationized modified nucleosides via 
ER-CID experiments and survival yield analyses. It would be worthwhile to use IRMPD 
action spectroscopy combined with electronic structure calculations to elucidate the 
effects of modifications on the gas-phase conformations and energetics. Our lab has 
already initiated investigations of several modified nucleosides, including the modified 
nucleosides discussed in Chapter 5, and other modified nucleosides, such as locked 
nucleic acids and oxidized nucleosides. Our evolving database of information could be 
expanded by including additional modifications. Therefore, studies of the gas-phase 
conformations and energetics of these modified nucleosides may provide insight into 
the effects of these modifications on the structures and chemical properties of these 
systems. 
(3) Survival yield analysis is a robust technique to study the relative stabilities of 
precursor ions. This project can be expanded by including more modified nucleosides to 
investigate the effects of modifications on the relative stabilities of nucleosides. This 
high throughput method can be used as a guide for threshold collision-induced 
dissociation (TCID) experiments. Even though survival yield analysis is only a semi-
quantitative method which is only used to determine relative stabilities, this method can 
be compared with quantitatively measured accurate thermochemical data from TCID 
experiments. It would be interesting to determine how linear the correlation between 
CID50% values and activation energies of N-glycosidic bond cleavage are, and what 
factors lead to deviations. Preliminary results show that the CID50% values of the 
protonated adenine, guanine and cytosine nucleosides exhibit a highly linear correlation 
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with the activation energies of these protonated nucleosides determined by TCID 
experiments, because the only fragmentation pathway observed in the ER-CID 
experiments involves the N-glycosidic bond cleavage with the proton retained by 
nucleobase. In order to improve survival yield analysis and enable improved 
quantitation, it would be worthwhile to build a database of CID50% values determined by 
survival yield analyses and activation energies determined by TCID experiments. 
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TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO 
ELUCIDATE CONFORMATIONS AND N-GLYCOSIDIC BOND STABILITIES OF DNA 





Advisor: Dr. Mary T. Rodgers 
Major: Analytical Chemistry 
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy 
The influence of noncovalent interactions with sodium cations on the 
conformations and energetics of ten DNA and RNA nucleosides as well as two adenine 
mononucleotides were elucidated via infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) 
action spectroscopy experiments and complementary electronic structure calculations. 
Energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) experiments of protonated and 
metal cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides were performed using a Bruker amaZon 
ETD quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QIT MS). By comparing the CID50% values 
of these nucleosides, which are the rf excitation amplitudes required for 50% 
dissociation of the precursor ion, the effects of local environment and modifications on 
the relative stabilities of the DNA and RNA nucleosides were elucidated. In particular, 
when the fragmentation pathways observed in the ER-CID experiments solely involve 
N-glycosidic bond cleavage, the survival yield analyses are directly correlated to the 
relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of the DNA and RNA nucleosides. 
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For eight of the 10 sodium cationized DNA and RNA nucleosides examined in 
this thesis, the sodium cation preferentially binds to both the nucleobase and sugar 
moiety. In contrast, the guanine nucleosides bind the sodium cation solely via the 
guanine nucleobase. Theory suggests that the DNA and RNA forms of sodium 
cationized nucleosides exhibit highly parallel conformations. However, comparisons 
between the experimental IRMPD and calculated IR spectra demonstrate that for the 
pyrimidine nucleosides, stable low-energy bidentate conformers with an anti orientation 
of the nucleobase are dominantly populated in the experiments. This conclusion is 
confirmed by the relative Gibbs free energies calculated for water adducts of the ground 
tridentate syn oriented conformers and these bidentate anti oriented conformers of 
sodium cationized RNA pyrimidine nucleosides.  
In general, the 2'-hydroxyl substituent of the RNA nucleoside stabilizes the N-
glycosidic bond compared with their DNA analogues. Sodium cationization activates the 
N-glycosidic bond less effectively than protonation. The effects of methylation, 2'-fluoro 
substitution, and 2'-stereochemistry inversion on the N-glycosidic bond stabilities were 
also investigated via ER-CID experiments and survival yield analysis. The 2'-fluoro 
substituent significantly stabilizes the N-glycosidic bond compared with the analogous 
DNA and RNA nucleosides, whereas a 2'-O-methyl substituent produces a similar effect 
on the N-glycosidic bond stabilities as found for a 2'-hydroxyl substituent. Additionally, 
changing the stereochemistry of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent has only slight impact on the 
N-glycosidic bond stabilities. Methylation of different positions clearly impacts the 
relative N-glycosidic bond stabilities of these nucleosides. By comparing the CID50% 
values of protonated and metal cationized guanine nucleosides, the effects of local 
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environment, i.e. pH and the presence of metal cations, on the relative N-glycosidic 
bond stabilities were also investigated. The order of relative stabilities of alkali metal 
cationized dGuo and Guo is consistent with the order of increasing size of the alkali 
metal. The binding between the metal cation and the nucleoside become weaker as the 
metal cation becomes larger. 
The gas-phase conformations of the sodium cationized complexes of the neutral 
and deprotonated adenine mononucleotides have been examined in the present work 
via IRMPD action spectroscopy in both the IR fingerprint and hydrogen-stretching 
regions. Comparison of the measured IRMPD spectra with the calculated IR spectra of 
the stable low-energy conformations of these species calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory allows the structures populated in 
the experiments to be determined. Overall, the conformers of the sodium cationized 
forms of the neutral and deprotonated adenine mononucleotides that are dominantly 
populated in the experiments are highly parallel. Based on comparisons of the 
measured IRMPD and computed IR spectra, it is clear that in the dominant conformers 
of sodium cationized adenine mononucleotides populated, Na+ binds to the adenine 
nucleobase, sugar and phosphate moieties in a tridentate fashion, adenine exhibits a 
syn orientation, and the sugars prefer C3'-endo (3T2) puckering in both cases. In the 
dominant conformers of the disodium cationized deprotonated adenine 
mononucleotides populated, the first Na+ binds to the adenine nucleobase, sugar and 
phosphate moieties in a quadridentate fashion, the second Na+ binds solely to the 
phosphate moiety, adenine exhibits a syn orientation, and the sugars prefer O4'-endo 
(OT1) puckering in both cases. Present results are compared with those for the sodium 
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cationized adenine nucleosides as well as the protonated and deprotonated forms of the 
adenine mononucleotides to elucidate the effects of the phosphate group and charge 
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